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PREFACE

The papers assembled in this book were presented at the second interna-
tional meeting of Blaise users, the International Blaise Users' Conference,
1993 (IBUC/93). The conference was held in London, United Kingdom on
13-15 October 1993. As in the case of the first meeting, in the Netherlands
in 1992, the objective was to provide a platform for exchanging experiences
with the use of Blaise in survey data processing, to meet Blaise users and
members of the Blaise development team, and to discuss current and future
developments.

The papers cover most but not all of the presentations which were made at
the conference. In particular, the central presentation of the conference, in
the form of a demonstration, was the announcement of Blaise III by the
Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics. The topics covered at the confer-
ence, in addition to Blaise III, were agency experiences, technical advances,
survey systems, standards, outputs and organisational issues. It is in the
field of technical advances that this volume cannot reflect the full range of
topics that were presented at the conference, although the major one of
computer assisted coding is covered.

The conference committee consisted of Tony Manners, James Gray and
Shaun Cove, with the first two responsible for editing this volume. The
conference was sponsored by the Office of Population Censuses and Sur-
veys, United Kingdom.
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USING BLAISE FOR A CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SYSTEM

Ken Brewster, SI A Ltd, London, UK.

Abstract

The basis of this paper is to demonstrate the flexibility of the Blaise System
and how well it links to other commonly used software. The application is
a Customer Satisfaction System in which customers are interviewed upon
leaving a shop. They are asked a series of questions relating to the products
purchased, quality of service, etc. The main aspects of the system are:

(i) a front-end interviewer menu
(ii) a Blaise interview
(iii) quota sampling
(iv) external databases
(v) data transfer for analysis
(vi) letter generation • .

The technical aspects of the system are discussed, and so a working knowl-
edge of Blaise is assumed. The emphasis shall not be on the interview
itself, but on the other Blaise tools utilised, ie. Manipula, Conversions and
the Setup Generator. .

Second International Blaise Users Conference (1993)



Using Blaise for a Customer Satisfaction System

1. Introduction

The starting point in the system is a Blaise program, ie. the customers are
interviewed upon leaving a shop and their responses are stored using Blaise.
The population of respondents is constrained by the following:

SEX AGE NO. REQUIRED

Male Under 50 10
Male 50+ 5
Female Under 50 .30
Female 50+ 15

Once the data has been collected, some standard analyses are to be per-
formed and where applicable, follow-up letters are to be sent out.

2. Technical aspects of the Customer Satisfaction system

The following sections explain how each aspect is handled.

2.1 Front end interviewer menu

The Blaise interview program is essentially an executable file (.exe) and a
few associated reference files. This therefore enables Blaise programs to be
run from the DOS prompt as they do not require the presence of the main
Blaise system. Given this situation, it is therefore possible to build com-
mand or batch files to activate the program with a single keystroke or by
selecting an option on a menu.

In the case of this system, a menu has been used as shown below.

Figure 1 : The interviewer menu

ENTER DATA
EDIT DATA
ANALYSIS
LETTER GENERATION

Second International Blaise. Users Conference (1993)



Using Blaise for a Customer Satisfaction System

This menu has been developed using Clipper, although any DOS based
product could have been used. The main advantage of using menus of this
nature is that they can, if well constructed, prevent interviewers from "play-
ing around" on the computer. The Blaise program here is activated by
selecting the "ENTER DATA" option on the menu using the cursor keys
and then pressing the <ENTER> key.

2.2 Quota sampling

In the market research world, quota sampling is a commonly used tech-
nique. A simple example has been incorporated here where the client only
wants to collect interviews from the proportions of people as outlined in the
introduction.

The program has to be structured in such a way that once the desired level
(quota) has been reached in a particular group, no further interviews for that
group can take place. Unfortunately, unlike some other CAI products, Blaise
does not (yet!) have a dedicated quota sampling facility. The desired result
can be achieved though with a few lines of code and the use of Manipula.

To achieve our aim, we need to know, or have access to, the current
numbers for each quota group at the start of each interview. This can be
done by running a Manipula setup sketch such as that shown below to read
the Blaise datafiles, calculate the figures and store them in an ASCII file
on disk. Blaise again makes this easy by writing a default Manipula sketch
for you, using the Setup Generator. This means that all the user has to do
is edit the file to suit the current need rather than write one from scratch.
The resultant file will contain a mere four lines (one for each quota group)
with three entries on each; the sex variable, the age variable and the current
number of entries in the datafile. This file can then be read at any stage
during the interview using the READLIST command.

Figure 2a. The Manipula setup file

INPUTFILE "CS" BLAISE
. - . SexQ 20 1 INTEGER 0

AgeQ 2 2 1 INTEGER 0 . . .

Second International Blaise Users. Conference (1993)



Using Blaise for a Customer Satisfaction System

OUTPUTFILE "CS.ASC" . ' '' ' - • • '
SexQ 1 • 1;.. • . • • . . . • ' . • .
AgeQ 2 1 ; . . - , . - •
Count 3 2 INTEGER;.. . . , '.

MANIPULATE ' '
COMPUTE Counf.=1;
SELECT;

SORT
SexQ, ASCENDING;

: ' AgeQ, ASCENDING; ' . • • ' ' . •
Count, SUM; . . • - . .

Figure 2b. Example of the resultant file

1 1 3 . . . . .
12 5 .
2V 1 ' ' ' ' ' •'
22 1

Once this information has become available, the questions in the program
can be routed accordingly, ie. skipping the main body of the interview if
the target value for the current group has been achieved.

Manipula can also be executed from the command' line and so to further
facilitate smooth running for the interviewer, the command, can be placed in
a batch file with the interview program command as shown below.

• . Figure 2c. The batch file • .

@echo off . . , ...
customer cs /1 . . .
manipula cs.man '
menu ' ' ' • • • •' : : '

This will start an interview (the key value being automatically assigned) and
upon conclusion run the Manipula setup to recalculate the new quota levels,
before returning to the main menu. On a computer with a reasonable proc-
essor (386 or above), this process is so quick; that interruption to the inter-
viewing is negligible. • :..".• •• -. .;
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Using Blaise for a Customer Satisfaction System

2.3 External databases , ,

The speed with which Blaise can access information held in external files
is very impressive. In this example approximately 5000 address records are
held in a separate file. This file is to be cross-checked during the interview
to determine whether the respondent had been interviewed previously and to
notify the interviewer of any such occurence.

The address file itself starts as an ASCII file but is then converted into an
indexed file using the EXTERNAL FILES utility within Blaise. This new
file is defined within the program with an external paragraph such as that
shown below:

Figure 3. The external paragraph

EXTERNAL
TYPE

AddRec = RECORD
Address = STRING[15];
Dummy[24];
Postcode = STRING[11];

ENDRECORD;
VAR

A2ldx : INDEXFILE "Add2.ldx" [11];.
A2Dat : DATAFILE"Add2.Dat" OFAddRec;
A1ldx : INDEXFILE "Addl.ldx" [15];
A1Dat : DATAFILE "Addl.Dat" OF AddRec;
ShAdd : AddRec;

ENDEXTERNAL;

Once the respondent's address details have been taken during the interview,
the READFILE command is used to search the external file and, if an
existing entry is found, routes to a special notification question. The search
itself typically takes approximately one second, which is impressive by any
standards.

2.4 Data transfer for analysis

Blaise has its own tabulation package, Abacus, which is ideal for producing
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Using- Blaise for a Customer Satisfaction System

very quick counts and percentages on your data. However,' it cannot pro-
duce the wide range of statistics available with packages such as SPSS/PC+
and SAS. Data 'can be transfered to other 'packages by .performing two
steps. ' • • •• '.; ' • . - • . • • • ••

(i) ' Converting Blaise data to ASCII . .
(ii) Using the setup generator , • .•

The conversion utility offers a great deal of flexibility in that fixed'or free
format files can be generated, using a variety of delimiters. The other ad-
vantage is that the settings can be stored in a file and run from the com-
mand line. . .

The setup generator is a facility consisting of a number of programs which
read information from a Blaise database and write out the commands, labels
etc necessary to read the data into another software package. Once the
program has been generated, it can be executed in the 'other' package.

In the case of our example, the conversion program is run from a batch file
and then an SPSS/PC+ data list program (created by the setup generator) is
run to read in the resultant ASCII file. From here a whole range of standard
analyses can be performed, and because it can all be done with batch files,
all the interviewer has to do is select an option on the menu.

2.5 Letter generation , . .

Very often after a survey has been conducted, there may be a need to
follow-up some or all of the respondents with a letter containing further
information. With a paper based survey, this would probably fake the form
of a standard letter without any form of personalisation except the address
label. Having' a computer based survey opens up a world of possibilities
because the data can be easily transfered from one piece of software to
another.

For the example in hand, firstly the data is converted into an ASCII dataset,

.Second International Blaise .Users. Conference (1993)



Using Blaise for a Customer Satisfaction System

using the conversion utility, as was done before transfering to SPSS/PC+.
Next, a Fortran program is used to take the ASCII file and then:

(i) Select only those cases for which letters are required, based upon a
filter question

(ii) Generate new text fields, based upon questionnaire responses, for text
substitution in the letters

(iii) Create a new, comma delimited ASCII file

The resultant ASCII file can now be accessed by the word processing soft-
ware, in our case Microsoft word. With Microsoft Word, a (semi) standard
letter can be written with gaps for not only name and address but for
absolutely any part of the letter. These gaps are filled with fieldnames
which cross-reference the new ASCII file for each individual letter. In this
way, if the letter is carefully constructed, it can be personalised to such an
extent that it makes references to various things that respondents have said
during the interview.

The beauty of this solution is that although only one letter is written,
numerous versions are created by the link to the Blaise data. As with the
other aspects of this system, the majority of the functions can be performed
by a batch file, however the actual "merging" of data and letter has to take
place from within Microsoft Word.

3. Summary

This system was designed to give an indication of what can be done with
the Blaise utilities and other software which you may already be using. The
important point that I am trying to convey here is that although the Blaise
interview program is robust and effective, there are other aspects within the
system, eg. Abacus and Manipula, which should be used to their full po-
tential. Manipula in particular is immensely flexible but almost certainly
under-utilised. Making full use of these tools will mean investing time to
learn about them, above and beyond the time usually spent on a survey, but
I guarantee it will be time well spent.
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ELECTRONIC DISSEMINATION OF STATISTICAL DATA - -•

Alex van Buitenen, Anco Hundepool, Wil de Jong and Aad van de Wetering
Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics,'The Netherlands "•• ' ' • '•" • '•

1. Introduction ' • • ' : •' ' • "•'"'" •••

Paper is the traditional dissemination medium for statistical information.
Large amounts of books are published every year to make the'results of the
statistical work'accessible to the researchers, policy makers and other inter-
ested people. Inside the statistical offices even larger amounts of tables are
produced in order'to answer possible questions from the-public! This way
of producing statistical information is not only a waste of valuable natural
resources (trees), it has become quite inefficient now that (micro)-computers
have become available everywhere'and cari deal :with this problem in" a
much better way. - • •. • • ''•

Users of statistical information who'have computers at their disposal want
to use this information on their computers without having 'to'key"in the'
figures from the books and publications of the statistical office's. They want
trie information'and the necessary meta-info'rmation (the'meaning 'of the
figures) in a machine readable way. Also trie large amounts of tables aimed1

at answering possible questions from the public are nowadays being re-
placed by information systems capable of producing ad-hoc information when
it is needed. . . .

The Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics has developed 'software to
disseminate statistical information in an electronic way. STATview is now
available to publish large amounts of aggregated data on diskettes and Has
been extended into an online information system. For more detailed (indi-
vidual) data the tabulation package ABACUS can be used to produce high
quality tables at high speed. . . . . . ' . ' . ' , -
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Electronic dissemination of statistical data

2. Individual data

As researchers have now much more facilities to do their own analysis due
to the widely available micro-computers and analysis software, there is a
growing demand for the release of more detailed (if not individual) data. Of
course, there is a great risk of disclosure in releasing files with individual
information. At the CBS the ARGUS project (De Jong, 1992) is being
carried out to develop software to help identifying the possible disclosure
risks. A first prototype of ARGUS is now available and is tested. The
statistical offices should be aware of the risks when individual information
is identified.

However if the statistical office has investigated the possible disclosure risks
and is willing to release files with individual information to researchers,
they are also obliged to supply the necessary meta- information. At least the
researchers need to understand the meaning of the different variables, what
the coding of the categories stands for, etc.

We have chosen to publish these files in an ASCII format. Not because we
think that everyone wants to use this ASCII file, but it is a very general
format that can be read by various programs. Besides this ASCII file with
the data we can supply a system which is capable of converting the meta
information into a format required by the user. This format can be a plain
record description but also a setup for transforming the data into the format
of the various analysis packages like SPSS, SAS and Stata or the tabulation
package ABACUS.

3. Aggregated data

Aggregated data fall apart into two categories: first, information that is
composed of a collection of (small) tables as in the traditional publications,
and second, larger databases which contain large amounts of data like
municipal data or large collections of time series. In the first case the user
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is at a certain moment only interested in a few of the available tables, while
in the second case the user wants to select a specific part of the database/
matrix.. • • • : . . • . , . , . •

The program STATview has been developed to serve as a shell around both
the "data and the meta-data. Especially the coherence between the data and
the meta-data is a very important aspect-of publishing statistical information.
Data without the relevant meta-data is meaningless. It;is a responsibility of
the publishing statistical 'Office to take care that the user can make optimal
use of the available statistical information. • • • . -••

The first version of STATview has been developed to serve as a shell
around data-sets, which are in the form of large; more-dimensionaldata
matrices, like 'the municipal database. STATview alloWs the user to select
a subset of the large matrix by presenting the information in a hierarchical
structure. During the selection process the user gets all the relevant meta-
information on the screen to facilitate the selection process.

After having made the selection from the information, the user can specify
the format in which he wants the selected information to be presented. At
this moment we support the following formats:

- table in ASCII format '
-"worksheet for Lotus 1-2-3 and other spreadsheet packages ' ' ' '
- dBase file, also suitable for Paradox etc '
- ASCII file
- setups to read the ASCII file into other packages, like SPSS, Stata, SAS,

Abacus and Manipula.
Abacus and Manipula originate from the Netherlands" Central Bureau of
Statistics and are meant.for tabulation and file manipulation. ;i ..,, .

.,- - ; . ' -I.- ' .-. • : • • • ' • . . • • ' : • - . ' ,; • ' • • . . , : : ; • • • ... • . . • • ,r;.
This version of STATyiew is. used, successfully for many publications ofjthe
NCBS.; The second .version of STATview.allows.for more data, formats; Not
only large data matrices but also publications which consist of a collection
of smaller tables can be disseminated electronically with STATview. The
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selection process is quite similar to the matrix version. The information is
presented in a hierarchical structure. Via the hierarchical structure the user
selects the tables he is interested in. As an alternative the user can also use
a thesaurus.

The STATview thesaurus is based on trigrams. The trigram technique is
also used in the new coding module of Blaise (version 2.5) (see Roessingh,
1993). To each item (basic tables or columns of the data matrix) in the
publication one or more keywords can be attached. Each keyword in the
thesaurus is divided into successive three-letter groups. For each keyword
the set of three-letter groups is stored. If the user asks a word to the
thesaurus, this word is also divided into three-letter words and the number
of matches in the data base of trigrams is calculated. If a certain level of
matches is exceeded the system presents the item as a possible hit. This
trigram technique makes it possible to search for keywords even if some
misspellings have been made.

Also new in version 2 of STATview is the presentation of the selected
table. In version 1 the selected information is presented on the screen without
any possibility to manipulate the table. In the new version a table ma-
nipulation program has been added. It is now possible to perform some
manipulations (add, subtract, multiply, divide, percentage) on the rows and
the columns of the table and to influence the layout of the table. If the
table must be printed the table can be prepared for printing by adding page
breaks even at the places of the user's choice. This table presentation program
adds much flexibility to the STATview package.

This table manipulation program will also be used in new versions of the
tabulation package Abacus.

4. Publication media

STATview is used now to publish information on diskette. Due to the size
of the publications made by the NCBS diskettes are a suitable medium.

Second International Blaise Users Conference (1993) 11
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Nevertheless other computer media are becoming available. It isrto be ex-
pected that the CD-ROM is going to play an important role in publishing
statistical information. The CD-ROM has a very large capacity (about 500
megabytes) and is also very reliable. Once the data have been written on
CD-ROM they are very safe and secure. Although CD-ROM is a slow
medium compared with a hard disk, it will be (and is already) used for
publishing statistical information. At this moment STATview has not been
used for CD-ROM due to the lack of very large databases, but it is to be
expected that the use of STATview for CD-ROM publications will not be
a difficult extension.

The disseminating of statistical information electronically on diskette has
become an important part of the publication effort of the NCBS. About one
third of the revenues of NCBS publications are realized by electronic
publications. Besides the demand for STATview diskettes there is a growing
demand for a system where the users can get the most recent information
as soon as it becomes available. To meet these demands we have extended
STATview into an online information system.

5. STATline

STATline is the online information system that has been build as an extension
to the STATview package. This has the advantage that the users will be
working with the same user interface as in STATview. The main difference
is that the databases are no longer installed at their own computer but are
accessed by a modem on the STATline computer at the NCBS. Of course
this computer will have no direct connections with the NCBS networks for
security reasons.

The STATview software has been divided in a front-end that runs on the
computers of the users and a back-end that runs on the central, computer.
To the front-end belongs the software needed to make the selections from
the database. The meta-information needed during the selection process is
normally retrieved via the back-end from the central computer.. However if

12. Second International Blaise Users Conference (1993,
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the user is accessing the same database regularly it will be possible to
install the meta-information at his own computer. The advantage is that the
selection process will be quicker as there is no need to contact the central
computer.

As soon as the selection of the requested information has been made the
actual retrieval is made by the back-end and sent to the user. With the same
table manipulation program as in STATview the information is then presented
to the user. This gives the user the same possibilities to process the selected
information.

Building the STATline system with the STATview software has resulted in
a situation where the user will be working with exactly the same user
interface whether the publications are available at his own computer or are
accessed by modem at the central computer.

STATline makes it possible to release even the most recent data electronically
to the public. Besides these most recent figures the users can now access
all the available STATview databases and look for the information without
the need to buy and install all the publications on his own computer.

It is our intention that the database in the online STATview system will be
playing a central role in the publication of the statistical information. Fi-
nally it should be so that the data is published first in the online database,
which will than serve as a starting point to produce all kind of publications,
like still some paper publications, press reports and tailor-made faxes or
e-mail messages to those who have subscribed for it.

6. Conclusion

It is very important for the statistical offices to be aware of the changing
demand for information from the public. The computer will play (and is
already playing) an important role in the dissemination of statistical infor-
mation. The use of adequate software to disseminate the statistical information
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facilitates the use of this information. The use of the statistical information
is the main if not only reason why a statistical office exists. The first
reactions from the public with STATview publications are very encouraging.
Although STATview was developed for the dissemination of CBS publica-
tions, the software is also available for other parties to make their own
publications.
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OUTPUTS FROM BLAISE SURVEYS

James Gray
Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, London, UK

1. Introduction

On the face of it, the method of data collection should not have too much
effect on the output methods. If we consider the collection, processing and
output stages of a survey then we might expect to be able to use any
collection method we wanted — whether traditional paper, or Blaise, or
some other method — with little effect on the processing and none on the
outputs to the customer. Looked at in the abstract, output systems could be
seen as modules that should work irrespective of the data collection method.
Even if the data delivered by the collection module has a different format,
it is still the same data; there is no reason for any changes to the way that
results are output to the customer.

In practice there is a number of factors working against this. One factor is
that customer expectations have changed. There is a general push towards
faster and cheaper outputs. This applies particularly to computer assisted
surveys. If we are getting 'clean data straight from the field', transmitted
nightly over the phone lines, then why can the customers not have the data
the next day? The vast speed improvement to the 'clean raw data' stage
focuses attention on speeding up all other processes leading to output. Simi-
larly there is a strong incentive to make the outputs more flexible to meet
the customer's needs, and more accessible to a wide range of users.

Before considering the outputs to the customer, it is worth while looking at
the outputs from the data collection stage that form inputs to later process-
ing stages (variable derivation, imputation, grossing, analysis).

Second International Blaise Users Conference (1993) 15
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2. Outputs to processing systems: data structures :. . '•• . :

In IT methodologies, such as SSADM, systems are designed in a 'pure'
way, looking at the inherent data structures. They are in theory ideal for
central processing functions. In practice they do not always address the real
needs and problems, especially when applied as a dogmatic formula.

On a typical Blaise survey, the systems are driven by the inputs. Certainly
within OPCS, we have made the conscious decision that the Blaise instru-
ment should • drive the whole collection and processing system as far as
possible. We are able to do this because of Blaise's strengths: easy authoring
language, flexibility, excellent for input, and (especially) very good metadata
provision. These features more than make up for the limitations that mean
that for very large and complex surveys .the data structures that come out
of Blaise are not always in the 'ideal' Third Normal Form. ,

If the data structures coming out of Blaise are difficult to deal with, what
can we do about it? There are three main routes available to us:

1. One option is to try to tune the Blaise instrument to. give better
structured data. It is possible to make some progress like this, but it is
vital to remember that the prime purpose of the Blaise instrument is
input. It is important not to compromise the data collection process.
Nevertheless, a look at the instrument should be the first step.

2. Another option is to reformat the data into a 'proper' Third Normal
Form. This will give very good and efficient data structures that are a
joy to work with. The problem is reformatting the data and the metadata.
As identified below, reformat programs are notoriously error prone. They
also take a long time to write and form a barrier between different .parts
of the same system. For example, on a survey with a three month field
period, one view would be that there are three months available from the
start of interviewing to write and test the reformat program. After all the
interviewing had been done, the data would then be passed through the
reformat programs and made available to the derivation and analysis
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programs. This means that for three months there is no chance to look
at the data as it came back, or to test any of the final systems on live
data. There is no opportunity to feed information back to the field force
(eg incorrectly used codes). If any errors remain in the later processes
it is likely that they will not be identified and corrected as soon as
desirable.

3. A third option would be to accept the data in the shape in which it was
collected. This may create complications in the later stages, but does
have some key advantages. As there is no reformatting process, there is
no likelihood of reformat errors. The data are always in the correct
shape for every stage once collected, so can be used in later systems
immediately — this enables a move away from traditional large batch
processing. Knowledge of the data shapes and structures is important —
anyone who understands the data at any one point in the system will
understand it in all others; this makes systems more resilient to staffing
problems. As the data in all parts of the system is exactly the same
shape as collected under Blaise, it is possible to carry metadata right the
way through the system; it is possible to generate large parts of the later
processing systems automatically, thus making data delivery faster and
more reliable.

Another option which we have tried in the past when converting surveys
from paper-based to CAI is to reformat the Blaise data to fit the existing
databases. This would match the hypothetical ideal whereby one could treat
input, processing and output as separate modules that could be interchanged
at will. Here the Blaise plus the reformat procedure could replace the paper-
based input and validation suite. In practice we have found that this does
not work very well:

• someone needs to specify the reformat program, and someone has to
write it. Experience shows that reformat programs are particularly error-
prone. However rigorous the testing, it is very difficult to spot specifi-
cation errors.

• the old paper-based data structures and variable definitions will have
their own little quirks reflecting the particular peculiarities of paper-
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based data collection. It is easy not to notice these if you have lived
with them for a long time.

• you end up constraining the input systems — there may now be possi-
bilities for better ways of collecting, processing and analysing the data,
but if the processing and analysis is to be done the old-fashioned way,
there may be little point.

A simplified example illustrates the point. We want to ask people in paid
employment what their occupation is, 'and use it to work out social class
and socio-economic group. If the respondent is not working, then we will
ask what their previous job was (if they have had one recently), and cal-
culate social class etc from that. The best way to implement this on a paper
questionnaire (where there are constraints on the routing complexity) is by
asking two sets of questions: •

WORKING Are you in a job?
If WORKING=NO goto RECENT
THISJOB . . Details about current job
goto HEALTH . .
RECENT have you had a job recently?
if RECENT=NO goto HEALTH
LASTJOB Details about previous job
HEALTH set of questions on health.

This will give us filter variables WORKING and RECENT, plus also two
large blocks of questions — THISJOB and LASTJOB. These are essentially
very similar (they may differ in some details). From this information, we
will derive the variable SEG (Socio Economic Group):

IF WORKING=YES
SEG is derived from THISJOB questions

ELSEIF RECENT=YES . ! • .
SEG is derived from LASTJOB questions

ELSE
SEG cannot be defined

ENDIF

The derivation for SEG is quite complex and has to be repeated for the two
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sets of questions. Parameterisation of the derivation might help, but this is
seldom done in practice. . .

If we then wanted to convert the survey to Blaise, we would have the
option to keep the set of questions essentially unchanged, or to have just
the one set of job questions, relying on the filters to tell us to which job
they referred:

WORKING Are you in a job?
If WORKING=NO

RECENT . Have you had a job recently?
ENDIF
If WORKING=YES or RECENT=YES

JOB Details about job
ENDIF
HEALTH questions about health

The block JOB will refer either to the current job, or to the previous one,
depending on the values of WORKING and RECENT. Detail differences
can be dealt with by routing details (which would be too fiddly for a paper
survey). The actual question wording will be slightly different ('were you
working as an employee' instead of 'are you working as an employee') —
again this is no problem in Blaise though it would not work well on paper.
Less data space is used, there is only one set of variables and one set of
checks: When deriving SEG, only one derivation needs to be specified,
from the single block JOB.

If we were relying on reformatting the Blaise output to match the data
structures we had been using on the paper based systems, we would have
gained some of the advantages (simpler Blaise instrument for example), but
we would still have a derivation for the SEG variable that depended on a
large number of potential input variables depending on the informant's sta-
tus. This is messy and potentially error-prone. It would probably be worth-
while, but would mean that the reformat program has more work to do (and
more chance of being wrong).
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If the data structures are coming out as too complex .for easy analysis,, then
they can be restructured as appropriate. The mistake would be to use a
paper-based input or processing format in the belief that it is necessarily the
correct structure for a universal processing module.

3. Outputs to customers: data

What kind of outputs do we send to the customer? This will .depend on
the survey organisation and the type of customer. OPCS's Social Survey
Division mainly runs surveys for other Government departments. As such,
we need to produce a lot of straightforward data files. If the customer wants
the data quickly, we may provide preliminary data 'straight from the field'
before any office editing or variable derivation. It is not good enough to
provide just the data — the customer needs to know what is on "the datafile
and where. Here the strengths of the Blaise metadata system are very
important. The setup generator is an invaluable tool for producing human-
readable documentation, as well as record schemas for a variety of pack-
ages.

With the setup generator, you only get out what went into the original
questionnaire — it is very important to keep the outputs in mind right
through the survey design stage. By default, for example, the variable label
will be the first 40 characters of the question text. If you.have a large
number of questions that start off 'In the last four weeks, that is.the four
weeks ending Sunday $REFDATE did you...' then you will end up with a
lot of identical (and fairly meaningless) variable labels. Blaise does offer
the facility to. override this default. — this should be used if you want
meaningful metadata at the outputs stage.

Another problem with straight data outputs can be the data structures. Here
we are regarding the customer as we would regard the next stages in an
internal processing system. When writing a Blaise questionnaire it. can
sometimes seem fairly arbitrary where to put the, SUBFILE statement in
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relation to loops and tables. The difference is noticed readily enough at the
output stage when you discover you have an unwieldy data structure. Again,
thought about outputs is needed from the start. • . •

Sometimes you end up with a data structure from the collection stage which
is far from ideal. Maybe you erred in the questionnaire design, or maybe
there was no real choice. If you have done a lot of processing on the data
— derived variables, tabulations, etc — then you may already have ad-
dressed this problem. If not, then you may be leaving your customer to do
so.

4. Outputs to customers: tables

For many organisations, the main form of data output is as fully analysed
tables. For the customer, the important thing is to be able to answer ques-
tions about the real, world. Sometimes the easiest way is to reach for a
published report and leaf through it until the right table is found.

Sometimes it would be easier if the customer could have a wider choice of
tabular outputs than is normally available in a paper publication, and could
read the information straight into a spreadsheet or word processor. One
solution would be to provide the whole dataset and let the customer tabulate
the data as required. Often this is the right answer, but not all users of the
data want to take on several megabytes of data and wait several minutes
while it churns through the tabulator (and not all suppliers want to distribute
sensitive information at the individual level).

The solution is to use an electronic publication package. STATview. is a
very good example. This CBS product looks like a tabulation package, but
takes pre-tabulated data as input. This makes it very fast and very, secure
(as individual level data are not supplied). As less data are needed. than
with a true tabulator, more information can be provided on a given size of
disk.
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5 . Outputs t o customers: media • • • . • ' .

Even in terms of the physical medium for dataset delivery, the world is
changing. A few years ago it was considered sufficient to offer data on
IBM mainframe tapes. Everyone wanted to look at the data on mainframes,
and all mainframes could read IBM tapes .(or have them converted via a
bureau).— it was a very good standard from that view point. Nowadays
they are considered irrelevant (much processing is done on microcomputers
that cannot read mainframe tapes), and unwieldy (although physically large,
they do not hold much data).

If the new platform for survey processing and analysis is the microcom-
puter, then the standard microcomputer storage devices look attractive for
data delivery. Perhaps the most widespread standard is the 3'/2" 1.44MB
diskette. It 'is often dismissed as being, 'no longer at the leading edge of
storage technology', but its very maturity is its strength. Practically every
machine has the hardware to read 3V" diskettes, the standard is adhered to
very well indeed, and the medium • is very. cheap. Is it big enough? For
abstracted data in tables (eg with STATview) it almost certainly is. Even
when supplying complete data files, for most small to medium sized sur-
veys, capacity is probably sufficient. Use of data compression software can
dramatically increase the effective storage capacity. The rate of compression
will obviously vary a lot depending on how efficient the original data files
were for storage, but our experience suggests that you may get 1500 hours
of interviewing into 1MB compressed data. • . • :

i - > '
If floppy disks are not large enough there is a wide variety of alternatives
— too wide in some respects. Quarter Inch Cartridge (QIC), 8mm Video
(eg Exabyte)1 and Digital Audio Tape (DAT) all have .higher capacities
(250MB, 1.7GB and 4GB respectively). They also have varying degrees of
presence in customer offices, and a wide variety of data encoding standards'.
These are all tape-based media, and thus suffer from lack of random-access
and problems with reliability and resilience. " .

One view of the data medium of the future would be CDROM. This has
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some :of the advantages of diskette in terms of random, access of data. Most
(though not:all) organisations now have .CDROM readers: they are anyhow
quite cheap at around £300 each. The basic data encoding .standard (ISO
9660) is very strongly adhered to, though the more specialised standards for
multimedia applications have varying degrees of acceptance. The capacity,
at around 600MB should be enough for most applications, though,there will
always be the exceptional dataset needing more than this. Until recently,
CDROM has only been an option for very widespread dissemination to a
large number of customers. It was necessary to go to an external agency to
have a 'master disk' produced (anything, from .£1000 to £3000), then a
production run of at least 100 (£3.50 per disk, reducing to £2.00 per disk
for runs of 5000 disks). It has more recently become possible to purchase
equipment for less than £5000 that enables one-off production of CDROMs
for about £15.00 each. This makes the medium much more attractive for
delivery and archival of .data than before.

Where fast access to up-to-date, tables is important, on-line access becomes
a possibility. In an ideal world there would be good high-speed network
connections with customers, and they could access information as if it were
on their own computers. There are three main problems that delay the
implementation of on-line systems:

1. Availability of high-speed network connections. The availability of high-
speed public networks varies greatly in different countries. Where they
are not available, then there will be constraints on the data that can be
accessed on-line.

2. Availability of adequate software for on-line enquiry systems. The need
is to make available to the customer not just the information, but also
the meta-information that enables them to interpret it, and also the ability
to locate the information of interest; if an organisation provides a large
amount of statistical data it can be very difficult to locate relevant items.

3. Security. It is essential to ensure that the enthusiasm to provide easy and
flexible access to abstracts does not lead to compromising the security
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of confidential data. It is important not just to ensure that confidential
data are secure, but also to be able to convince all interested parties that
the' data are secure.1 In many cases the only convincing security measure
is to ensure that all external access is to ai machine that has no physical
or network link to any machines containing sensitive information. This
could be a stand-alone PC (or group of PCs), or possibly to a computer
in a different organisation.

The ideal solution would be a system that could run on stand-alone PCs,
had good subject-searching facilities, and was capable of running in 'client-
server' mode whereby a lot of the user interface could be handled by the
client PC (this would reduce the load on the 'communications link).

One of the oldest methods of delivery of abstracted data is in the form of
tables printed on paper. This is still very important, and will remain so for
a long time. Paper outputs can reach a very wide audience, and are very
flexible. Again, expectations have changed. The standards of layout and
production that are expected are very high. Producing printed outputs to the
required standards is demanding and time consuming.

6. Who is the customer?

The strong pressure from our external customers for faster outputs means
that we need to be able to streamline the whole process. Our own outputs
need to be produced with little human intervention by automating as many
processes as possible. In addition, we need better control over what is going
on in the field in order to make sure that we get'good data back fast. How
do we achieve better control? By better monitoring. How do we achieve
this? By better outputs from the field systems for internal use.

This recognition that internal monitoring and management systems are in
fact output systems in as full a sense of the word as the traditional outputs
for customers, is a key step. In a conventional system, field management
information (although seen as important by the field managers) can become
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marginalised as-small add-on suites of reporting programs of fairly rigid
structure. Once we recognise that we are looking at vital survey data, and
that we have available to us all the tools that we would use for mainstream
analysis and data provision, then we can make major steps forward. Our
field managers then become not just service providers, but also :customers
to the survey.

, ; •

One example of the kind of rethinking that can occur is in the use of data
publication packages. In OPCS we have some very good Case Management
Systems. These are built around a largely standardised case management
subfile on our Blaise questionnaires and include a number of detailed re-
ports (again largely standardised) that give progress and response information
for individual surveys. The field manager for a survey can select an inter-
viewing period to look at, and call up details for the whole survey, or
separate field regions, or individual quota of work to get a very close look
at what is happening. The reports are very good, but sometimes it can be
difficult to get an overview at the organisational level. We have discovered
that we can provide complementary information by making the case man-
agement data available in STATview. One of the great strengths of STATview
is that it can take data from a large number of different input files and
display them together. We can, for example, summarise the information for
a particular survey month into a monthly file and then build all the recent
months data into one publication. We can provide the same outputs for
different surveys. The result is^that we can provide a flexible system whereby
field and project managers can choose to look at survey response rates over
time, or across different surveys, or just for their own survey and month.
The use of STATVIEW will not make the existing detailed reports redundant,
but it does open up the ability to make better use of the information we are
getting. Internal customers are empowered to create their own outputs without
programmers, tailoring them to their immediate needs. They can also output
the tabulated information in a way that will load directly into a spreadsheet
in order to graph the data.

The internal customer has tremendous advantages over the external one. For
example if the survey organisation has a PC network, then on-line access
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is.no problem —^.the network will be very much faster man dial-up links,
and there will be much less, of a security problem. ; •. ,.

7. Conclusion . . .

The advent of computer assisted interviewing, and the Blaise software in
particular, means that the data collection part of .surveys is now fast and
efficient. Attention should be turning to making this data available to later
stages of processing and to the customer. There are many excellent tools
that we can be using to help in this: some of these tools can, be. used to
very good effect to serve the internal data customer..
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CAPI ET BLAISE POUR L'ENQUETE EMPLOI EN FRANCE

Jean-Luc Heller • . .
INSEE.- Departement des Projets, France . . .

En mars 1993, CAPI a assure la moitie de la collecte de 1'enquete annuelle
sur 1'Emploi (Labour Force Survey). 630 enqueteurs repartis sur tout le
territoire (y compris dans 1'ile de 1'ocean indien de La Reunion) se sont
rendus dans 45000 .logements pour interroger ainsi plus de 70000 personnes.

1. Une operation qui vient de loin

En France, pour 1'INSEE, des essais se sont deroules entre 1987 et 1989
sous le terme de "saisie portable". Les premieres "Propositions d'utilisation
de materiels de saisie portable pour des enquetes aupres des menages" ont
ainsi etc emises en 1987. Une experience etait lancee sur 1'enquete
quadrimestrielle de conjoncture aupres des menages. L'autre experimentation
importante s'est de'roulee en janvier-fevrier 1989 a Nantes et Marseille avec
une enquete pilote sur 1'Emploi. Elle tra§ait deja les grandes lignes d'une
architecture possible: portables de collecte type Toshiba 1000, PC hole dans
les regions, transmissions, messagerie, utilisation de BLAISE.

Tous les problemes techniques n'etaient pas resolus mais 1'impression etait
qu'ils etaient en passe de 1'etre a 1'horizon de quelques annees. Les
experiences dans les autres pays incitaient a poursuivre dans cette voie.
Restait a creer les conditions d'un veritable passage en production avec ce
que cela comportait de moyens a degager dans la preparation, de convivialite
et de fiabilite des outils a mettre en oeuvre.

2. L'enquete Emploi, pourquoi, comment?

L'enquete Emploi, par son ampleur et sa permanence, les contraintes de
delai de sortie des resultats justifiait un tel investissement. La renovation
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intervenue pour 1'eriquete de 1990 anticipait deja ce: choix en mettant en
place un systeme integr6 faisant largement appel au chiffrement automatique
et a la reprise des anomalies sur un poste de travail informatise'. A contrario,
les etudes avaient souleve la difficult^ qu'il y a a' informatiser la collecte
d'une enquete sans projet d'ensemble de renovation des traitements.

Corripte tenu des risques et de 1'ampleur-de 1'operation, le choix a 6te fait
d'une implantation progressive. En avril 1991, un nouveau test,'en parallele
avec I'enquete Emploi de mars, a louche deux regions. A la meme epoque,
tout le reseau des enqueteurs faisait 1'objet d'une enquete prealable sur son
attitude vis a vis de CAPI. La bonne acceptation du precede par les menages
et les enqueteurs a etc ainsi confirmee. Pour I'enquete de mars 1992, CAPI
s'est limite" a sept regions, pour la partie entrante de 1'echantillon, soit un
neuvieme environ de I'enquete. La comparability d'une annee sur 1'autre des
sous-echantillons etait ainsi preservee. L'extension nationale en mars 1993
a pres de la moitie de I'enquete, s'est faite aussi en fonction du schema de
renouvellement d e 1'e'chantillon. . . .

.
3. Un triple systeme a mettre en oeuvre .

CAPI ne peut se limiter a 1'usage d.'un micro portable pour realiser des
interviews avec un protocole de questionnement assiste : transmissions, suivi
de gestion, interface avec 1'existant sont partie integrantes du systeme et
representent une bonne partie de la charge de conception.. II a fallu definir,
tester et mettre en place un triple systeme, ce qui a represente deux ans et
demi de travail pour les quatre personnes de 1'equipe de projet.

Le systeme de questionnement determine le poste de travail de 1'enqueteur:
sur un micro-ordinateur portable, celui-ci dispose de .la liste des unites a
interroger et des programmes de questionnement assurant questions et controle
des reponses saisies. Ce poste integre aussi des fonctions d'auto-formation
par EAO et de communication pour 1'envoi des donnees et messages: .

Le systeme de gestion est .appuye sur le poste de: travail des services
regionaux qui supervisent. la collecte.-II .inclut des fonctions de preparation
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et de suivi de la collecte. II assure.aussi les interfaces sur site central avec
1'amont, pour importer les bases de sondage et les.donnees anterieures, et
avec Faval, pour effectuer transferts et mise a disposition des donnees du
terrain pour les traitements complexes ulterieurs. En 1'occurrence,
1'implantation progressive, a 1'identique avec les questionnaires papier, qui
imposait de maintenir en parallele deux systemes, s'est revele une contrainte
forte.

Le systeme. de transmission assure la communication entre les differents
acteurs (enqueteurs, services regionaux), pour les transferts des donnees saisies
par .les enqueteurs, rinformation sur le deroulement des operations, 1'envoi
des programmes et messages. .

4. Les choix informatiques: architecture, materiel, logiciel . .

L'architecture s'articule autour d'un centre national informatique de 1'INSEE,
a Aix en Provence, centre collecteur des <enquetes. Les donnees de collecte
ainsi que les programmes et messages sont centralises physiquement sur
gros systeme, chaque service regional en conservant la maitrise logique, par
1'intermediaire de son poste de travail. Pour cela, les services gestionnaires
des enquetes en region sont dotes d'un poste PC de bureau; avec des
fonctions d'impression locale et de communication avec 1'ordinateur central
par le reseau INSEE. • . •

Sur le terrain, il faut un materiel suffisamment leger, fiable et autonome qui
offre en meme temps une bonne qualite d'ecran et une capacite de traitement
acceptable. Le choix actuel est celui du T1800 de Toshiba. Un petit bolder
modem exteme permet a Fenqueteur de transrriettre les donnees a .partir de
son domicile par sa ligne telephonique. et un acces au reseau X25
(TRANSPAC 2400)..

Les elements principaux du dispositif logiciel font appel a BLAISE, et a
ARBITER (produit commercial, d'origine americaine) pour les transferts de
donnees, programmes et messages entre les acteurs du systeme. De nombreux
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developpements complementaires ont ete- ecrits en Pascal, Cobol et procedures
sur micro et site central pour les fonctions de gestion, transfer! et mise en
forme des donnees.

5. Une construction autour de BLAISE . - . . • '

BLAISE a etc utilise pour les programmes de questionnement en profitant
de la souplesse des options offertes. Les- textes des messages ont ete .traduits
et adaptes. Les valeurs des touches de fonctions ont ete modifiees pour
offrir une ergonomie plus coherente. La codification a ete mise en oeuvre
pour les indications geographiques (pays, departement de residence ou
d'origine) ou de specialisation des formations. La lecture d'informations
extemes sert a 1'insertion de 1'identification de Fenqueteur dans les fichiers
a partir des parametres de personnalisation du micro necessaires a
1'etablissement de la connexion. ABACUS fournit des etats d'avancement.
En revanche 1'utilisation de la fonction NOTEPAD n'a pas donne satisfac-
tion dans les versions de BLAISE utilisees (2.33 puis 2.39).

Autour de BLAISE de nombreux developpements complementaires ont ete
ecrits: menu general de lancement, procedures de lancement des programmes
et conversion des donnees, et surtout programmes de liens entre les bases
BLAISE et programmes de selection et de marquage des donnees a
transmettre. Une meilleure connaissance de notre part des possibility's de
BLAISE (en particulier de MANIPULA) aurait sans doute permis de repondre
plus legerement aux fonctionnalite"s souhaite'es.

Ces programmes, qui representent une charge importante, ont ete rendus
necessaires par le choix d'offrir une organisation identique a celle des ques-
tionnaires papiers qui continuaient a etre utilises en parallele: par exemple
offrir le choix de la personne du menage a interroger independamment de
1'ordre de saisie de la liste des personnes du menage; ou donner la possibilite
a I'enqueteur d'une visualisation de 1'ensemble de ses questionnaires avec
indication de leur etat (Status): a faire, incomplet, bon a transmettre,'transmis.
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Fondamentalement on s'en cale sur 1'organisation existante de I'enquete
Emploi. L'enqueteur revolt une liste de logements a reperer decrits a partir
des donnees du Recensement general. II met a jour les caracteristiques du
logement ou enrichit la base. C'est un premier questionnaire BLAISE qui
utilise en information externe les donnees de la base de sondage. Une base
des logements a interroger effectivement est produite a partir de ce premier
reperage. Us font 1'objet d'une deuxieme questionnaire BLAISE sur les
caracteristiques du logement et du menage repondant. Au terme de ce ques-
tionnaire, la base des personnes adultes est constitute pour passer le troisieme
questionnaire BLAISE, le questionnaire individuel. II a fallu gerer
dynamiquement (hors BLAISE) les liens entre les trois bases.

Les contraintes de place memoire a 1'execution ont aussi pese. La taille du
questionnaire individuel a impose d'en faire un programme BLAISE separe;
une table de la taille maximum possible d'un menage etait trop couteuse en
memoire.

Des modules specifiques ont ete necessaires pour determiner les donnees
bonnes a envoyer: estimees comme telles par 1'enqueteur, completes et
coherentes entre les differents niveaux (logements ou tous les adultes ont
correctement repondu a un questionnaire individuel, logements vacants, vides,
refus, etc.). Apres envoi, un nouvel ensemble de modules met a jour les
bases pour eviter une selection lors de 1'envoi suivant. Si 1'execution des
programmes specifiques (PASCAL et COBOL) est relativement rapide, les
nombreuses conversions BLAISE - ASCII sont tres penalisantes.

6. L'utilisation particuliere des "carnets de tour nee" (BLOCK
APPOINTMENT)

Tout ceci repose sur un usage particulier des carnets de tournee de BLAISE.

Dans le cas ou une interview doit etre reportee, BLAISE prevoit 1'utilisation
d'un carnet de tournee ou 1'enqueteur note les renseignements sur un rendez-
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vous donne par le'menage, date, heure et adresse par exerriple. Lors de sa
prochaine tournee, 1'enqueteur consulte ce carnet et une fois ['interview
realisee, la ligne disparait du camet de tournee. Telle est I'utilisatibh normale
d'un carnet de tournee prevue dans BLAISE. '

Le principe du carnet de tournee peut etre detourne de sa vocation originale
pour devenir un moyen de dormer a 1'enqueteur une liste d'unites ii interroger,
dans laquelle il selectionne celle qu'il-desire enqueter. On peut ainsi integrer
des indications d'adresse et de reperage du logement, et une fois 1'interview
realisee; certaines variables du carnet de tournee peuvent etre modifiees en
fonction du contenu du questionnaire (utilisation du paragraphic CHECK du
BLOCK APPOINTMENT). A la fin de 1'interview, on revient au carnet de
tournee. •

Lors du chargement du micro de 1'enqueteur, on peut ainsi lui donner une
liste d'unites a enqueter, obtenue en convertissant en BLAISE le fichier
ASCII *.A02. Ce fichier *.A02 comprend les indications qu'on veut voir
figurer a 1'ecran pour guider 1'enqueteur dans sa tournee, informations decrites
dans le BLOCK APPOINTMENT, elles correspondent aux paragraphes
QUEST et ROUTE de ce BLOCK.

Ci-dessous deux exemples de carnets de tournee utilises pour I'enquete
Emploi.

* carnet de tournee des logements

IMLOC COM ADRESSE SITUJ.OG E

00101 PAR 18RUE BERLIOZ PORTAIL PER FORGE . A

00201 PAR 20RUE BERLIOZ PORTE JAUNE B

00301 PAR 22RUE BERLIOZ AU FOND DE LA COUR I

00401 PAR 24RUE BERLIOZ BAT ESC ETG RCPTE DROITE

00402 PAR 24RUE BERLIOZ BAT ESC ETG RCPTE GAUCHE

00403 PAR 24RUE BERLIOZ BAT ESC ETG 01PTE FOND
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00501 PAR 18BRUE BERLIOZ VILLA NEUVE

* carnet de tournee des personnes adultes

NUMERO IMLOC NO PRENOM SAN_NREMARQUE ETAT

2147483634 00201 01 PIERRE 1 1930

214748363400201 02 JOELLE 2 1936 MANQUE ADRESSE EMPLOYEUR INC

2147483634 00201 03 VALENTINE 2 1906 BON

2147483635 00101 01 DANIEL 1 1951 AIX

2147483635 00101 02 ROSA 2 1938 AIX

2147483635 00101 03 DAVID 1 1966 AIX

214748363500101 04 SARAH 21977 AIX

La mise a jour du carnet de tournee en fonction du contenu du question-
naire qui vient d'etre trait6 est tres utile. Exemples: determination et affichage
de 1' "etat du questionnaire" (dans les exemples ci-dessus: bon, incomplet,
non traite ou envoye) permettant a 1'enqueteur d'avoir une vision synthetique
de 1'avancement de son travail, zone de remarques sur les questions
manquantes ou a completer.

Cette mise a jour est faite par le CHECK du BLOCK APPOINTMENT au
moment de quitter le questionnaire. Par exemple, pour mettre a jour la
question ETAT du questionnaire comme zone du carnet de tournee, le
paragraphe CHECK du BLOCK APPOINTMENT comporte une clause du
type :

IF (condition sur Qst) THEN COMPUTE ETAT:='BON'ELSE COMPUTE
ETAT:='INC'ENDIF;

"Qst" est une question posee dans le routage du questionnaire principal ou
bien une question cachee du questionnaire principal calculee dans le CHECK
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principal a partir d'une (ou de plusieurs) question figurant dans le routage
principal avant la derniere question posee du questionnaire.

Cette utilisation specifique necessite de lancer le controle syntaxique avec
une version modifiee du programme CAPI.P23 ou CAPI.P24.

Tout ceci a .contribue a donner aux enqueteurs une bonne impression de
facilite et de clarte dans la mise en oeuvre de CAPI, malgre leurs craintes
initiates tres fortes. • •

7. Formation et assistance: deux "investissements" strategiques

Le postulat du projet etait de s'adresser au reseau d'enqueteurs actuel, sans
recrutement ou selection particuliere. Compte tenu de 1'heterogeneite de la
formation initiale, de 1'absence tres generate d'experience informatique, et
des craintes ressenties vis a vis de 1'usage de cet outil, la formation etait
un enjeu crucial.

Un plan. de formation ambitieux a permis d'assurer. a chaque enqueteur
quatre jours de formation au precede CAPI, completes par deux jours sur
I'enquete proprement dite. Les formateurs, constitues en "binomes" issus
des services d'enquetes et des services informatiques regionaux, ont eux-
memes suivi une formation de onze jours.

A Tissue de la formation, les enqueteurs sont disperses sur tout le territoire,
parfois a plusieurs centaines de kilometres des Directions Regionales. Us ont
a leur disposition une application informatique complete mais ne peuvent
avoir recours a Fassistance de proximite qui joue un grand role dans
1'informatisation d'un travail de bureau. L'assistance a distance, organisee
soigneusement sous forme de permanences, a associe les responsables
regionaux des enquetes et les informaticiens. L'assistance intervient des la
periode de formation et prend une importance particuliere lors de la phase
de collecte dont les delais sont stricts. II a souvent etc fait appel a un relais
national pour des problemes plus complexes.
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8. Des delais reduits malgre un temps de questionnement plus rigide

La saisie directe a la source et la transmission automatisee suppriment les
differents goulots d'etranglement de la methode traditionnelle sur papier:
constitution de "paquets", ruptures dans la chatne de traitement entre les
differents ateliers concerned. Par rapport a 1'experience de 1992, les
ameliorations apportees au materiel et a 1'utilisation des logiciels ont permis
d'obtenir rapidite et fiabilite des transmissions, assurees ainsi par reseau
telephonique dans 95% des cas.

Ainsi un questionnaire peut etre entierement valide et traite en 48 heures.
La comparaison des indicateurs d'avancement du traitement de I'enquete
entre 1992 (sur papier pour 8/9emes) et 1993 (ou CAPI represente pres de
la moitie) confirme 1'amelioration. En fin de troisieme semaine, 33% des
questionnaires individuels sont integres dans le fichier d'enquete et 16%
valides, centre respectivement 8% et 2% en 1992.

Le rythme global de collecte n'a pas etc affecte par 1'introduction de CAPI,
bien que les enqueteurs aient fait etat d'un temps de questionnement parfois
plus long qu'avec le papier. Les mesures directes effectuees sur les micro-
ordinateurs laissent penser que 1'augmentation reste cependant faible et devrait
encore se reduire, voire tendre a disparaitre au fur et a mesure de la
generalisation du procede. Par ailleurs 1'ensemble du travail hors interview
se trouve allege. La quasi totalite du reseau considere CAPI comme un
progres et souhaite son extension rapide a d'autres enquetes.

9. line qualite accrue allegeant la charge de correction

Outre Feconomie de la saisie, CAPI permet un allegement en moyens manuels
de la phase consacree a la reprise pour correction des questionnaires. Par
rapport au traitement papier, on peut estimer autour de 35 000 heures (saisie
et reprise) le gain annuel apporte par un traitement entierement CAPI.

Par construction, BLAISE supprime les erreurs d'identification, les erreurs
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de routage (partie ou question manquante ou remplie a tort), ainsi que les
erreurs de modalite des reponses. Les controles de coherence possibles entre
les reponses ont etc limites. II ne faut pas perturber 1'interview par le
reglement de litiges trop complexes. Et il est parfois bon de s'en tenir a
1'enregistrement d' une situation, meme avec ses aspects cbntradictoires ou
incoherents, quitte a reprendre plus tard les anomalies.

La mesure'du gain apporte par CAPI est encore perturbee par des phenomenes
lies a 1'apprentissage et a d'inevitables mises au point.- On peut avancer le
taux de questionnaires "bons pour la premiere fois" qui resulte du niveau de
qualite requis par parametrage lors les controles et des chiffrements
automatiques. II faut le ramener a un indice pour apprecier la variation
relative cet indicateur. Ainsi en 1992 la partie de 1'echantillon entrant enquetee
par CAPI a atteint un indice de 126 (questionnaires bons pour la premiere
fois) par rapport au 100 de la partie hors CAPI. En 1993, cet indice s'etablit
a 132. Autre critere de qualite, le taux de reponse a I'enquete ne semble pas
etre affecte meme si les relances semblent patir du nouveau precede.

En premiere analyse les biais par rapport au papier ne semblent pas sensibles
mais I'enquete de 1993 doit permettre de tester d'eventuelles divergences
entre papier et CAPI a partir de l'6tude statistique d'environ 5000 logements
de la region parisienne en deux echantillons comparables.

10. En conclusion

Le precede est tres favorablement accueilli par les enqueteurs et bien ac-
cepte par les menages, contrairement a certaines craintes initiates. Les delais
sont effectivement reduits par la suppression des manipulations et de la
saisie des questionnaires papier et la collecte de donnees de meilleure qualite
qui allege la charge de correction. Les investissements realises centralement
(travail de 1'equipe de projet et des autres unites sollicitees, acquisition du
materiel, formation de formateurs) ou localement (formation, preparation,
assistance) se traduisent des maintenant par une economic substantielle de
moyens de saisie et de traitement. Le bilan, positif, conduit a souhaiter
1'extension de CAPI. A travers 1'experience acquise par le traitement de
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1'enquete Emploi 1'infrastructure generate est en place et la formation du
dispositif de collecte largement acquise. Reste a "accueillir" les utilisateurs
suivants : enquete trimestrielle Emploi, enquetes complementaires, enquetes
conditions de vie, loyers et charges, enquetes regionales. Ce qui, en 1'absence
de procedures tres generates et parametrables, ne peut ce faire encore qu'au
prix d'un investissement eleve en conception informatique.
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Paul Hunter ' .
Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, London, UK

1. Introduction

The advent of computer assisted interviewing (CAI) has been one of the
most important changes in survey methodology over the past few years.
With CAI becoming the basic survey tool, a number of organisations, in-
cluding OPCS, have tackled many of the initial technological problems and
are now looking at other changes brought about by CAI. OPCS, for exam-
ple, has set up a review of the structure of the organisation to take account
of the new priorities in survey processing brought about by CAI.1 In ad-
dition OPCS is reviewing some of its technical procedures with the aim of
standardising many of these practices. Some of these standards are already
in place; others are under review.

IT departments have long recognised standards: but CAI has sometimes
been developed outside this environment. Also, to date, CAI methods have
tended to be developmental and interactive, with practices and products
changing quickly. These factors have meant that standards have often been
a relatively low priority, particularly if the organisation has taken an incre-
mental approach to adopting CAI, with each survey following its own needs.
This paper is about how OPCS, after an initial period of almost autonomous
development by the first surveys to adapt to CAI, has recognised the need
to establish common standards and how it is attempting to do so.

2. What are standards?

The pursuit of standards is an attempt to introduce common working prac-
tices allowing an organisation to work more efficiently and effectively. In
general, producing standard ways of doing things throughout the survey
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process helps avoid error by preventing the proliferation of different and
potentially conflicting, work practices. Having standards in place should
mean that each new CAI survey does not try to reinvent processes that
already exist and are tried and tested.

3. When should standards be introduced?

Timing the introduction of standards is most likely to be an issue if CAI
has been introduced in an incremental fashion. Some survey organisations
may prefer to bring in wholesale standards under one unifying plan, perhaps
because they are converting a number of surveys to CAI at one time. OPCS
has used its experience over the development of a number of surveys to
introduce standards gradually. The Labour Force Survey (LFS) pioneered
many of the systems that form the basis of OPCS's CAI environment: the
case management system, interviewer training, screen layouts, client docu-
mentation. But inevitably the first CAI survey tends to develop its own
standards, either explicitly or by accident, with the demands of the indi-
vidual survey dictating the direction taken and the working practices that
evolve.

With the experience of more CAI surveys different problems have been
encountered and solutions devised. Subsequent OPCS surveys have included
the Survey of English Housing (SEH), the Family Resources Survey (FRS)2

and Family Expenditure Survey (FES). (See paper by Manners, Cheesbrough
and Diamond).3 The demands of these latter surveys have meant that differ-
ent approaches have been developed, and in addition, with more staff work-
ing on CAI projects various different ideas and styles have emerged.

OPCS plans to move a number of its remaining paper and pencil (PAPI)
surveys over to CAI in 1994 and to have CAI as the preferred method for
new surveys. It is thus appropriate to consider whether practices already in
place should be treated as standard and to discuss standards for other parts
of the survey process where the situation is not so clear. For example, the
latter include screen layouts and the style in which Blaise should be written.
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4. How standards affect interviewers

Interviewers in OPCS's general field force often work on more than one
survey at a time and with the expanding number of CAI surveys it was
important early on to introduce consistent practices to avoid confusion when
they moved from one survey to another.

OPCS has now been conducting CAI interviews for more than six years.
Considerable experience has been built up in how to train interviewers in
CAI' methods. A co-ordinated interviewer. training package has been put
together and from 1994 the basic training course for new interviewers will
include CAI training.

Field staff have developed a standard package of instructions to describe the
common procedures used by interviewers. All interviewers' laptops are set
up in a similar way with familiar menus used on all CAI surveys. The
administration blocks in the Blaise questionnaires, where interviewers record
the number and nature of calls, progress, and outcomes, are standard as are
the protocols to transmit the data to the central office. An incentive for
project managers to use the standard administration block is that it slots into
the house case management system, which produces a range of commonly
used reports. Having a standard system means that individual projects do
not have to bear development costs.

Other standard procedures to ensure the smooth running of field operations
include the colour coding of interviewer disks. For example, training disks
are always green, questionnaire replacement disks are grey, yellow disks
are for response reissues.

5. Screen layout standards

Screen layouts greatly affect interviewers' ability to work effectively. An
objective of any questionnaire should be ease of use — with a clearly laid
out and easily understood set of questions and instructions.
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As already mentioned, CAI surveys within OPCS have been introduced
incrementally and standards have evolved to suit different surveys. OPCS
has begun reviewing screen layouts and intends soon to implement a number
of standards across all its surveys.

The main requirements that we have been reviewing cover: (1) standardising
functions across all surveys, and (2) improving factors such as the place-
ment of instructions, lines per page, and the use of other highlighting fea-
tures.

5.1 Features employed

Screen layout requires a number of functions to highlight interviewer in-
structions, points of emphasis in the question, and commands associated
with the laptop. There are at present, on monochrome screens, only a lim-
ited number of these functions but we hope to make these consistent across
all surveys. For example, in order to distinguish between question text and
interviewer instructions the latter are now written in capitals. Computer
commands are sometimes included as a reminder to interviewers (such as
'ctrl+Home' to prompt them that there is more text on another page); these
commands use highlighting or reverse video.

For computer assisted personal interviewing (CAPI) surveys the costs of
colour screen laptop computers are currently, for most organisations, pro-
hibitively expensive. Colour screens offer greater possibilities to emphasise
different instructions. No doubt it will be only a matter of time before the
price drops and laptops with colour screens will become the norm. In the
mean time computer assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) units using per-
sonal computers (PCs) may already enjoy the benefit of colour screens.

5.2 Concurrent interviewing

Concurrent interviewing is an important consideration for some OPCS sur-
veys, that is conducting an interview with two individuals at the same time.
This is desirable as it saves the amount of time an interviewer spends in
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any one household and so reduces costs. It also reduces the burden on
respondents. Within Blaise an approximation of concurrent interviewing may
be made by using a series of tables which loop round the .appropriate
questions for each person being interviewed.

To indicate which respondent is currently being asked the questions, his or
her name is shown (via text fill facilities) in the top left hand corner of the
screen. On earlier tests of this method, the name was in either the left or
the right corner of the screen depending on the person being interviewed;
this proved difficult to follow — the eye, it appears, is used to start reading
from left to right.

In a further effort to emphasise which respondent is being asked the ques-
tion in concurrent interviewing, the screen also changes to reverse video
mode for the second person.

5.3 Blaise screen messages

OPCS has also been reviewing the Blaise screen messages. Some of the
default messages have proved confusing and hence, via the CAPITEXT.ENG
file, new messages have been incorporated. Again it is important that any
new messages, including those displayed in the status bars, should be stand-
ard. These new commands have been incorporated into training courses and
interviewer study documents.

Some of the changes made have been:

• 'continue/suspend' to 'Stay in q're/Leave q're';

• 'Stop interview?' to 'Do you wish to leave [eg] the h'hold question-
naire';
(This is appropriate where the instrument is made up of a number of
questionnaires — which is a feature of hierarchical surveys under Blaise
version 2.4).

• removal of the 'Browsing' mode.
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A number of the functions on the help screen have been removed or the
messages changed. We plan to have standard help screens on all surveys.

Other interviewer friendly devices which OPCS hopes to encourage are the
use of 'screen headings' which display the topic currently being addressed
in addition to the block name in the top status bar.

5.4 Advantages and disadvantages of standardisation

The separate development of each survey, led initially to screen layouts
which were, on the whole, appropriate to its own needs. Standardisation has
meant, inevitably, that some of the functions now required may not be the
optimum solution for each case.

For example, it is generally considered that text written in capitals is hard
to read; thus perhaps interviewer instructions could be better emphasised
using the reverse video facility. Since this has been adopted as the standard
to indicate concurrent interviewing, surveys which do not use this are miss-
ing out on the use of this facility for the sake of standardisation. Nevertheless,
the greater need is that interviewers should be able to move from one
survey to another without confusion — and when colour screens become
available, with their greater number of options for presentation, some of
these short term problems will disappear.

6. Authoring

6.1 Authoring styles

Within OPCS the Blaise code has been written both by researchers and by
dedicated computing staff — depending on the survey. With the demands
and intricacies of various surveys and also individuals' personal tastes a
number of different styles have evolved which are not wholly consistent.

In OPCS staff move periodically from one project to another and must
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therefore be able to start easily from where their colleagues have left off.
With CAI surveys this means that it is essential that they can easily read
the Blaise code — hence the need to introduce common authoring styles.
A standard style should also help client departments (especially of continu-
ous surveys) understand the Blaise code.

A number of the authoring standards that OPCS propose implementing are
suggested in the Blaise handbook. However, the examples given are natu-
rally elementary and do not go into all the detail that is required, in prac-
tice, for complex surveys. For example, OPCS has found it convenient to
create a standard for the columns in which IF statements are to begin, so
that a reader can know immediately what the current level of nesting is.
The first OPCS CAI surveys developed separate ideas on such conventions.

We propose retaining the convention outlined in the Blaise manuals that
reserved words and key questions should be in capitals and the end of
blocks, tables and questionnaires should be marked with the relevant name
as a comment. In addition QUEST, ROUTE and CHECK paragraphs should
also identify the block within which they are working.

Other suggested authoring standards at OPCS include:

• where blocks need to be defined in a QUEST paragraph the question
name should be the name of the BLOCK prefixed by q_. For example,

QUEST
q_ Intro : Intro;

• and similarly with INCLUDE files the filename should be pref ixed
by I_.

An incentive to use this style includes access to standard utility programs.
For example, the use of the '!_' to prefix INCLUDE files gives access to
a utility program to merge all INCLUDE files into the main questionnaire.

We are also planning to review authoring styles across a number of our
surveys and incorporate into our standards the most useful practices.
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6.2 Variable names

Unlike PAPI surveys where question numbers are used, Blaise CAI surveys
use variable names. Inevitably surveys ask a number of common questions
notably for the basic demographic variables such as age, sex and marital
status. It might be useful to interviewers that the names of such basic
variables are common to all surveys. On surveys where there is a CADI
element and editors are presented only with the variable name on the screen,
the more comprehensible and standard these names the better.

7. Guidelines

This paper aims to show that standards avoid confusion and permit a more
efficient and effective organisation. To make this happen standards should
be fully adhered to;, if one survey decides to go its own way it has an
impact on the whole standardisation process. Guidelines, on the other hand,
do not produce this 'domino effect' — if they are ignored they will not
have an impact on the quality of other surveys. Nevertheless, guidelines
based on experience bring about useful time and cost savings.

7.1 Using Blaise facilities

One such guideline might concern the extent to which a survey should use
all the possible features of Blaise. For example text fills can significantly
enhance CAI interviews by allowing the interviewer to read out the appro-
priate name or part of speech required. In some cases, however, dispropor-
tionate effort may be necessary to write the appropriate code and test this
enhanced instrument.

Similarly it is possible to use Blaise to work out complicated computations.
This is a valuable feature of Blaise but it is sometimes possible to overload
a program with complexities that are not required. Therefore it is important
to draw a line between what is desirable and what is necessary, and weigh
up the benefits in terms of cost and time.
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7.2 Costing surveys

With each new CAI survey, whether it is one being converted from a PAPI
format or a new project, the cost of a survey has to be estimated. It is
difficult to come up with a model for costing a survey, because each has
its own intricacies. However it is possible to set down some guidelines.
OPCS has drawn up a list of the processes to be considered when costing
a survey giving indicators of the amount of time various tasks are likely to
take. For example, a ratio of IT specialist time (for Blaise support) to the
time the researcher is costed to write the Blaise questionnaire is provided.

8. Dissemination

The development of standards apply to many aspects of the survey process
and it is important that the required standards are circulated showing how
things should be done: for interviewers, field staff, central editors, IT spe-
cialists, and project managers. In addition OPCS has appointed co-ordinators
to review, consult and act as advisers on CAI projects, and to disseminate
standards and guidelines.

8.1 Networks

The spread of Blaise in OPCS has come at the same time as the widespread
use of networking facilities by all groups of staff. Bulletin boards are used
for a variety of purposes which help the adoption of common standards. For
example, the documentation for each CAI survey is held on-line as it is
thus more readily accessible than paper documentation, and more easily and
more often consulted by people working on other surveys, as well as those
immediately involved. The newness of CAI methods provides a particular
incentive to look at the methods others are using. Simple access, through
bulletin boards, ensures that such practice is facilitated.

Bulletin boards are also used to provide up to date reports on what is
actually happening in fieldwork, or any other stage of the survey. process.
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People become used to browsing these reports on problems and solutions,
and this helps them to anticipate difficulties for their own surveys and apply
standard remedies which have been tested by experience. The bulletin boards
also offer the opportunity for discussions between all interested parties, with
the resolution of conflicting needs and views before standard approaches are
agreed.

While networks can be used to spread information and discussion as an
adjunct to PAPI surveys, this tends to require additional effort (for example,
to hold a questionnaire in electronic as well as printed form). With CAI
surveys, it is natural to hold the main documents electronically, and as all
processing is speeded up it is equally natural to do as much work as pos-
sible on networked microcomputers. This change in work practices itself
needs to be organised through network standards — a point that is already
familiar to IT specialists.

8.2 Terminology

CAI has lead to the growth of a number of terms which previously were
not commonly used and which may cause confusion. Indeed it is important
to make sure that what one person or section means by a term is shared,
not only with other people in the organisation, but also with the wider
survey world. For example, the term 'source code' may be used both to
refer to Pascal or to code used to write Blaise questionnaires. OPCS is
working towards standard terminology. It would be useful to agree terms
between agencies as well as within them.

8.3 Documentation

With CAI the paper questionnaire has obviously disappeared; however paper
documentation still has a number of important uses. In addition to the pro-
gram on the laptop it is useful for interviewers and researchers and also for
clients, secondary analysts, and other readers of results, to have an acces-
sible document whose style is consistent across all OPCS surveys.
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At present.some OPCS surveys use the .option within Blaise..to produce a
paper questionnaire. The. output is subsequently edited. and .the appropriate
variable-names are included with; a brief .description of the sub-population
to which the question is. asked. OPCS is continuing,to .review, the. style.of
these documents. • . • • • . . - . • < . • . • .

9 . Conclusion . . , . . , - , . -

The 'technological revolution' which CAI has meant.to organisations such
as OPCS must be. consolidated by good management practice. The develop-
ment ,and .implementation,of CAI .standards, are an important step in this
process. .Standards, should not,- however, act as a restraint, to new. develop^
mentsj.they should always be,under review; They are likely to be subject
to change due to new challenges and advances in technology.' <, •; •
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Vesa Kuusela, Hannu Virtanen, Markku Heiskanen
Statistics Finland, Interview Division, Finland

1. Introduction

In Statistics Finland, our experience of Blaise is limited to CATI surveys.
The first CAPI survey is planned to take place at the beginning of 1994.
The CATI module of Blaise has some interesting features that are useful in
connection with the sampling schemes that are applied in Statistics Finland.
An essential feature of the sample surveys is that at least the names, ad-
dresses and telephone numbers of the respondents are known in advance.
Usually some additional characteristics (e.g. gender, age, profession) are
known as well. This is not only typical of Finland and the other Scandinavian
countries which have population registers. Similar situations arise frequently
in panel surveys as well.

In Statistics Finland, the samples are usually drawn from the Central Popu-
lation Register. In the register there are the names, addresses and social
security numbers, with date of birth, gender, occupations and many other
characteristics of all the people living permanently in Finland. This means
that, in a survey, quite a lot can be known in advance concerning respond-
ents and their households. On the other hand, the Blaise CATI module
allows the insertion of appointment information into the system before the
survey begins. That gives many options to plan when and at what time the
respondents will be called.

In this paper we describe how we have applied the CATI module of Blaise
in Statistics Finland. We also discuss what we have found good in the
module, and what we think should be added or changed.
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2. Sampling in Statistics Finland >'.'/.."..'. '• : ''.'• • • • >

All Scandinavian countries. have maintained -population registers-for many
centuries, and the registers are still ,maintained carefully.. Ifi, Finland-,the
Central Population Register has about one month's lag due to population
movement. The lag is the only notable fault in the register. The coverage
of the population register in Finland is virtually 100% and;the.data is well
updated, if we consider characteristics that don't change very often, like
date of birth and gender. How.ever, some information, such as. that concern-
ing occupations, is not very, reliable: . . • . • . ' . . - - . • •

The existence of a register where, all of the population "of'the country-is
listed makes, sampling much easier., It provides many possibilities'-for the
surveyors, such as the.application of complex sampling, schemes. However,
in Statistics Finland a simple random sample, is usually drawn .for all kinds
of surveys .'so that no weighting is needed. .For a CATI. survey a simple
random sample is still more appropriate than for other.'designs because ,it
doesn't lead to any extra costs as it does, for example, in CAP! surveys.

Not all information available in the register is used in..surveys. Generally,
the records in the sample file comprise at least the name, address -.and social
security number (i.e. personal ID) of the respondent., In addition, informa-
tion about two reference.persons, that is, the names of the two;oldest per-
sons living.in the same household-, are included in.the record. This is done
because the target person may be a child, housewife;..or -student living: at
home, .etc., who doesn't have a registered telephone number.' ' . - --.••• ;

• • • ' . , .." • • ' • ' : "?•"• >i.:.' ;-<! - • • ! ' • • •
There are no telephone numbers in the population register. Either interview-
ers (and supervisors) must find them or the local telephone company search-
ers for-them. To find the right'number it,is necessary, to;have, information
about the reference persons. • .. • . , .' .- .;.'.;"

; . <• . ,

According to the latest research, the overall telephone coverage in Finland
is about 94%, but when the telephone numbers are attached to a random
sample only a little over 80% (81%-84%) of respondents can be provided
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with one. We do not know exactly what causes this gap. Numbers which
are not listed in the telephone directory explain only 3-5 percentage points
of it. It is probable that the remainder is due to people living in institutions,
students, etc.

3. Contents of the dial screen

The interviewers like to have as much advance information as possible
about the respondents and their households. They say that this helps them
to familiarize themselves with the respondents before they start. The inter-
viewers think that this knowledge makes it easier to get a personal rapport
with the respondent.

The first screen in the Blaise CATI interview, the Dial screen, provides
rather good facilities for describing the respondent. Half of the screen is
reserved for the Memo window where the contact information, like phone
number, name, address etc. is displayed. However, in Statistics Finland we
have faced situations in panel surveys when the available space on the
screen is too small.

4. Making appointments before the survey begins

The way appointment information is handled in Blaise makes it possible to
utilize some of the available prior information. Blaise stores the appoint-
ment information in the appointment file (with the extension A02). The
designated date and time of the appointment can be stored in that file even
before the Blaise file conversion. For. the interviewing, only those cases
which are scheduled to be interviewed that particular day (or earlier, if still
outstanding) are included in the day batch.

In Statistics Finland, we have used prior information mainly to plan the
time of the first attempt to interview the respondent. We describe below
how we have used the facility for inserting appointment information in the
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appointment file. • .

5. Cases for which telephone numbers are not known

Everyone in the sample file has an address. A prevailing practice is to send
a letter in advance to the respondents, telling them that an interviewer will
contact them in the near future. In a CATI survey the letter is sent even
to those respondents whose telephone numbers are not known. However,
they receive a slightly different letter, in which they are given the chance
to participate in the survey if they want to. All they have to do is to give,
by letter or telephone, a telephone number where they can be reached, and
their preferred time to be interviewed. Naturally, they can also call directly
to the CATI center to be interviewed.

Supervisors then enter the telephone numbers and the appointment informa-
tion in the appointment file by using the Treat Form option in the CATI
management menu. The respondents whose telephone numbers are not known
are kept out of the day batches (until their numbers are announced) by
making appointments for them, in advance, for the last day of the survey.
On the last day, there is no interviewing.

6. Survey on the usage of farming fields

The purpose of the survey on the usage of farming fields was to get as
early as possible an estimate of the field areas sowed for different grains.

In Finland, it. takes a couple of weeks for summer to spread from the south
to the north. This means that when farmers in the southern parts of the
country have already sown their fields, the farmers in the northern parts are
still waiting for the ice in their fields to melt. If respondents were selected
completely randomly, some of the respondents would not even have started
sowing by the time that they were telephoned. The client, the Ministry of
Farming, was not interested in farmers' plans, but in how much they actu-
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ally sowed of the different grains. Plans can change for many reasons. The
easiest way to handle this had been to let them be 'too early' in the day
batch, and make new appointments for them. However, this was not con-
sidered to be an appropriate manner to handle a respondent.

The solution was to include farms in waves in the day batches, starting
from the coastal areas in south and southwest Finland, and advancing gradu-
ally to the north. In practice, this was carried out by making an "appoint-
ment" for each farm according to the whereabouts of the farm in the country.
The first wave was interviewed in mid-May, and the fifth wave in the most
northern part of Finland was interviewed just before mid-June.

7. Call scheduling on the basis of respondents' characteristics

In some surveys we have tried to allocate the time of the dials according
to the personal characteristics of the respondents. The idea is that it is more
probable, e.g. that a pensioner is home during the day time than a person
of working age. In practice, this means that only elderly people were called
during the day time, and only people of working age in the evenings. It is
an interesting subject for research, to find out which kinds of people have
the highest chance of being found at home during the day, and which in the
evenings.

8. Discussion

The interviewers in Statistics Finland have found it good that they have
information about the respondents and their households in the Dial screen.
They feel that they know something of the household in advance and they
can adapt better to the respondent's world, even in CATI surveys. This is
thought to reduce the number of refusals.

The costs of a survey depend partly on the total number of dials needed for
an interview. In the ideal case, all respondents would answer on the first
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call and give answers quickly and precisely. However, in Finland only about
one third of the sample is reached by the first attempt. On the other hand,
the great majority of cases are reached by the third dial. The problem is
that the cases which are hard to reach cause quite a lot of extra work. We
have found it very difficult to decide the exact time at which to "cut off
the tail" of the sample. • •

In a CATI survey, it is not the interviewer but the system' which decides
when to dial a specific number. Decisions about controlling the appointment
patterns' have to be made before the interviewing begins. Suppose that, in
the survey on the usage of farming fields, summer arrives faster or more
slowly than expected. In that case, it would be reasonable to change the
appointments of all respondents who have not yet been interviewed. How-
ever, it is not very easy to access the Blaise appointment file for that
purpose, except one record at a time. A batch access method would be far
more convenient.

In general, the Treat Form option is too "powerful" and a bit cumbersome
for dealing with the telephone numbers alone. There should be a separate
procedure for the input and maintenance of telephone numbers. •

For busy telephone there is quite a good scheduling procedure. A busy
telephone will be dialled again after 5 minutes and again after intervals of
5, 10, 10 and 15 minutes. Users can define the time intervals, but we have
found the default values satisfactory. It would be useful to have a similar
procedure for the No answer cases as well.

Suppose the respondent is having a two weeks holiday trip. It is possible
for the case to have been in the day batch for the maximum number of
times before the respondent gets back. If one could define that, after a first
No Answer, the telephone number is called, say, at intervals of 1 day, 2
days, 2 days, 3 days, 3 days and 5 days, the respondent could be reached
after returning from the trip.

In version .2.4, the Dial screen tells the interviewer, the result of the last dial
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and who made it. However, it does not give the total number of dials and
calls. Knowledge of the total dialling history would make it easier to evalu-
ate if the sampled person might answer, or is away on a holiday trip, or if
the telephone number is wrong. It would be easier than at present to decide
whether or not the sampled person should be left as a non-respondent.

The layout of the Dial screen serves pretty well as it is now. However, we
think that it could serve even better if the layout was slightly different. The
size of the Memo window has been a problem in our surveys. It is rather
small if one wants to know more than the basic facts about the respondent.
Moreover, the shape of the window is impractical.- If it were wider it would
be more legible.
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INTEGRATED FIELD AND OFFICE EDITING IN BLAISE:
OPCS'S EXPERIENCE OF COMPLEX FINANCIAL SURVEYS

Tony Manners, Sarah Cheesbrough and Alana Diamond
Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, London, UK

1. CAI surveys which need to retain an office editing stage

In principle, computer assisted interviewing (CAI) allows the coding and
editing stage of the survey process to take place during the interview. The
advantages this brings over paper-and-pencil methods, which can only run
computer edits on the interview data when they have been returned to the
office, have been rehearsed in many papers in recent years: improved data
quality, and faster and cheaper processing after the interview.1

These advantages are greater the more that any coding and editing that
needs to be done is completed in interview. OPCS's first CAI survey, the
Labour Force Survey (LFS), comes very close to achieving fully coded and
edited data before return to the office.2 All coding and editing is completed
in the interview except for some coding from large classifications (occupa-
tion, industry, placenames), which are coded by the interviewers at home.
In the near future, it should be possible to code from large classifications
during the interview itself, using computer assisted coding (CAC) such as
the Blaise trigram system. In the LFS, only some between-case checks, such
as the detection of duplicate serial numbers, remains to be carried out in the
office, where the data from many different interviewers are accumulated.
With the new case management tools announced by the Netherlands Central
Bureau of Statistics for Blaise III and LIPS-SPIL, it may be possible to
remove the necessity for any central checks at all.

The design of the LFS is conducive to achieving fully coded and edited
data in the field. It contains, almost exclusively, simple questions on which
all respondents can be expected to be sufficiently well informed to be able
to give an answer. Given the objectives of the LFS, it is not cost-effective
to give special treatment to the very rare instances where a respondent is
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not sufficiently well informed to answer a question, but can give a descrip-
tion of related circumstances from which an expert in the office might be
able to recognise the correct answer.

For many surveys, however, their subject matter is so complex that non-
ignorable proportions of the total respondents can give only approximate
answers to some of the questions, if they can give any answer at all. For
example, in a complex financial survey, respondents who receive several
welfare benefits may not know or make the administrative distinctions be-
tween the benefits that the survey needs (and the distinctions may be too.
complex to translate into a reasonable number of simple questions). They
are even less likely to know precisely how much of the total income they
receive from the welfare benefits is administratively ascribed to each benefit
type. They may, however, ,be able to give relevant information from which
the correct answer can be recognised by an expert.

One solution to this problem might be to treat the answer as wholly missing
and impute the answer statistically. This would have the advantage of
avoiding the need for scrutiny by an expert. The advantages in speed and
cost of obtaining data from the field which need minimal office processing
would be realised. For some surveys, however, where such imputation would
have to be used frequently, the cost in loss of data quality would be un-
acceptable to the survey's customers. • .

In such cases, and others where statistical imputation is regarded as. unde-
sirable or unavailable, the survey design solution is to arrange for the in-
terviewers to gather as much information as possible about the welfare
benefits received and the circumstances associated with them, so that an
expert in the survey office can make a decision about the appropriate cod-
ing. On paper questionnaires, such information is usually written in the
margin beside the question concerned. In Blaise, the note facility can be
used, with automatic referencing provided as a.square shape next to the
question name in the lower half of the interviewer's .screen.

Gathering information for later scrutiny implies an- additional editing stage.
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In principle, this might be carried out by the interviewers, if the information
they would need to resolve the query cases were available to them at home.
Usually, the practical solution will be an office editing stage.

Another major reason for retaining an office editing stage for some complex
surveys is that otherwise the number of credibility checks required in the
interview might increase the respondent burden to an unacceptable degree.
For example, in a financial survey, the ranges for valid answers are often
very wide — from zero to thousands, or higher orders, of the. currency
units. Interviewer keying errors are a serious risk, but to have soft checks
on every question involving a financial sum could become very tedious for
the respondent. They would spend much of the time simply confirming that
the answer they had just given was indeed correct. A partial solution to this
problem might be to run the soft checks as part of an office edit. The
solution is not a full one because it relies on an office editor to resolve the
problem cases, rather than the respondent as would happen if the check
were triggered in the interview. In practice, it is a matter of judgement and
testing as to how many credibility checks can be tolerated in the interview,
and which are the most important ones.

( '
In versions of Blaise prior to Blaise ffl, there may also be software limitations
on the number of checks that can be included if the interview, instrument
is to run at an acceptable speed, even with an 80386 processor. An office
editing stage may be needed in order to run the checks which could not be
included in the interview.

This paper discusses OPCS's experience of combined field and office ed-
iting in two of its continuous financial surveys, the Family Expenditure
Survey (FES) and the Family Resources Survey (FRS).3

The FES has run continuously as a paper-and-pencil survey since 1957. It
is an expenditure and income survey, sponsored by the Central Statistical
Office. Chief among its many uses is provision of weights for the national
Retail Price Index. It comprises an interview with all adults in a household,
averaging about 90 minutes, and a 14-day expenditure diary for each adult.
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There are just over 7,000 responding households each year. It will convert
to being a CAPI survey in April 1994. The FES collects information on
incomes, but the Department of Social Security has commissioned another
survey, the FRS, to collect further and more detailed income information,
from a larger sample (25,000 responding households per year). Unlike the
much older FES, the FRS was a CAPI survey from the start (October
1992).

The two surveys share many characteristics, and FRS developed from the
income section of the FES. Each has learned from the other in the course
of developing effective CAPI systems in Blaise. One important similarity is
that both need the CAPI instrument to allow "concurrent interviewing", that
is, the flexibility to interview at least two people (who might follow differ-
ent routing from each other) at the same time, on the same screen. This is
important in financial surveys where there may be shared income and ex-
penditure, to avoid omissions and double counting. It was difficult to de-
velop an efficient system of concurrent interviewing, and the assistance
received from Netherlands CBS in overcoming this problem is gratefully
acknowledged.

The editing strategies in OPCS for the two surveys are designed to meet
different objectives. For the FES, the aim is to deliver fully edited data to
the customer. This includes imputation, which is largely clerical, of item
non-response. For the FRS, the aim is to edit data to a degree agreed with
the customer to be suitable for the latter to complete the editing with sta-
tistical imputation. The consequences of these strategies for editing design
are described below.

Historically, however, the first design problem faced by the two surveys in
1991 was that they were too large for the current version of Blaise. OPCS's
solution needs to be outlined, to aid understanding of the total processing
system.
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2. OPCS's solution to the problem of Blaise limits on questionnaire size
in versions prior to Blaise III: The use of two questionnaire instru-
ments, linked in Clipper

Traditionally, single instrument questionnaires, such as the LFS, have accessed
the questionnaire by keying in a serial number. All hierarchies within the
data are then handled within Blaise code. However, the size and complexity
of these financial surveys has meant that, with Blaise version 2.4, it has
been necessary to separate the interview into two instruments with a hier-
archical division between household and individual level data.

The interviewer collects household level information first and then the
household data files are read as external files to the individual level instru-
ment in order to determine routing and checks. Therefore it is vital that
both instruments are opened with the same serial number applying to the
case. Early 'pilots on the FRS required interviewers and editors to key the
serial numbers for both instruments. However, keying serial numbers, par-
ticularly part way through a lengthy interview, was found to be error prone
and disruptive to the smooth flow of the interview.

A system was devised using Clipper software to create a set of logical
menus at different levels from which the interviewer and editor may select
first an address from a list of preallocated serial numbers and then the
required household and individual questionnaires within that address.

The Clipper handling program reads Case Management blocks within the
Blaise instruments so that the on-screen menus will display relevant infor-
mation on the progress of the case, such as whether the interview has been
started or completed, and then at the edit stage to confirm that editing has
been carried out.

This information has also been particularly important for producing case
management reports to monitor the progress of fieldwork and editing for
any particular month.
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3. A Blaise editing system for Held and office

The FES and the FRS are both surveys of the type defined above as need-
ing an office editing stage. The FES involves a more complex editing task
than the FRS in the following respects:

1. it delivers fully edited data to the customer, and the edit itself includes
many more checks than the FRS;

2. it asks responding adults to keep 14 day expenditure diaries (which
involve checking and collection calls by the interviewer, giving the chance
to add more information to the interview data); and

3. interview data are cross-edited with the expenditure diaries

The system described in this section was developed for the FES, and some
findings from a pilot study are included. The FRS uses a subset of the
elements of this system, to meet its simpler editing requirements. Some
particular features of the FRS system, and the experience of its first 9
months of use, will be described later.

Both surveys use multi-stage random samples of addresses, and interview
all households found at the selected addresses. The address are selected
from the Post Office's national list, the Postcode Address File (PAF), and
serial numbers are assigned to them. For every sampled address a "skel-
eton" Blaise questionnaire instrument is created for household 1 at the
address. These skeleton interviews form the basis for work allocation and
control at the interviewer level, and for address level reporting in the case
management system. Work is allocated to interviewers by means of paper
address lists, and by means of a data disk. The data disk contains all the
skeleton Blaise interviews for addresses within that interviewer's quota.

The Blaise questionnaires contain case management blocks where adminis-
trative information is recorded — current state of the case, calls informa-
tion, final outcomes, and comments. This information is used extensively to
control the handling of the data and to produce management reports.
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The suite of programs on the laptop is designed to help the interviewer
control what is going on. It reads the case management information from
the data files and presents to the interviewer a list of those cases that are
already in the system (initially, just household 1 at the sampled addresses).
On selecting and entering a particular case, there is an option to enter a
comment; this comment will be displayed on the address menu next time
and helps the interviewers keep track of which case is which.

When additional households are discovered at an address, it is necessary to
generate a new case in the field. This can be done easily by the inter-
viewer; the system allows for the extra interview and for the case manage-
ment information for the new case.

After each interview the case management blocks are re-read by the system.
The menu of addresses will now contain all the addresses currently on the
laptop, including any new cases. The interviewer can see on the screen the
full list, with comments attached (for easy identification), and with codes to
indicate whether work has been completed for that case.

Interviewers transmit their data back to the office on a regular basis. The
office receives the case management system (CMS) information for -all cases
that are in the field, enabling reports to be run to monitor current progress
and response. Progress is easily measured, as the skeleton records will exist
for. those cases that have not been progressed.

There will inevitably be a few cases left over at the end of the month for
which no data has been received. The CMS information will tell us the
status of these cases, and provide information to allow field managers to
chase interviewers. Any cases that have not been transmitted can nevertheless
be recovered from the interview disks when they are returned at 'the end of
the month.

During the interview inconsistencies in the data are indicated to the inter-
viewer by means of hard and soft checks. Hard checks require the interviewer
to change an answer to resolve the inconsistency whereas soft checks can
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be over-ridden by the interviewer. Hard checks are used for situations that
are logically impossible, such as people stating early in the questionnaire
that they are self employed and later that they are employees. Soft checks
stop the questionnaire when unusual but possible answers are entered. The
answer may be changed or the check may be suppressed if it proves to be
correct when checked back with the respondent. If the soft check is sup-
pressed then the interviewer makes a note on the laptop explaining the
situation.

The FES interview itself is not completed on a single occasion. Each adult
in a responding household keeps a diary of all expenditure for 14 days. The
interviewer visits them at least once during that period to make sure they
have understood what is required. On these checking visits, and at the final
pick-up visit, the interviewer fills in gaps in the interview information from
receipts and other documents that the respondent has had time to look up.
Thus considerable flexibility must be built into the CAPI instrument to
allow the interviewer to find quickly the questions which are still unan-
swered and complete them, and to make and recover access to notes.

At home interviewers examine the questionnaire again, activating checks
that were not triggered during the interview. They note the check details
and validate the information with the respondent at the diary checking call.
This procedure is repeated after the diary checking call. If any more checks
are activated then the interviewer checks the information at the diary col-
lection stage. It is important that the interviewer codes the information directly
onto the laptop as the new data may prompt more checks.

The next editing stage takes place in the office, on networked PCs. The
incoming cases are grouped into batches (typically of a week's data) for the
editing team. Cases within a batch are identified in the system so any
retransmitted cases are not accidentally edited twice, and edited data is not
overwritten with unedited data. Editors access cases using Clipper menu
systems in the same way as interviewers. The division of the questionnaire
into two instruments can be inconvenient for editors who may need to
check key information from one instrument while working in another.
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'Therefore for each case a paper information sheet is printed out, known as
a 'factsheet'. This sheet contains basic information about the household
content and other data considered important for editing. It also contains a
printout of all comments made by the interviewer linked to a particular
question name.

The main point of the factsheets is to bring together in a convenient place
as much information as the editor is likely to need in order to deal with
specific edit problems. Without the factsheets, they would have to search
around the Blaise interview data. In a complex survey, this would be very
time-consuming. The factsheets have also provided a useful method of al-
locating batches of work to staff, raising queries to research staff and
monitoring individual progress.

For the FES, the 14-day expenditure diaries kept on paper by all responding
adults have to be coded and cross-checked with the CAPI interview data.
The main information in the diaries comprises items of expenditure and the
associated monetary values, but there is also information about such matters
as use of credit cards and certain shops. Various ways of coding and cap-
turing the diary data have been considered. In the pilot study of February
1993, the diaries were coded and cross-checked clerically, and then fast
keyed in a specialist unit. In the most recent pilot study (July/August), the
office editors are to capture all the diary information directly into a Blaise
CADI instrument, using computer assisted coding with the Blaise trigram
module.

A dataset is finally produced containing all the interviewed, transmitted and
edited cases. Structural checks are run on the information to ensure that
everything has been correctly accounted for.

In summary, a large part of the PAPI FES edit is concerned with checking
hard ranges and routing. In CAPI, all these checks are transferred to the
interview instrument as part of its basic definition. There are also checks on
consistency and credibility: in Blaise, these become hard and soft checks. It
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would be impracticable to run all the consistency and credibility checks
from the current PAPI FES during the CAPI interview.

The FES solution is to apply increasing numbers of checks at each of the
editing stages which follow the initial interview. There are essentially three
stages:

1. the initial interview, which includes as many checks as possible without
threatening the conversational flow and becoming too burdensome for
respondents;

2. "home checks", run by the interviewer after the initial interview: they
comprise all the checks of stage 1, plus checks which were too com-
plex to sort out in the interview but which highlight inconsistencies
and unlikely values which can be resolved when the interviewer re-
turns to see that the diary-keeping is going successfully or to pick up
the completed diaries;

3. the office edit, which reactivates all checks from the previous 2 stages
and adds all the remaining checks required.

The method of achieving this is to create a Blaise questionnaire (for prac-
tical reasons, as explained earlier, this is actually two instruments linked by
Clipper) which has all the ranges, routing and checks required for the sur-
vey, and to use this in office editing. This same questionnaire, with fewer
checks, is used in the interview and "home checks". Interview data can be
read, without any transformation, at each of these editing stages since the
structure of the Blaise questionnaire is unaffected by the number of checks.

4. Experience in the FRS

An interviewing and editing system very similar to that described above has
been used successfully for the FRS since October 1992. The office editing
stage is limited to the following actions:
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— • any queries raised by interviewers using the notepad facility are con-
sidered and the correct code entered.

— Some checks suppressed at the interview stage are reactivated for
further editing. The number of such checks has been reduced over
time following evaluation of how much action can reasonably be
taken in the office, given that the interviewer has already investigated
the inconsistency or error with, the respondent. :

— Values for certain fixed rate benefits or taxes are entered using agreed
editing instructions.

—r Current values of investments such as stocks or shares are verified
against information in national press and government .information.

Paper printouts have also been used to improve the speed of checking
investments or government holdings. Rather than working on a.case by case
basis, it has proved more efficient for all investments held by respondents
in a batch of say 20 cases to be printed out on one sheet which an editor
can then check in one session against office held information.

5. Experience in the FES .

In the course of .developing a CAPI system for the FES, OPCS has carried
out a series of field trials, culminating in .one month's parallel running with
the main survey. Results from -the parallel surveys will be compared when
processing of the main, PAPI, survey has been completed. This paper will
examine the impact of the CAPI interview and edit system described above.

The FES CAPI pilot study used an interpenetrating sample design in 51 of
the 56 interviewer areas selected for the main FES sample in February
1993. There was no statistically significant difference between the response
rates for the two modes (CAPI; 69% of 780 eligible households; PAPI, 70%
of 768 eligible households). ,
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Interviewer reactions to the FES on the laptop were highly favourable. All
the interviewers were impressed with the ease with which the FES question-
naire could be handled in the field. Two interviewers with long experience
of the FES, who had expressed considerable doubts about the feasibility of
such a complex survey being carried out in CAPI, said at the end of the
pilot that they were now convinced it was both feasible and advantageous.

Interviewers triggered checks both in the interview and at home. Scrutiny of
the data at the editing stage indicated that interviewers had coped well in
the field and had made adequate "notes when suppressing soft checks.

Office editing was carried out as described earlier. The questionnaires were
edited using Blaise in CAPI mode, as in the FRS. The CAPI edit was
completed in one cycle as opposed to an average of 6 cycles per month on
the main FES. The editors worked to the main FES written instructions. A
query system allowed any problems to be referred to subject matter specialists,
as for the main FES. .

As noted earlier, the interview data and diaries must be edited together.
Any diary items that were assigned a code for a business expense had to
be cross referenced with the interview data for possible deduction or entry.
The Blaise edit questionnaire containing the interview data stopped at spe-
cific variables that required deductions, depending on the answer to ques-
tions regarding employee and self employed business expenses. For example,
if the respondent had a telephone and got 50% of their telephone bill re-
funded by their employer, a check instructed the editor to deduct 50% from
the amount entered for telephone expenditure.

The deduction procedure had some drawbacks, as the editors had to keep
paging backwards and forwards through the questionnaire to find the -rel-
evant information. This was particularly difficult in the CAPI module used
(see below). In future, the information required for deductions will be printed
on the factsheets, where strictly necessary. This will enable the editor to
glean information from the factsheets and hence only pass once through the
questionnaire.
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Although the office edit finished on time, it proved to be .rather cumber-
some in practice. Use of the CAPI module, for an editing task for which
it was not designed, had significant disadvantages.- In particular, it prevented
free movement in the questionnaire to search for relevant information. Cir-
cumventing this problem with factsheets led to too much paper handling.
Although factsheets will remain a necessity for cross-checks between diary
and interview data, at least until Blaise III allows a single instrument for
interview and diary, they will be kept to a minimum in future. Instead, the
Blaise editing module (CADI) will be used. There is another important
reason to use CADI. The cumbersome nature of the CAPI module when
used for editing, and the use of editors who had only just been recruited
and trained, led to a small number of errors remaining in the data at the
end of the CAPI pilot. The CADI module provides an automatic monitor of
the error status of interviews, so it can readily be ensured that all errors in
the data have been dealt with.

Finally, the pilot study confirmed that use of CAI for the interview greatly
reduces the amount of office editing required, by comparison with the main
PAPI survey. Data for the two modes can be compared at the point of their
return to the office, to see the mean number of routing and consistency
(credibility) checks per household that remained to be resolved. This com-
parison underestimates the improvement in data quality from using CAPI
because it omits the resolution during the interview of data inconsistencies
brought to light by checks triggered in the field instrument.

Table 1 shows that CAI reduced the amount of editing of this type_ required
in the office by more than 75%. The PAPI estimate includes errors subse-
quently corrected by autoedit (accounting for about 0.6 errors per household).

Table 1. Unresolved credibility errors at entry to office, per household

CAPI (Feb 1993) PAPI (October-December 1992)

1.4 6.2

n=538 households n=1826 households
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6: Conclusion

Commentaries on use of CAI for surveys which involve long interviews on
complex subject matter, with difficult requirements like "concurrent inter-
viewing", sometimes concentrate only on the problems they present for the
interview, and overlook the fact that they also tend to involve large and
complex edit processes. With CAI, interviewing and editing are no longer
separate processes. However, for complex surveys it may be impossible to
complete the processing in the interview, since information is required that
is not available to either interviewer or respondent. OPCS's experience with
the FES and the FRS shows the importance of an integrated design for all
stages of the interview and editing process. It is anticipated. that Blaise III
will make such a design much easier to implement than current versions,
which limit the size of questionnaire and edit instruments.

Notes
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CONVERSION OF A MAJOR NASS PROBABILITY SURVEY TO
BLAISE

Asa Manning
National Agricultural Statistics Service, USA

1. Organizational issues ,

The National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) is an agency of the
United States Department of Agriculture. NASS is responsible for collecting
data and making estimates relating to the nation's agriculture. The agency
has staff located in Washington, DC and in offices around the country.

•' ii'
NASS has a field office in almost every state, called a State Statistical
Office (SSO). The office in New Hampshire services six of the small New
England states out of one location, thus there are a total of 45 SSOs. Each
office is responsible for collecting data within their state(s) and setting
recommendations for commodities grown, raised or produced there. Once
the SSOs complete their state(s) recommendations, they are then transmitted
electronically or mailed to headquarters (HQ) in Washington, DC. In HQ a
group of statisticians, representing HQ and the SSOs, set a national level
estimate. The state recommendations are then reviewed and revised as needed
to sum to the national level. Publications, containing the final estimates at
the state and national levels, are then released to the public.

This distributed structure presents .some challenges for HQ staff responsible
for coordinating the surveys at a national level. An example is the Compu-
ter Assisted Survey Section (CASS) which is responsible for the develop-
ment and maintenance of the instruments used for Computer Assisted
Telephone Interviewing (CATI) and Interactive Editing (IE) for national
survey applications. The diverse needs of the SSOs create some problems
that must be dealt with.

First, the questionnaires differ from SSO to SSO. In effect CASS must
write forty-five instruments instead of one. NASS is trying to use an ap-
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proach described in a paper presented at the 1992 International Blaise Users
Conference by Mark Pierzchala. The concept in simple terms involves de-
veloping a library of tested code. A CAPI instrument is then used to collect
specifications for each state. The specifications are then used by a question-
naire generator to assemble the final instrument for each state in an auto-
mated fashion using the library of code. This procedure holds tremendous
promise for certain NASS applications.

Another effort which will reduce coding is the development of a set of
standard shells. NASS has a standard approach to collecting administrative
data on its surveys. CASS is in the process of developing code to handle
these questions, as well as setting up survey management data in a standard
way. When completed, these shells will be used for almost every Blaise
application within NASS. A detailed paper on this effort, titled "Standard
Multi-Survey Shells in NASS", will be presented at this conference by
Mark Pierzchala and Roger Schou.

Each SSO will also have its own idea of the best way to manage the survey
in their office. Some offices will mail questionnaires while others will not.
CATI will be used on a large portion of the sample in one office, but much
less in another. Editing may be the responsibility of a few staff or many.
These differences mean that any plan that CASS designs must be very
flexible, in many cases providing more than one solution for a single issue.

2. History of Computer Assisted Survey Information Collection (CASIC)
in NASS

NASS was one of the original partners with The University of California at
Berkeley in the development of the CASES software. This relationship started
in the early 1980's. NASS now uses CASES for its CATI applications in
all SSO's.

NASS began research with Blaise in 1987. The research has been concerned
with interactive editing and CAPI. Blaise has been adopted as an interactive
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editing tool by NASS. In 1992 NASS management decided that Blaise
should be evaluated as a possible replacement for CASES, since it could do •
both data collection and editing.

During the last several months, CASS has planned a- full scale test of Blaise
on its September Agricultural Survey. This test will hopefully resolve once
and for all the question of Blaise versus CASES.

3. The application '

The cornerstone of NASS's estimation program is the Agricultural Survey.
This survey is conducted quarterly. (March, June, September and December)
in all states, except Alaska and Hawaii. Information is collected on crop
acreage and production, grain stocks stored on farms, and hogs. Related
livestock surveys are conducted in January and July for cattle, sheep and
goats.

This application itself presents some complex issues that CASS has to deal
with. These surveys involve multiple sampling frames, extremely tight
schedules, multiple modes of data collection and large sample sizes. Each
of these issues will now be looked at in more detail. •

The sample comes from two frames, list and area. A major portion of the
sample is selected from a stratified list of farm operations that each SSO
maintains for their state(s). During the June Agricultural Survey, all farmers
operating tracts of land within sampled areas of land, called segments, are
interviewed. If an operation is found in one of the segments that is "not on
the list", then that operation is classified as NOL. The NOL tracts provide
a measure of .the incompleteness of the list, and -are then included in the
sample.,for each of the follow-on surveys (September, December and March).
The multiple frame design adds several administrative type questions needed
to detect possible overlap between frames. Extensive coding in the multiple
frame shell was required to handle these questions.
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The Agricultural Survey operates under an extremely tight time schedule.
The Reference Date for each survey is the first day of the month. From the
start of data collection to the publication of the first estimates is about four
weeks. The time allowed for data collection and editing is only the first 14-
18 days of the month. This restricted schedule means that the SSOs must
use every hour of time wisely.

As a result of the brief data collection window, the SSOs use a combination
of data collection modes:

Mail - If a sufficient response rate can be achieved, questionnaires will be
mailed. Respondents may return 20-30 percent of the mailed ques-
tionnaires. Use of mail will vary from office to office.

CATI - On the evening prior to the first day of the month, the SSO will
begin CATI from the office. The SSO will usually designate cer-
tain samples to not attempt in CATI and sends these question-
naires out to the staff of field interviewers. CATI will continue for
4-8 days. At the conclusion of CATI all remaining samples that
have not been returned by mail or completed using CATI are
turned over to the field interviewers.

PAPI - Paper questionnaires will be used for all contacts made by the
field interviewers. The field interviewer may, contact the farm
operator on the telephone or in person. Completed questionnaires
are returned to the office by. mail (if time, allows), phoned into a
contact in the SSO who records the information on paper or CATI,
or hand carried to the SSO if needed to meet the schedule.

Sample sizes vary greatly from SSO to SSO and quarter to quarter. The
following table provides the September Agricultural Survey sample sizes for
selected states as well as totals for the nation.
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September 1993 sample sizes

STATE List ' NOL Total

Colorado 1,550 150 1,730
Indiana 2,690 . 1 6 0 ." 2,850
Texas 2,950 500 3,450
Wyoming 690 110 800
US 69,200 7,740 76,940

With this volume of questionnaires to be accounted for in a limited time,
the SSO must carefully plan the flow of data through the office and use a
tremendous effort to complete the work on schedule.

Questionnaires that are completed on paper are hand edited and then keyed
in a heads down manner using key entry software, such as Key Entry 3.
Heads down entry is required to meet the rigorous schedule.

A mainframe batch edit system is used to check each form for validity.
Batch edits are repeated until all questionnaires are clean. All SSOs have
access to an IBM Mainframe located in Orlando, Florida, on which NASS
has contracted for processing time. Almost all machine editing, analysis and
summary take place on this mainframe. " •

4. The September test

We will conduct a test of Blaise for the September Agricultural Survey in
three states: Colorado, Indiana and Wyoming. The scope of the work will
include conducting all CATI work in Blaise and using 'interactive editing
(IE) on all questionnaires. All data will then be run through the mainframe
edit to provide ah interface with the post edit processing on the mainframe.

CASS has spent the last few months developing a prototype instrument to
do both CATI and IE. The instruments should be completed by mid-August.
The automated procedures to generate the instruments mentioned earlier are
working well.
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Much time was also spent designing the flow of data through the Blaise
system to provide the SSO with the most efficient management of thesurvey.
Meeting all the issues mentioned above required much planning. An over-
view of the data flow, as currently envisioned, follows.

4.1 Processing data flow . •

There will be two physical Blaise data sets. The first data set is primarily
for CATI and all forms are initialized here prior to the start of the survey.
Completed forms whether done in CATI or keyed from paper will be moved
from the "CATI" data set to the second data set, which we will call "edit".
All interactive editing will take place in "edit".

The keys of each form are the State FIPS code, the List Frame ID (list
samples) or segment number (NOL samples), the tract number and subtract
number. The state FIPS code is a standard two-digit identifier for each
state. For NOL samples, the tract identifies the area tract from the June
Agricultural Survey, while the tract is always T for list samples. The
subtract is T for all forms except when an additional operation is found
and needs to be added. In this situation, the first three keys are the same
for the "added" operation, but the subtract is assigned a unique number,
thus giving it a unique key.

The processes as numbered on the flowchart (figure 1) are:

Pre-survey

1) Mainframe processing, download and initialize in Blaise
2) Designation of CATI/Non-CATI

Survey proper

3) CATI data collection (with or w/out call scheduler)
4) Transfer Checked-In (Mail Returns and/or field completed) forms to

"Edit"
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5) Input paper questionnaires and transfer of all completed CATI forms to
"Edit" • : • • • - , .

6) Interactive edit . . ,
7) Integral check . ' , . • • .. • • >
8) Input of added forms & confirmed overlays
9) Batch input of confirmed overlays
10) Missing forms
11) Output clean completed forms to mainframe edit

Figure 1 Blaise data flow for September Agricultural Survey

6) Interactive
' Editing .•

7) Integral
Check

10) Missing
Forms'

9) Batch
Input of

Confirmed .
Overlays

Details follow on each process: ' •

4.2 Pre-survey

1) Mainframe processing, download and initialize in Blaise

: The name and address information is maintained on the mainframe.
Mainframe processing steps prepare the files for downloading. They are
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then downloaded to certain directories on the LAN. The SSO then runs
a couple of processes which uses Manipula and Convert to build the
initial Blaise data set.

2) Designation of CATI/Non-CATI

As mentioned above, the entire sample will be set up in Blaise. There
will be samples, however, that the SSO does not want to call on CATI.
In some cases, due to the size of the workloads, certain samples will
be sent immediately to the field and not attempted in CATI. This
enables the field staff to start work while the office is doing CATI.
Other forms withheld from CATI are typically those that the SSO
wishes to give special handling.

All forms will be initialized as eligible for CATI, so records must be
input into this step for each form to be held out of CATI. These
records could be keyed or produced through some automated means by
the SSO. This step uses Manipula and Convert.

4.3 Survey proper

3) CATI data collection (with or without Call Scheduler)

Virtually all CATI calls will be done using the Call Scheduler. This
will be the first Blaise application where sample sizes will be sufficient
to use the Call Scheduler effectively. SSOs have not traditionally had
a Call Scheduler available, so we will be studying how well this works
with great interest.

During the period of time when CATI is used, the SSOs will typically
start phoning when the office opens around 7:00 am. The number of
daytime interviewers will vary from one to ten, dependent on the size
of the sample and the number of phone lines available. During the day,
the regular office staff has many of the workstations on the LAN
committed to tasks other than CATI. After regular office hours, a larger
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staff of interviewers goes to work. This would typically be from 5:00
to 9:00 pm. The number of interviewers vary from 6 to 40.

4) Transfer checked-in (mail returns and/or field completed) forms to "Edit".

Most SSOs will have a procedure whereby they keep track of question-
naires that have been completed. The more modes of data collection
that are occurring, the more important this step is. When the time
comes during the survey cycle to notify the field interviewers of the
sample units that are not yet accounted for, it is the'check-in system
that the office uses to identify them. The SSO will continue to use
their existing check-in system during the September test.

The purpose of this step is to notify Blaise that a questionnaire has
been received in the SSO and should not be retrieved for CATI. This
step can be used to eliminate the possibility of repeating a contact with
a respondent that has already responded to the survey (probably a mail
return). If there is no potential for this to occur, the SSO doesnot need
to run this step.

All forms will be initialized to "not in"! If 'a' check-in record is proc-
essed, a switch in the form will be set indicating the form is "checked-
in". It is then moved over to "edit", thus removing any chance that the
Call Scheduler could retrieve this form. This step uses Manipula, Con-

• vert and the Forms Manager. " •

5) Input paper questionnaires and transfer all completed forms to "Edit"

Paper questionnaires will still be keyed using software, such as Key
Entry 3. This data will be referred to as code/data within this docu-
ment. Once a batch of code/data has been keyed-and verified,'it is

- -ready for input into Blaise. This step on the data'flow is actually a
series of Manipula, Convert, Forms Manager and Foxpro programs.

' The major purposes of this-step-are: . '. . •
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A) Convert the code/data into the Blaise data set. This occurs when
the code/data matches a form that had not previously been com-
pleted (the most frequent occurrence).

B) Identify potential "added forms". If the code/data does not match
a form, it is identified on a listing. This may indicate that the key
fields from the paper questionnaire were miskeyed or that the
operation is a potential "added form". Legitimate "added forms"
will be entered in step 8.

C) Identify potential overlays. Because of the multiple modes of data
collection, there is the possibility that the SSO will have more
than one questionnaire for the same sample unit. This could be
two paper questionnaires (one mailed, one phoned) or a combina-
tion of CATI and paper. Thus if the code/data matches a form
which has already been completed, the SSO is notified of a poten-

• tial overlay and the code/data in question is saved for possible use
in step 9.

The editor can then evaluate which interview has the better data.
Where the overlay is desired, it will be handled in steps 8 or 9.
Where the old report is to be kept, the user need not do anything,
since it was not overlaid.

D) The forms receiving code/data, or completed in CATI since the
last time this step was completed, are then moved into a tempo-
rary Blaise data set. The creation of the temporary data set allows
an integral check to be run on the data before moving the forms
into "edit". After the integral check is run, the forms are trans-
ferred from the temporary data set into "edit".

6) Interactive edit

All editing will take place in "edit". We expect that one statistician
will edit the entire form and correct all errors. Interactive editing will
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be new to the SSOs and its impact will be very interesting to observe.
The time to be saved here over the current batch edit review could be
substantial. • '.

7) Integral check ' • •" '

Since forms are run through the integral check prior to reaching "edit",
the need for running an integral check here should be rare. This step
might be run if a fix were made to an edit during the survey and it
was necessary to pass all forms through the revised edit. This step
might run for half an hour on the September Ag • Survey. Since this
step must be run when no other activity in "edit" is occurring, it will
be necessary for the office to carefully schedule it.

8) Input of added forms and/or confirmed overlays ;

-These will be identified at step 5. The office will enter "added forms"
in IE. This application will allow new forms to be added in only very
limited circumstances. The instrument will only allow an "added form"
to be clean if it matches the first three keys (state, ID or segment and
tract) of an original sample unit. "Added forms" not meeting this match
criteria would have to be deleted as they could never be clean.

For potential overlays, if the state wants the original data overlaid they
' can do so through the IE screens. Step 9 is provided as an alternative.

9)' Batch input of confirmed overlays "

If after reviewing the' potential overlays, there are more confirmed
overlays than the SSO wants to deal with through IE, this step provides
a means to use the code/data, which was saved in step 5, for the
potential overlays. The SSO can use a text editor to eliminate any
records that should not be overlaid. They will then run the remaining

,, ' code/data for the confirmed overlays through this step, which basically
is identical to 5) except that forms are overlaid.
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10) Missing forms

With a large number of questionnaires coming into the office from a
variety of sources in such a short period of time, it is difficult to
precisely keep track of the status of each form. A procedure using
Manipula and Abacus has been written to provide the SSO with a
review. This step would normally only come into play very late in the
survey, when the SSO is trying to wrap up the survey. The report
generated here will indicate the following:

Missing Form - form which has not been completed

Good Added Form - "added form" meets minimum match require-
ments with original sample

Bad Added Form - "added form" does not meet minimum match
requirements (must be deleted)

As long as forms are missing or bad subtracts exist, the data set is not
clean by NASS standards.

11) Output clean completed forms to mainframe edit

Periodically, data in Blaise will be converted to code/data and uploaded
to the mainframe for input into the traditional batch edit. Only com-
pleted forms that are clean and have never been output, or are clean
but have been changed since they were last output, will be converted.
These are then converted, by using Convert and a NASS developed
Foxpro program, into code/data and uploaded to the mainframe. The
standard edit is then run to verify that the reports from Blaise are also
clean by the mainframe standards. The goal is to gradually phase out
the mainframe edit.

5. Results

At the time this paper is being submitted the final steps leading up to the
September test are taking place. If during August, the design of the
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application changes, an update will be given when the paper is presented in
London. The results from September will also be discussed at the confer-
ence, as will the impact that this will Have on the future of CASIC in
NASS. ' - • • •
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Brett Martin
Statistics New Zealand

1. Introduction

Statistics New Zealand have recently developed a strategy to generalise and
automate their survey processing activities. The Blaise system is a key
component of this strategy. These new directions have resulted from a re-
cent major internal reorganisation. In this paper I outline the changes to our
organisational structures and discuss the new survey processing strategy.
Some of our more interesting Blaise developments in the past year are also
described.

2. The new organisation

Prior to the reorganisation there were over twenty separate survey sections.
Each section was responsible for most of the development, operation and
output activities relating to one or more surveys. A few services such as
Sample Design, System Development and Publications were centrally man-
aged and allocated as required to the survey sections.

As far as the individual sections were concerned this 'cottage industry'
approach was reasonably effective. However the inefficiencies became obvi-
ous when viewed from a corporate perspective. Many separate systems
performing similar functions were being built. Incompatible definitions and
classifications were created as each section focused on its own require-
ments. The resulting survey data sets were difficult,to compare or combine.
The reorganisation took place in September 1992. Three groups were cre-
ated, each with its own specific functional responsibilities that extend across
all surveys. .
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The 'Survey Management Group5 responsibilities include development of
classifications and frames, survey design and development, application sys-
tem development and survey operations. They undertake respondent liaison
and the collection/capture, coding and editing of all survey data.

The 'National and Regional Statistics Group' comprises twelve specialist
subject matter teams who analyse and publish all 'Official Statistics' and
associated explanatory, analytical or technical comment relating to their area.

The 'Information Services Group' is responsible for product development,
marketing, client services and managing the Computing infrastructure.

Restructuring has brought into sharp focus the need to co-ordinate and
standardise practices within and across groups. In the case of the Survey
Management Group efficiencies are expected to help fund the expansion of
the analysis area.

The changing external social and economic environment in New Zealand
has increased demand for Statistical information. Traditional statistical out-
puts are being reviewed in order to better meet the needs of the Govern-
ment and the Public. New technologies such as CAI and imaging are being
employed to meet these challenges in a timely and cost effective manner.
Our computing environment is also changing from a centralised mainframe
environment to local and wide area networks of PCs and Servers. New
processing systems are required for this environment.

The Blaise system was recognised to address these requirements and was
adopted as a component of an overall strategy for Survey processing. This
strategy is known as Generalised Automated Survey Processing (GASP).

3. The GASP strategy

The main objective of the GASP strategy, is to standardise and integrate all
survey processing functions and data: Activities that are common to a wide
range of surveys will be automated through the use of generalised systems.
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The survey and management data generated by such systems can be more
simply integrated with other data and applied in a wider range of analysis
and outputs because of the use of common definitions and data structures.

Initial work has involved applying Information Engineering methods to model
the processes and the data required to conduct surveys. The resulting proc-
ess model and logical data model provide a concise summary of the con-
cepts and standard rules that underpin the survey processes from the initial
design to the 'clean' unit record database. These models will be used to co-
ordinate the acquisition or development of various software tools. It .is
envisioned that the processing system for any given survey will, in the
future, be constructed using these tools.

4. The scope of GASP

There are five major subject areas covered in the GASP strategy:
• Classifications and Frames
• Respondent Liaison
• Data Capture, Coding and Editing
• Output Editing, Imputation and Estimation
• Survey Management

The Classifications and Frames area includes development of standard clas-
sifications and question definitions along with the operation of Survey frames
such as the Business Directory, and Geographic databases containing Ad-
dress, Street and Areas information. These components are probably the
most important from the point of view of providing consistency and stand-
ardisation to the survey outputs. They are the foundation for all subsequent
survey activities.

Respondent Liaison is an important function that is usually not specifically
recognised as part of the survey process. Systems to minimise the number
of surveys in which each respondent is asked to participate are planned.
All communications with respondents including questionnaire postout and
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reminders will be managed using co-ordinated systems and standard methods.
Interviewer and Enumerator management systems are also included in this
area.

The Blaise system. covers the majority of our requirements in the Data
collection/capture, coding and editing area. Its ease of use and modest startup
requirements provide strategic advantages. There was some concern that
Blaise would not seamlessly integrate with other GASP systems where re-
lational databases and Windows software are expected to be used. The plans
for Blaise version 3 provided some reassurance that these issues would be
.addressed in the future. Blaise systems mostly provide input to the database,
so the main problem is one of interfacing and translating Blaise data into
a database format. Fortunately the Setup generator and Manipula tools pro-
vide straightforward ways to do this. A direct relational database interface
with Blaise, while desirable, was not deemed to be critical to its successful
use. Our Executive Management Committee decided in November 1992 that
Blaise would be used where feasible for all new or redeveloped data cap-
ture coding and editing systems.

Output editing, imputation and estimation processes are applied to the data
once it is in a database format. This is to ensure that the processes can be
repeated and adjusted as necessary. The Graphical Editing system described
by Gary Dunnet at last year's IBUG (1) will be adapted to fit in with the
GASP strategy. Bascula is currently being evaluated using data from our
Household Labour Force survey. As Post Stratification weighting is currently
used in this survey it was seen as a good starting point. The Linear weight-
ing options will also be investigated. The results so far have been very
encouraging.

Survey Management is a diverse function that covers all aspects of survey
processing from initial design to the production of a 'clean' unit record
database. By relating all the Survey functions to a common logical data
model, management information can be generated during the survey processes
and integrated with the survey data. The use of relational database technol-
ogy is a key component of the GASP strategy. It will ensure that both
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survey data and relevant management information can be easily accessed
and used to manage our survey processing activities.

5. Implementation of GASP

The components of GASP that complement Blaise have not been imple-
mented yet. Where suitable software can be found, it will be utilised. Any
remaining components will be built over the next few years depending on
our requirements and available resources. The restructuring and the devel-
opment of an overall strategy has helped change attitudes within the organi-
sation. The focus has changed from seeing the exceptions and differences to
finding standard solutions. There are still many issues and practical prob-
lems to be resolved. However, much progress has been achieved and we are
confident of finding appropriate solutions. The Blaise system has already
addressed some of our immediate needs. Over the past year it has hastened
the implementation or redevelopment of a number of surveys.

6. Recent Blaise developments

Statistics New Zealand has used Blaise for a number of years. Until the
beginning of 1993 it was employed to capture and edit contract surveys or
new surveys especially where the development time was short or there was
a scarcity of development resources. A census of our surveys (collected
with Blaise in March 1993) showed that 6.25% of our Surveys used Blaise
which represented 9% of all questionnaires processed (excluding the Popu-
lation Census). This year several major Blaise developments will substan-
tially boost these numbers.

7. Migration Survey development

The processing of 4 million arrival and departure cards annually, was until
recently, a significant task that involved many clerical operations to sample
the cards, code, check, capture and edit responses.
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A Blaise GAPI program with the ability to systematically sample cards for
detailed capture is now in production. For each migration card the class of
the traveller (e.g. 'Short Term Visitor'), is entered. This is passed to a
Pascal procedure which inspects a file containing the sampling fraction and
the number of cards processed within each class. The procedure determines
if the card is to be sampled and indicates this to the Blaise program via a
return code. If the card is sampled further questions are asked in order to
capture and code information from it. The sampling procedure is quite
complex as there are different sampling fractions for each of the three
classes. Also a further sample of the sampled cards is taken to capture
Names and Address for a follow-up survey of Returning New Zealanders.

The Pascal sampling procedure is called at two places to allow for the
possibility of revising the class during capture. Firstly it is used to deter-
mine if the card is to be sampled. Then, after all entry, coding and editing
is completed, it is called again to update the counts for the class. The same
procedure is used in each case but with different parameters.

The Migration system has been phased in. Initially the clerically sampled
cards were captured and coded, then online sampling was added. The same
Blaise program was used but all the sampling fractions were set to 1 during
the first stage. The main problem encountered has been the speed of execu-
tion. A 286 PC was too slow due to the amount of I/O required for the
sampling procedure and the number of Coding fields involved. Throughput
rates and accuracy have improved with the Blaise system.

8. Household Survey developments

The redevelopment of our Household Surveys is a strategic priority for the
organisation. The planning for this started in 1992 and despite changes
caused by the reorganisation it is progressing well. The first stage is to
convert the current Household Expenditure and Income Survey (HEIS)
questionnaires to a Blaise CAPI system. In addition to the current questions
several new topics will be included. This stage is currently planned to be
implemented in April 1994. Our Household Labour Force survey is sched-
uled to be implemented as a CAPI/CATI system in April 1995.
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9. Interview management

One of the problems for interviewers administering a large questionnaire is
that circumstances can change during the course of an interview. Respond-
ents may leave or join in and sections of the interview may need to be
postponed. To handle these changes the questionnaire routing needs to be
dynamically configured. The difficulty achieving this was mentioned at last
year's IBUG meeting (2).

A routing process has been developed for our Household surveys that al-
lows the interviewer to select who is included in the interview at any point
and also which sections of the questionnaire they wish to undertake. This
mechanism includes Jump points to allow the interviewer to return at any
stage to a screen showing the status of each part of the interview. From
there the parameter questions which reconfigure the route can be set.

A simplified example program shows how this is achieved:

QUESTIONNAIRE EXAMPLE; {Interview Management example}
VAR

I : INTEGER;
QUEST

Seq_Num "Sequence Number of interview?" : 1..97 (KEY);
HowMany "How many people usually live here?" : 1..3 (RESPONSE);
Name "Enter the Names of people who live here?"

: ARRAY [1..3] OF STRING[20] (EMPTY);
PartJ "Status of Part 1" : STRING[8] (SCREEN, EMPTY, PROTECT);
Part_2 "Status of Person in Part 2 "

: ARRAY [1..3] OF STRING[20] (SCREEN, EMPTY, PROTECT);
Part "Do you want to run:-"

: (All "all parts of the questionnaire?",
Some "selected parts of the questionnaire?") (RESPONSE);

Mode "/1///Do you want to interview:-"
: (Person "an individual?",

Group "a selected group?",
Everyone "everyone together?") (RESPONSE);

Who "Select $Mode to interview." . '
: Set of (Person_1 "$Name[1]",

Person_2 "$Name[2]",
Person_3 "$Name[3]") (RESPONSE);
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WhatPart "Select the part(s) you want to run"
: Set of (Part_1 "Block_1",

Part_2 "Table_1") (RESPONSE);
QuestEnd "To restart interview press AF1 then 1 and press <ENTER>

//To finish type 9 and press <ENTER>" : 9..9 (RESPONSE, SCREEN);

BLOCK Nonresponse;
QUEST

Reason "Reason why interview stopped" : STRING[20] (EMPTY);
EndPoint "To stop interview type 9 and press <ENTER>"

: 9..9 (RESPONSE, SCREEN);
ROUTE

Reason; EndPoint;
CHECK
IF EndPoint = RESPONSE THEN

COMPUTE Part := 1; COMPUTE Mode := 3;
ENDIF;

ENDBLOCK {Nonresponse};

BLOCK Block_1 (SUBFILE) (Block of questions any person may answer};
QUEST

Q1 "Block_1 question one?" : (Yes);
Q2 "Block_1 question two?" : (Yes);
Done "This part complete?" : (Yes, No) (RESPONSE);

ROUTE
NEWPAGE; Q1; Q2; Done;

ENDBLOCK {BlockJ};

TABLE Table_1 {Table of questions for selected persons}
VAR

J : INTEGER; , •
BLOCK D_Block (SUBFILE);

QUEST
Q1 "Table_1 question one?" : (Yes); :
Q2 "Table_1 question two?" : (Yes);
Done "This person complete?" : (Yes, No) (RESPONSE);

ROUTE
Q1; Q2; Done;

ENDBLOCK {D_Block};
QUEST

Person "" : array [1..3] of D_Block;
ROUTE

FOR J := 1 TO 3 DO
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IF (J <= HowMany) AND ((Mode = Everyone) OR (J IN Who)) THEN
Person[J];

ENDIF;
ENDDO;

ENDTABLE {TableJ};

QUEST {questionnaire}
QPart_1 : Block_1
QPart_2 : Table_1

ROUTE {questionna re}
Seq_Num; HowMany;
FOR I := 1 TO 3 DO

IF I <= HowMany THEN Name[l] ENDIF;
ENDDO;
Part_1;
FOR I : = 1 TO 3 DO

IF I <= HowMany THEN Part_2[l] ENDIF;
ENDDO;
DUMMY[2]; Mode;
IF Mode <> Everyone THEN Who ENDIF;
Part;
IF Part = Some THEN WhatPart ENDIF;
IF (Part = All) OR (1 IN WhatPart) THEN QParM ENDIF;
IF (Part = All) OR (2 IN WhatPart) THEN QPart_2 ENDIF;
NEWPAGE; QuestEnd;

CHECK {questionnaire}
IF QPart_1.Done = Yes THEN COMPUTE Part_1 := 'Complete'ENDIF;
IF QPartJ.Done = No THEN COMPUTE Part_1 := 'Not Done' ENDIF;
FOR I := 1 TO 3 DO

IF I <= HowMany THEN
IF QPart_2.Person[l].Done = Yes THEN

COMPUTE Part_2[l] := Name[l] + ' complete';
ENDIF;
IF QPart_2.Person[l}.Done = No THEN

COMPUTE Part_2[l] := Name[l] + ' not done';
ENDIF;

ENDIF;
ENDDO;
IF QuestEnd = RESPONSE THEN

COMPUTE Part := 1; COMPUTE Mode := 3;
ENDIF;

ENDQUEST;
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Note that' at the end of the questionnaire the interviewer 'has the choice of
returning to the jump point or of ending the questionnaire. At the conclu-
sion of the interview all the information collected is automatically saved
when the parameter questions are computed to include all the answered
questions. This results in a program that can be adapted by the interviewer
to suit the interview situation.

10. A questionnaire management system !

Due to the size of our HEIS questionnaires (3) the questionnaires have been
split into separate Income and Expenditure programs. This split has made
things more complicated as far as managing appointments and editing be-
tween questionnaires is concerned. Initially appointments were to be .pre-
loaded into the D02 file using the conversion routines. Unfortunately the
conversion routines would not function with a program that is near the size
of the Blaise system limits. . ..

Now that the questionnaires have been split into smaller programs a simple
Blaise program is used to manage the appointment list and start the execu-
tion of the Expenditure or Income questionnaire. Firstly the conversion
routines load appointment data for this program. The interviewer selects
from these appointments the household to be interviewed. The status of the
Expenditure and Income questionnaires for that household are obtained us-
ing READBLAISE and displayed. The interviewer then answers a question
about which questionnaire they wish to start. A DOS Batch'.file is written
by a Pascal procedure and activated when the interviewer exits the manage-
ment program. This Batch file starts the Expenditure or' Income question-
naire with the key for the household and the applicable interview mode
(Interview for the first time or Examine mode if some data has already
been collected). At the conclusion of the interview the management program
is started again to display the appointment list. This method can be applied
to manage any number of related questionnaires.
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11. Quarterly Business Survey development

In our quarterly business surveys respondent details are updated in conjunc-
tion with capturing the survey data. Also the survey data for up to five
previous periods is accessed for editing and possible updating. These func-
tions are implemented in the same Blaise questionnaire.

The key comprises two questions: the respondent number and the period for
which the data is collected. If the period is EMPTY then questions about
the respondent details are asked. The data from these questions is stored in
a subfile. If a period is entered then the survey questions are accessed. The
survey data for all periods is held in the DOO file. Having all the records
in the same dataset allows the respondent information to be displayed on
the capture screens and updated (via the Examine Form option) if required.
Survey data from previous periods is also accessed and used in edit checks.
READBLAISE is used to obtain the respondent details from the subfile and
the previous periods data from the DOO file.

Manipula and the conversion routines load the respondent details from our
Business Directory and extract respondent data for postouts and follow-up
reminders. As only five periods of data are needed for editing or correction,
the old survey data is archived to maintain the dataset at a reasonable size.

12. Setups

The Setup Generator has been invaluable in bridging between Blaise and
other processing tools. It has proved to be one of the hidden strengths of
Blaise.

One of our requirements, mentioned earlier, is to up-load Blaise datasets to
relational databases. There are already some Setups such as for ORACLE
which could be adapted for our databases. However one problem is that
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Blaise Datetype fields are converted to 'ddmmyyyy' format. This format
precludes direct loading of this data to most database datetype fields as this
type-of field expects a delimited date e.g; 'dd/mm/yyyy'.

* • -- i • , >' j,
To solve this, problem a Setup was written to create Manipula programs,
one for each subfile.'These read the Blaise data and output ASCII data with
dates in the 'dd/mm/yyyy' format. A description of this revised ASCII data
is also output for creating the database tables along with programs to upload
t h e data. . . • - • . ,

A Setup for the Graphical Editing system, described by Gary Dunnet at last
year's IBUG, is planned. The future enhancement of the Graphical Editing
system is being looked at and. this will be influenced by the requirements
of GASP. In theory there would be little difficulty, in creating a Setup for it.

Statistics New Zealand in partnership with an Australian software develop-
ment company, SpaceTime Research, have developed a Windows based
tabulation package called Supercross. This system uses its own propriety
data, formats. A Blaise Setup is available to provide the majority of infor-
mation required to generate the Supercross databases. The first version of
this is. currently being tested.

13. Survey development environment

A set of standards has been developed for those staff working with Blaise.
Our Survey Development area has the major responsibility for writing Blaise
applications. However the Application Development area is usually involved
in writing Pascal procedures and interfacing Blaise datasets with other sys-
tems.

After our Local Area Networks and Wide Area Network are fully opera-
tional a library of standard Blaise code for common questions and answer
types will be set up.
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14. Conclusion

The Blaise system is being successfully used in our organisation and is a
key component of an overall strategy aimed at integrating and standardising
survey processing activities. Changing external and internal environments
have given rise to demands for improved quality, timeliness and cost sav-
ings in the production of statistics. There is considerable strategic benefit
with any technology that directly addresses the needs of a statistical organi-
sation. Blaise is remarkable in that it provides this benefit. in a very cost
effective and robust way. New software and hardware products will COHT
tinue to challenge and redefine the means by which statistical offices con-
duct their business. The continued development of the Blaise system is
vital, if these challenges are to be met.
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Jean Martin
Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, London, UK

1. Background

In Great Britain and in many other European countries, the main method 'of
data collection for social surveys carried out for government departments is
face-to-face interviewing. Unlike in the US, telephone interviewing is not
widely used, owing mainly to a lower rate of telephone ownership and
sampling difficulties. So, with the advent of computer assisted interviewing
(CAI), the problem for many European survey organisations is one of moving
direct from paper and pencil interviewing (PAPI) to computer assisted per-
sonal interviewing (CAPI) without necessarily any experience of computer
assisted telephone interviewing (CATI). This contrasts with the US expe-
rience where CATI has been used by most survey organisations for many
years and CAPI is a relative newcomer on the scene.

In Europe the pioneers in CAPI development were large government survey
organisations - the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, Statistics Swe-
den and the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys in Britain, for
example. The high initial costs of development and the costs of buying
laptop computers for interviewers restricted development to organisations
carrying out large continuous surveys for customers prepared to set the
initial costs against anticipated savings in later years.

In Britain, the Social Survey Division (SSD) of OPCS took the lead in
CAPI development, starting in 1987. The initial work at OPCS was funded
by the Employment Department, customer for Britain's largest government
household survey by far, the Labour Force Survey (LFS). Successful development
work lead to a change to CAI, using a mixture of CAPI and CATI, in
1990.
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At the outset of CAI development SSD had to select a software package
which would in the first instance meet the requirements of the LFS, but
would also be likely to prove suitable for other surveys in the future. Blaise
was selected at an early stage because of its integration, flexibility, reliability
and user-orientation.

From the early years it was apparent that a move to CAPI would have
major organisational implications. Indeed in order to justify such a move
for the LFS, a business case had to be made to show that the initial costs
of development and equipment would be recovered by savings in running
the survey using CAI and earlier availability of results. On the LFS the
pay-back period turned out to be only two years. The cost savings came
mainly from the elimination of the data keying, coding and computer edit
stages that had been necessary with paper questionnaires. This of course
implies a reduction in the number of staff required for the survey and thus
affected the organisation as a whole. However, the move of the LFS to
CAI coincided with a period of considerable growth in the amount of survey
work being carried out so there was no problem in absorbing the staff
released by the changes. Moreover, because of the general fluctuations in
the volume of survey work, a proportion of temporary staff have always
been used to cover peaks, for example students working over the summer
vacation, new graduates doing temporary clerical work before finding per-
manent jobs. This provides the organisation with a degree of flexibility in
staffing levels.

After the successful transfer of the LFS to CAI, attention turned to other
surveys. Next in line were two new continuous surveys which were im-
plemented in CAPI from the outset. Both were won in competitive tenders
against the private sector and had to justify the costs of CAPI development
over the life of the initial contracts which were three to four years. For the
second CAPI survey, a complex income survey, the customer department
commissioned a comparative evaluation of three possible CAPI packages
after which Blaise was selected. (This survey is carried out jointly with
another survey organisation, SCPR, who is responsible for the Blaise pro-
gramming.)
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Shortly after, consideration started being given to the transfer of other con-
•tinuous surveys from PAPI to CAPI, for example the Family Expenditure
Survey and the General Household Survey. Both are now scheduled, to
move to CAPI in April 1994. Thus far a business case had been made
separately for each survey in turn, although it was apparent that the devel-
opment costs were reducing as each survey built on its predecessors. Thus
the economics of CAPI have been changing over time, reflecting the bal-
ance of survey specific costs to organisational costs of changing to CAPI.

By April 1994 it is expected that CAPI will be used for the majority of
surveys — as new surveys are considered and costed, the assumption is that
CAPI will be used unless there are particular reasons why PAPI would be
more appropriate. Indeed recently SSD has been involved in a a number
of competitive tenders where the comparative costs of using CAPI and
PAPI have been requested. In most cases, even allowing for development
costs, CAPI is cheaper. The only continuous household survey not moving
to CAPI for the time being is the National Travel Survey, which, owing to
its very complex hierarchical structure, cannot be implemented in Blaise
until version 3 is available.

The fact that greater automation of survey processing would have implica-
tions for organisations carrying out surveys was apparent from the outset.
An early paper from the Netherlands CBS (Brakenhoff et al., 1987) de-
scribed the main stages of traditional survey processing based on paper
questionnaires and how this might change under an integrated computer
assisted system including CAPI, CATI or CAPI, as required. The authors
discuss problems for the organisation in making such a change, pointing out
that survey organisations are generally structured around the stages of a
PAPI survey and that there may be resistance to restructuring the organisa-
tion in order to implement technological innovation. Bateson and Hunter
(1991) discuss some of the changes which moving to CAPI entails, concen-
trating on the role of respondents and interviewers but also describing how
the job of the questionnaire designer will change.

The introduction of widespread automation at the Netherlands CBS clearly
had a major impact on the whole organisation, not just the survey area; a
number of papers describing different aspects of the changes have been
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published in recent years, particularly about the organisational aspects of the
introduction of integrated survey processing'using Blaise (eg. de Heer;' 1991;
Bethlehem and Keller, 1991; Woolf, 1991). '

i ' . • . -
It is apparent from a search of the. literature that what has been said about
implications for organisations of moving from PAPI to CAPI is very-de-
pendent, on the functions, of the organisation concerned,, in particular on
whether the organisation is solely a survey organisation or whether surveys
are carried out within a wider statistical organisation. (See, for example,
Nicholls and Matchett, 1992 for a discussion of some of the issues at the
US Bureau of the Census and Jamieson et al,, 1992 about Statistics Canada.)

2. Surveys at OPCS

Before discussing in more detail the implications of moving from PAPI to
CAPI for the organisation, some background about the surveys carried by
the Social Survey Division and how the Division fits into the wider depart-
ment, OPCS, is provided. The situation is very different from those at
other government statistical offices such as the Bureau of the Census, Sta-
tistics Canada or Netherlands CBS, for example. Britain does not have a
centralised government statistical office; OPCS is responsible for some
government statistical functions but it also has another role: it administers
the registration of births, marriages and deaths in England and Wales. It
collects and analyses population, medical and some social statistics, and
carries out the Census of Population. However, it has no responsibility for
statistics in other areas. The Social Survey Division is the official govern-
ment survey research agency, 'carrying out social, rather than business or
agricultural, surveys. Most of its surveys involve face-to-face interviewing
in households, but other modes of data collection are also used and infor-
mation may be collected from other than household settings, for example,
schools, prisons, residential homes. One survey, the International Passenger
Survey (IPS), has its own field force stationed in major sea and airports.

SSD comprises about 230 headquarters staff (of whom .around 55 are pro-
fessional survey researchers) and some 1000 interviewers; to.a large extent
it has all the staff required to carry out all stages of survey work. The
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main .exceptions ;are around .40 professional .computing staff, who form • a
dedicated branch within, the IT Division, and some .'support services such as
data prep, data communications, document production, finance and person-
nel functions which are provided centrally for all Divisions of OPCS.
Although SSD uses the office wide data communications network, its com-
puting arrangements are in general, different and separate from those of the
rest'of the office. ''SSD has its own Microvax for survey processing and is
increasingly moving to devolved PC-based systems.

; .• • • ' " , ' . . ' . - • • ' • • • ••

Currently about 30 surveys a year are carried out, 9 on a continuous basis!
All surveys are commissioned by government departments and other public
sector bodies and are charged on a full cost recovery basis. SSD has
virtually no other source of funds, and is expected to pay other parts of
OPCS for any services it requires and for overhead costs such as accom-
modation charges. In this respect it functions very like an independent non-
profit making survey organisation. In the past SSD was commissioned
directly to carry out many surveys; now increasingly it has to bid against
other survey organisations through competitive tendering. Even surveys that
SSD has been carrying out for many years.will be subject to this process
in future. .It is therefore vital that SSD is able to offer the best value for
money possible in. terms of very high quality and timely survey research
within acceptable .budgets. .

Against this background SSD has decided that moving the majority of its
surveys to CAI will provide major benefits in helping'maintain its position
as the lead organisation carrying out large complex government surveys to
high technical standards. It is apparent the main, impact of a change in the
mode of survey data collection will be on SSD rather than on OPCS as a
whole. . . . ' • . - . . . ' . . . '

3. Coordination of CASM development >'. • '

Early GAI development was specifically for the LFS and was handled by
the team working on that survey. It thus developed independently of other
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PAPI surveys. So although there was some awareness .of the 'implicatibns
of CAPI for the organisation as a whole -. particularly since several mem-
bers of staff had heard Wouter Keller (from Netherlands CBS) speak about
the issues on a number of occasions - it was some time before SSD. really
had to face up to the organisational implications of a large-scale move of
all its major surveys from PAPI to CAPI. .

By 1991 the need for coordinated development was recognised and one of
the SSD Directors (JM) was given overall responsibility for coordinating the
development of computer assisted survey methods (CASM) in SSD, and in
particular for the.move of continuous-surveys from PAPI to CAPI. A .year
later a CASM Technical Coordinator was designated, as the need for coor-
dination in such a rapidly expanding area grew. Initially, the two main
problems were financial and technical. The first was how to raise enough
money to provide every interviewer with a laptop and modem, and to have
sufficient file servers and other equipment to handle incoming data, case
management, disc duplication etc. As mentioned earlier, SSD is largely
customer funded, with the exception of some core funding of basic meth-
odological research and access to a small portion of a central OPCS budget
for purchasing ,IT equipment which is used mainly for standard desktop
PCs, printers and equipment for administrative, rather than survey specific,
systems.

The technical problems included how to develop systems to handle a range
of different CAI surveys, to transfer experience from one survey to another,
and to start instituting organisational standards for common elements of
CAPI surveys .rather than letting each survey, team develop methods and
procedures independently. • . .

4. Financing .the move to CAPI ' • •

4.1 Purchasing and charging, for laptops • • . • •

In. principle the purchase of a large number of laptop computers for' the
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LFS might, have helped equip interviewers with machines to use on other
surveys, but in practice this did not happen. One reason was that -the
sample size of the LFS was increased four-fold (which would not have been
possible' to the same timetable without the use of CAI), allowing an
unclustered ; sample design and the establishment of a completely separate
field force for this survey alone.' A second reason was that development
work on the next survey in line, a complicated income survey with a very
long interview, showed that the laptop computer being used on the LFS,
which had:a.basic 8086 processor, did not run fast enough for the new
survey; a minimum of a 286 processor was. required and in the event, as
hardware prices fell, .a 386 processor was in fact used. So the organisation
was starting from scratch in terms of equipping the general field force of
around 400 interviewers who carry out all face-to-face household interviews
other than on the LFS. . . .

Government departments with large research budgets can (with advance
warning) handle annual fluctuations in the costs of a particular survey much
more easily than those with smaller budgets. Thus the Employment Depart-
ment .could cope with buying, all the laptops required for the LFS in Year
1 and replacing them all in Year 4. But customers for smaller surveys
could not be expected to finance, all the laptops needed to carry out their
survey alone - on this basis it would be difficult to make a business case
for using CAPI. But of course interviewers can use laptops for more than
one survey, so each customer could be asked to buy a proportion of the
laptops needed for a number of.surveys. By this means, and with some
help, from central OPCS funds, it was possible to supply each of the inter-
viewers with a laptop and modem (and. have sufficient extras for spares,
training, development etc). . • • . • •

SSD is now moving to a new system of charging surveys for the use of
laptops rather than for their purchase. Assuming-laptops have-'a-life of
three years, one third of the replacement cost each year needs to be raised.
Dividing that cost, plus an allowance for software; support ^and .maintenance,
by the anticipated number of CAPI interviews in a year results in an over-
head'Charge per.interview for.the use and replacement.of the equipment.
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This provides an equitable means of sharing costs over surveys proportional
to the volume of interviewing and thus does not penalise small surveys.

4.2 Financing other equipment

The above arrangements apply to the equipment required by interviewers -
laptops, modems, discs. But the move to CAPI using Blaise implies the
use of PCs for at least some other parts of the survey process. For PAPI
surveys SSD uses a Microvax for survey processing; most staff have desk-
top PCs which can access the Microvax and can also be used for
wordprocessing, spreadsheets etc. OPCS as a whole had developed an IT
strategy in 1987 which had resulted in the purchase of a large mainframe
computer, primarily to handle the 1991 Census and the regular statistical
work of the Office connected with population and medical statistics. SSD
had to consider whether this was the most appropriate solution for survey
processing, which was already carried out separately from other computing
activities in OPCS, and a review concluded that it would be most economic
for SSD to develop its own IT strategy, taking into account the implications
of the move of surveys to CAI.

Following this comprehensive review, a strategy for survey computing was
adopted which involves moving over the next few years to PC-based solu-
tions, making use of the OPCS network which consists of a WAN connect-
ing the OPCS sites in different parts of the country and LANs at each site.
At the time it was .envisaged that these would be run under UNIX but now
it seems likely that a Windows approach will be more suitable, particularly
since SPSS Windows has now been released, SPSS being the main tabula-
tion and analysis package used in SSD.

The immediate problem has been how to fund the purchase of file servers
and power PCs to handle data being transmitted from the field and for
subsequent processing. Customers for the two new CAPI surveys were
prepared to finance the equipment required for their surveys. SSD has
managed to cope so far by obtaining some money from the central OPCS
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budget and by getting each of a number of surveys to pay for a share- of
the equipment required; often one PC or file server can handle a number of
surveys. A charge will be introduced for using such machines in future to
cover support, maintenance and replacement, as is the case for the use of
the Microvax.

5. From one to many — sharing expertise and experience

SSD has been concerned both to avoid each new survey 'reinventing the
wheel' and to try and establish standard methods and systems which would
be used on each survey. The period of development of CAI on the LFS
had resulted in a pool of staff with various useful skills and experience.
Some of these trained their replacements and were then moved to work on
the new CAPI surveys. To aid coordination, a CASM domain was set up
on the OPCS network allowing all working on the new CAI surveys to
share information easily. Regular CASM coordination meetings have been
held at which staff working on the different surveys either using or plan-
ning to move to CAI report progress and plans. A weekly lunchtime
CASM workshop takes place mainly for people actively involved on the
CAI surveys. Participants can bring their problems (with Blaise or other
aspects of CAI) or can give an account of an interesting aspect of their
work to share with others. A CASM Newsletter has been started to keep
everyone in SSD informed about developments. It is planned to build a
library of blocks of Blaise code which are likely to be of use on a variety
of surveys, such as the household grid information, employment status and
job details; common elements of CAI surveys already use common code.

6. Changes in survey tasks

The changes in the tasks required to carry out a survey as a consequence
of moving from PAPI to CAPI are by now well known; however, they are
often described in rather abstract terms which do not bring out the changes
likely to occur in people's jobs. The summary provided here describes
these changes in the OPCS context.
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6.1 Planning and costing

As in most survey organisations, senior staff are responsible for writing
proposals, drawing up timetables and costing surveys; for large complex
surveys these are demanding tasks which draw on many years of survey
experience rather than on following set rules. One problem already encoun-
tered is that .of educating customers about the implications of changing to
CAPI, particularly with respect to survey timetables. At least on the more
complex surveys, a longer period before starting fieldwork is required; writing
edit checks has to be finished before going into the field rather than being
written during or after fieldwork, and the survey instrument needs more
thorough testing than a paper questionnaire before interviewing starts. The
savings in time come after the fieldwork so the total length of the survey
process is shorter. SSD is trying to educate its customers to specify when
they want results rather than when they want fieldwork to take place, or, if
the timing of the fieldwork is important, to allow sufficient time for devel-
opment and testing.

Since one of the main aims in changing to CAI is to reduce costs, by
eliminating some survey operations and reducing others, it is obvious that
the change will have implications for how surveys are costed. The diffi-
culty comes with tasks that are done in different ways and by different
groups of people, and with costs that do not arise at all under PAPI. It will
take time to build up the same level of expertise in costing that SSD has
relied on over the years for PAPI surveys.

6.2 Writing survey instruments

SSD uses Blaise for all its CAI work. Blaise was designed to be used by
survey researchers rather than computing professionals, and SSD has viewed
the preparation of questionnaires in Blaise as primarily a research task in
the same way as the design of paper questionnaires is viewed. Although
simple survey instruments could be written in Blaise by research staff with
basic computing skills, (all are expected to use SPSS for survey analysis for
example), it became apparent, as more complex instruments were tackled,
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that professional training in programming was an advantage and in some
instances essential. At present the aim is to operate on the basis of small
interdisciplinary teams, typically one researcher and one computing profes-
sional, using their complementary skills to design the survey instrument.
There is also close involvement with a member of the Field Department to
provide an input about what will work best from the interviewers' point of
view, and with editing staff for help with specifying edit checks to be
incorporated in the interview.

This has meant changes to the jobs of both the research and computing
staff. With PAPI the researchers design questionnaires with little input
from computing staff while the latter are responsible for setting up the
database and writing edit programs later in the survey process. With CAPI
the tasks are integrated: not only are most of the edit checks incorporated
into the survey instrument and carried out during the interview, the
specification of the instrument. is used to derive the meta-data required to
describe the data for the analysis stage.

Initially those using Blaise learnt by a mixture of reference to the docu-
mentation and trial and error, supplemented by asking CBS staff for help
and advice for the more serious problems. Subsequently a few staff attended
Blaise courses run under the Training of European Statisticians scheme which
were taught by the CBS staff involved in Blaise development. More recently
SSD has used courses run on a commercial basis by SIA, the British suppliers
of Blaise; when numbers justify, SIA runs in-house courses for OPCS staff.

6.3 Interviewer training

On the first CAPI surveys, the cost of training interviewers to use the new
method of interviewing was borne by each survey. Typically two days
training was required to cover both CAPI and the specific survey. Costs
started reducing somewhat as surveys were able to use some interviewers
who were already trained in CAPI.and therefore needed only survey-specific
training, but this meant having two different versions of the training course.
However, the training was taking place against a background of interviewers
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all having undergone a basic 3 day training course in interviewing tech-
niques and the use of paper questionnaires. From next year the basic
training course will change to cover CAPI; this is likely to require 4 rather
than 3 days. But survey specific training can probably reduce to one day
on all but the most complex surveys - ie to the same level as on PAPI
surveys. Thus CAPI is expected to result in a slight net increase in training
costs as basic training will require an extra day compared with the situation
under PAPI.

6.4 Case management

Unlike most survey organisations, SSD did not have a sophisticated com-
puterised system for managing PAPI surveys (with the exception of the
LFS). Moreover, at the time when the early CAPI development was taking
place on the LFS, the facilities provided within Blaise were not extensive
(although they have since been enhanced) so a system was developed for
the LFS, written in Clipper. The starting point is the sample of addresses
selected for the survey. The system sets up skeleton interviews for each
case in Blaise, together with an administration block for interviewers to
enter details of the progress of the case and its final outcome. The in-
formation for each case in an interviewer's assignment is put onto a disc
sent out to each interviewer. When completed, interviews are transmitted
by modem back to the office and the system strips off the outcome in-
formation to provide information for field management. Since the LFS is
a panel survey the system also extracts information required to feed forward
to the next wave of interviewing. There is also a facility to sort cases into
the correct month of allocation even when cases for different months are
transmitted together. Facilities at the laptop end check that all required
information is complete and correct before transmission can take place.

This system has been enhanced for use on the newer CAPI surveys to allow
for interviewers working on more than one survey at the same time. At
present cases assigned to interviewers are sent out on discs but SSD has
recently acquired the LIPS-SPIL system from CBS which allows two-way
data transmission and provides a range of case management facilities. This
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is currently being customised for SSD use and the plan is to implement it
from next January. -

A spin-off from all the above work is that it became apparent that it would
be easy to develop a computerised case management system for PAPI sur-
veys in Blaise. ' As paper questionnaires are returned to the office, the
booking-in clerks log the return of each case, its outcome and any other
relevant details into a Blaise instrument from which regular field reports can
be derived as from the CAPI system. This will ease the transition of
continuous PAPI surveys to CAPI and provide a means for integrating the
remaining paper components for CAPI surveys which still require, for ex-
ample, paper diaries to be completed by respondents.

6.5 Office coding and editing

On some CAPI surveys, eg the LFS, the change to CAI has completely
eliminated, office coding and editing, both taking place either during the
interview or, in the case of coding occupation and industry, by the inter-
viewers at home before transmitting completed cases. But on other CAPI
surveys a post-interview office stage is still required. For example, on the
complex income survey mentioned above, the interview includes many 'soft'
checks which interviewers can override. Such checks are run again in the
office and further editing may take place. In addition, other checks are
carried out which were considered too complex to include in the interview
and clerical imputation of some missing values takes place. It is likely that
specialised coding carried out on some surveys (eg of diseases or nutrition
information) will continue to require an office stage (probably using com-
puter assisted coding) after the surveys concerned move to CAPI.

6.6 Survey computing . •

With PAPI the main job of survey programmers is to write programs to set
up survey databases, describing the form and structure of the data, to carry
out edit checks and to create derived variables. On most PAPI surveys this
stage of the work is carried out in SIR. From SIR the data can be passed
to SPSS (or SAS) for analysis, which is carried out by the research staff.
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On CAPI surveys most of the editing is carried out using Blaise, either
during the interview or later in the office. The exception is checks and
other operations carried out on the whole data set rather than on individual
cases - looking at distributions to check for outliers and some statistical
imputations, for example. Other checks need to wait until imputations for
missing values have been carried out.

New computer facilities are required to manage CAI surveys which can be
referred to broadly as data handling systems. Case management facilities
are required both for use by interviewers on their laptops and by field staff
for monitoring and supervision. Facilities are also required to check the
integrity of data, to check the structure of complex data sets etc. Many of
these facilities are required by the organisation as a whole, with interviewers
working on more than one CAI survey at a time, but some are survey
specific. The initial idea was to develop a system for a 'typical' survey,
which could then be adapted for surveys with special requirements. In
practice we have not encountered anything which could be considered a
typical survey and prefer to think in terms of a core system which is
customised for each survey to deal with its particular requirements.

7. Organisational change

Now that the main technical hurdles have been overcome and it is apparent
that, although the second CAPI survey only went live in October 1992, by
April 1994 CAPI will be the main mode of interviewing for most surveys
carried out in OPCS, attention has turned to how to manage what is probably
the most fundamental change in survey methods in the 50 year history of
survey research carried out by SSD.

7.1 Review of organisational structure

A fundamental review of the structure of SSD and the staff requirements
for the future was carried out earlier in the year. This started with the
identification of areas the review should cover (including some which had
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nothing to do with CAI but which could conveniently be included in the
same process). A review team, comprising the Director of SSD and the
Assistant Director responsible for CASM coordination, consulted widely both
within SSD and with other parts of OPCS which provide services for SSD,
to get ideas about how to cope with changes anticipated as a consequence
of the move to CAI, what changes should be made to the structure of SSD,
and views about suggestions for both as they arose.

It is important to recognise that, even if no changes in structure were
envisaged, SSD would still be faced with the problem of having to manage
a reduction in the number of staff required to carry out surveys in the
future; the cost savings which CAPI brings about mean that jobs will dis-
appear. Since the rate of increase in survey work seen in recent years is
not expected to continue, a net reduction in the staff of SSD must be
anticipated. The majority of the proposals have now been accepted in
principle; the next step is working out detailed implementation plans and
managing the changes carefully over the coming months.

7.2 Organisation under PAPI

Clearly at the detailed level, the organisational implications of moving from
PAPI to CAPI depend on how the organisation was structured to carry out
PAPI surveys and thus each survey organisation will face somewhat differ-
ent problems. But there are sufficient similarities in the way in which
survey organisations are structured, at least in Britain, for the experiences of
one to be relevant to others.

In OPCS at present the following areas of survey work are carried out by
distinct parts of the organisation:

Within SSD:

Research (ie survey and questionnaire design, project management,
analysis, reporting)
Statistical advice on sampling, estimation, analysis etc.
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Sample implementation (most samples being drawn in the office rather
than in the field)
Interviewing and field management (allocating and despatching work
to interviewers, progress monitoring, booking-in, interviewer recruit-
ment and training)
Coding and editing

Dedicated branch in IT Division:

Survey computing (data description, database design, programming
edit checks and derived variables)

Shared service:

Data preparation
Document production

Each survey has a Project Manager (a member of the research staff) who
liaises with the customer about the requirements of the survey, is respon-
sible for the survey design, the sample design (with assistance from a
sampling expert if necessary), questionnaire design, overseeing the survey
through all of its stages - briefing interviewers, answering field queries,
agreeing coding and editing instructions, specifying derived variables and
checking the data prior to analysis - and in general liaising with support
staff carrying out other parts of the survey process, and finally (on most
surveys) for carrying out the analysis and writing an interpretative report.
This role clearly requires a considerable amount of subject matter knowledge
as well as extensive knowledge of survey methods.

7.3 Changes with the move to CAI

Much of the literature on the effects of moving to CAPI concentrates on the
changes in the roles of the interviewers and respondents, which are clearly
of prime importance. However, changes in the nature of their roles do not
have major implications for the structure of a survey organisation.. Far
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more radical is the huge reduction in the demand for the clerical staff
carrying out booking-in, correction of edit check failures etc. and for data
prep and document production services. The other major changes are in the
nature of the work carried out by the computing and research staff and, to
a lesser extent, the field managers.

If the work of certain sections of the organisation is expected to decline
considerably, we need to ask whether a smaller section carrying out the
same function is viable. This in turn will be affected by whether the level
of work is roughly constant or whether large fluctuations are expected;
fluctuations on a small base are much more difficult to manage than on a
large base.

7.4 Coding and editing

With PAPI one section is responsible for coding verbatim text answers,
scrutinising paper questionnaires prior to keying, dealing with interviewer
queries and comments written on the questionnaire, and correcting edit fail-
ures with reference to the paper questionnaires after the keyed data had
been run through the edit program. Much of this work will disappear with
CAPI, but not all; some surveys will still require a post-interview edit stage
as described earlier. However, the volume of work is unlikely to be sufficient
to warrant the continuation of a separate coding and editing section so a
number of other options were reviewed.

One option was to combine the remaining work with that of the survey
computing section with whom there has traditionally been close contact over
the editing stages. At present the advice of the coding staff is a valuable
input to the design, of survey instruments for all CAI surveys, but particu-
larly those with a post interview stage. However, with no post interview
stage on most surveys, it will be difficult to maintain such expertise.
Moreover, the two groups of. staff are very different: programmers on the
one hand and clerical staff and their supervisors on the other, so on balance
combining these two sections does not appear to offer any significant ad-
vantages. -
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A second option was to attach the coding staff-for each survey to the
research team responsible for that survey, which in many cases includes a
number of administrative support staff. This would work for continuous
surveys which continue to have a post interview stage, but it is not clear
how it could be managed for ad hoc surveys where there may be intensive
requirement for a team of coding/editing staff for a short period of time. A
roving team moving from one project to another seems like a management
nightmare; a small centralised team would exacerbate the problems of peaks
and troughs. And even on continuous surveys, having direct management
by the survey team rather than any central management is likely to make
it more difficult to move staff from one survey to another or have super-
visors responsible for several surveys so this solution is not favoured.

The option which was eventually agreed involves merging the remaining
coding and editing staff with the field department. Currently there is a
distinction in the field department between those responsible for the inter-
viewers — allocating and despatching work, progress chasing, authorising
payment etc. — and those responsible for particular surveys, who advise the
research staff on field issues, organise interviewer briefings, deal with inter-
viewer queries, oversee response etc. It will be possible to extend the latter
role to overseeing the survey through any further office coding or editing
stages. Increasingly on CAPI surveys interviewers are carrying out coding
in the field, so at the moment responsibility for coding is divided, depend-
ing on whether interviewers or office coders are carrying it out; this solu-
tion places responsibility for coding in one department whether it was carried
out by interviewers or headquarters staff. With CAPI dealing with edit
checks is mainly carried out during the interview, and thus clearly the
responsibility of the field department. Since this department is responsible
for the quality of the work carried out by the interviewers, having to deal
with any problems in the data in the office during a post interview stage
as well as in the field is a legitimate concern. If responsibility for handling
any paper documents were located here as well, one team could be respon-
sible for seeing the survey right through to the analysis stage, whatever
mode of data collection were used.
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Apart from any organisational changes, the fact remains that fewer staff will
be required in total. However, owing to the fluctuating volume of survey
work and past difficulties in recruitment, many of the present clerical staff
throughout SSD are employed on a temporary basis and there is quite high
turnover (due to promotions as well as resignations), so it is likely to prove
possible to reduce numbers by natural wastage and not re-engaging tempo-
rary staff.

7.5 Survey computing

A reduction in this area of work as a result of CAI is not yet apparent,
although the nature of the work is changing rapidly. The main effect of
moving to CAI is a large reduction in the type of work formerly carried out
by survey programmers. What has so far replaced this type of work is that
required to develop data handling facilities for CAI surveys. Thus we have
not yet seen any reduction in the total amount of survey computing work
required because the resources released from routine edit programming have
been used to develop these facilities. However, we envisage the level of
new developments to start decreasing although there will always be a need
to customise systems for each new survey and there will still be involve-
ment in programming each new survey instrument in Blaise.

The work of the computing staff will be much more integrated with that of
other parts of the organisation than was required for PAPI surveys. There
is an initial input passing the sampling information to the case management
system to set up each new survey, customising the case management and
data handling arrangements for the interviewers and field department, setting
up any post interview stage, checking the integrity of the data and passing
files from Blaise to other software for imputation, adding derived variables,
grossing or weighting factors or anything else which is required prior to
analysis. This is in marked contrast to the sequential processing arrange-
ments for PAPI surveys where the computing stage starts after the data are
keyed and ends when the files are ready for analysis.

Another factor which needs to be considered is what software to use for
programming derived variables and adding any weighting or grossing fac-
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tors. As mentioned earlier, for PAPI surveys SIR is used to carry out the
editing and to add some derived variables. It may not be cost effective to
put a survey into SIR if only a few operations are to be carried out.
However, SSD has made a major investment in SIR over the years so needs
to be sure that alternatives will provide better value for money for the tasks
which cannot be carried out in Blaise. Alternatives will be investigated, in
particular Manipula, which is designed by CBS to be used with Blaise and
will be more fully integrated with Blaise under the next release.

7.6 Data prep

The data prep unit in OPCS carries out work for the whole of OPCS, but
SSD is by far its largest customer therefore the move to CAI has serious
implications for this unit. A data entry facility will still be required for the
forseeable future: two of the continuous surveys have diaries which re-
spondents fill in which are returned to the office to be keyed; others have
self-completion forms administered during the interview and supervised self-
completion surveys are carried out in schools. Although SSD does not
carry out many mail surveys, they are undertaken from time to time, as are
mail screening stages to identify particular subgroups for interview. Some
surveys have other documents which are currently keyed by data prep. In
addition other information is entered into computers which is not keyed at
present by the data prep unit, for example booking-in the receipt of paper
documents mentioned above.

The problem is that, apart from the diaries for the two continuous surveys,
none of this work is regular; so the requirement for data prep once the
major surveys have moved to CAI will be small and fluctuating. It is not
yet clear whether the data prep unit will continue to be viable in a few
years time. If not, one option would be to abandon traditional 'head down'
fast keying in favour of computer assisted data input (CADI) using Blaise
for much of this work; another would be to use external contractors when
fast keying is required. The former would bring all data entry work within
SSD with flexibility to schedule it among other tasks involving data input
into Blaise, for example booking-in the remaining paper documents as
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described above, and other administrative tasks. Finally, extension of the
use of computer assisted coding to very large classifications, which is under
development, may also shift the balance of advantage towards interactive
data entry for diaries and other self-completion documents.

8. Conclusions

The description given above shows the situation from the point of view of
one large survey organisation which uses Blaise; other organisations face
different issues, particularly larger organisations carrying out a greater va-
riety of different surveys. As yet few survey organisations have gone through
a complete change from PAPI to CAPI as their main mode of data collection
(although many more have made the change to CATI). So it is valuable
to hear about the experiences of different organisations even though their
situations all differ somewhat. Many of the changes described above are
still in the future; SSD is in the middle of a period of major change which
will continue over the next couple of years. At this stage it is important
to have a vision of where one wants to be in a few years' time' and to start
working out in detail what needs to be done to realise the vision.
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TRIGRAM CODING IN THE FAMILY EXPENDITURE SURVEY OF
THE CBS

Martje Roessingh and Jelke Bethlehem
Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, The Netherlands

1. Introduction

Coding of answers to open questions is an important part of processing
survey data. Coding can vary from the entry of simple sequence numbers
of answer categories to the assignment of multiple digit codes corresponding
to complex hierarchical classifications. An example of simple coding is
attaching an area code to a municipality. Complex codings are, for example,
classifications of purchased goods, occupations, or industrial activities.

Coding has traditionally been a manual activity carried out by subject- matter
experts. This is a time-consuming, expensive, and error-prone process. Some
of the problems can be solved by computerizing the coding process. The
computer can be incorporated in two ways. In automated coding the com-
puter assigns codes to descriptions automatically, without user interference.
Another approach is computer-assisted coding. In this approach the verbal
description is entered and presented on the screen, and additional facilities
are available to help the coder in an intelligent way to establish the correct
code. The major difference between automated coding and computer as-
sisted coding is that in the former the computer is in control of the coding
operation whereas in the latter the human coder is in control.

Computer-assisted coding is available in the Blaise system. The coding
module can be used in two different ways, called hierarchical coding and
alphabetical coding.

Hierarchical coding starts by entering the first digit of the code by selecting
the proper category from a menu. After entering a digit, the typist is pre-
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sented a subsequent menu containing a refinement of the previously selected
category. So the description becomes more and more detailed until the final
digit,is reached. In the case of alphabetical coding a verbal description is
entered, and the computer tries to locate it in an alphabetically ordered list.
If the description is not found, the list is displayed, starting at a point as
close as possible to the entered description. For the sake of efficiency, the
list should contain almost all possible descriptions, including synonyms and
alternative spellings.

The Blaise team felt that the coding module could be made more useful and
more effective. Research led to the development of trigram coding. This
paper describes a test that was carried out with a special version of Blaise
that contained a prototype of trigram coding. It was used in processing the
Family Expenditure Survey. This special version recorded some extra infor-
mation, allowing us to obtain more insight to the way trigram coding was
used.

Section 2 describes the framework in which the test was carried out. It
gives a short overview of trigram coding, and also presents some informa-
tion about the Family Expenditure Survey. Section 3 contains an overview
of the results of the analysis of the collected data. The subsequent sections
go into more detail. The final section contains some conclusions.

2. Trigram coding in the Family Expenditure Survey

The CBS has been carrying out a Family Expenditure Survey since 1978.
The survey collects data on income and expenditure of households. The
sample consists of approximately 2000 households. They report on income
and expenditure habits by means of questionnaires and diaries. The processing
of the diaries with detailed daily expenditures is a particularly costly and
time-consuming activity. Since 1988, the CBS has been using a Blaise CADI
program to process the diaries. It uses the coding module to classify the
expenditures. The coders first try the hierarchical approach to coding, and
they only switch to alphabetical coding if they do not succeed.
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Trigram coding is a new approach to coding. Trigrams are three-letter
combinations. If trigram coding is applied, the entered description is split
into all its succe'sive three-letter substrings. For example, the trigram set of
the string 'bread' is {•' br', 'bre', 'rea', 'ead', 'ad '}. Note that also the
leading and trailing space are included. For trigram; coding, Blaise splits all
descriptions in the dictionary into trigram sets/and creates a special trigram
index file for these sets of. trigrams. When the coder enters a description,
it is split into trigrams, and then the program locates those descriptions' in
the dictionary that have a high percentage of trigrams in common with the
entered description. Only descriptions .with a fit percentage above-a certain
threshold value will be showmen .the screen. The coder can pick the proper
description and attached code from the displayed list.

Trigram coding has a number, of advantages. In the first p|ace, it is able.to
cope with spelling errors. For example, if .'brown bread' is in the dictionary,
and the entered description is 'bron bread', then there will still be a high
trigram match. So, the item 'brown bread' will be in the list on the screen.
In the second place, permutations in the wording of the description are no
problem. .The entered text 'bread, brown' would still be linked to the dic-
tionary item 'brown bread'. In the third place, if the entered text is a
substring of a dictionary description, then the program will also .present the
complete text as a possible candidate for classification. So entering 'bread'
would lead to the suggestion 'browri bread', but maybe also to 'white bread'.

There is a lot more to trigram coding than is explained in this paper. For
details we refer to Lina (1993).

Coding with trigrams was first implemented in a special test version of
Blaise 2.4. From March 1992 up to March 1993, this version-was used for
processing the diaries of the Family Expenditure Survey: Each diary con-
tains all expenditures in one week, expenditures of more than 50 guilders
during holidays, the total amount spent per. holiday, and expenditures of
more then 25 guilders during a ' ful l year. • . ,

The classification consists of .2289 articles and the dictionary (with descripr
tions, alternate spellings, and synonyms) contains 11,221 entries. Every code
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consists of three one-digit levels and one two-digit level. For' example, the
code for brown bread is 111.01.

The special test version of Blaise recorded data on the use of the different
coding methods. Among the recorded information were: coding method used,
keys pressed during coding, intermediate and final codes, and time needed
to code one article. This information was collected on the coding process
of 146,171 articles. The data is analyzed in the subsequent sections. There
were 150 records not included in the analysis. For these records coding took
more than 10 minutes. In these cases the coding process was probably
interrupted by some activity like drinking coffee or taking a small break.

3. Overview of the results

The coders of the expenditure descriptions had three coding methods available
during the test period: hierarchical coding, alphabetical coding and trigram
coding. They were completely free in choosing the appropriate method for
each description. Most coders had a lot of experience with hierarchical
coding and alphabetical coding for the Family Expenditure Survey. Trigram
coding was new to them, and they first needed some instruction on how to
use this method. Their usual strategy is to start with hierarchical coding.
They only change if they do not succeed in finding the complete code
hierarchically to either alphabetical or trigram coding.

A coding attempt is classified by the final coding method used. So, if a
coder starts with hierarchical coding and then changes to trigram coding, it
is classified as trigram coding.

A coding attempt can lead to a succes or a failure. An attempt is classified
as a success if a complete code is obtained, and it is classified as a failure
if no code or only a partial code is obtained (some, but not all digits).
Figure 3.1 contains a pie chart indicating which coding method is used.
Hierarchical coding is the absolute favourite. This comes as no surprise.
There are two reasons for this. In the first place, some descriptions occur
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Figure 5.7.' Frequency distribution of coding method used
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very frequently. Many coders know the corresponding codes by heart. For
example, the description 'brown bread" appeared 2,767 times during the test
period. That is 3% of the .cases. The corresponding code 1-11.01 is well
known, and also easy to remember. In the second place, the coders do not
need to type in the description for hierarchical coding, whereas alphabetical
coding and trigram coding can only be carried out after the description has
been entered. So hierarchical coding,is much less work. In. a very small
percentage of cases both trigram coding and alphabetical coding are used as
alternatives to hierarchical coding.

Table 3.1 compares the succes rates of the three coding methods. As.could
be. expected, hierarchical coding is the most successful approach. Trigram
coding is more successful than alphabetical coding. It is .a much more
powerful method than alphabetical.search. This will come as no surprise as
trigram coding has been designed to .work in situations in which simple
alphabetical coding fails. . . • .
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Table 3.1. Success rates of the three coding methods

Coding method

Hierarchical
Trigram
Alphabetical

Percentage
of attempts

81%
18%
2%

Percentage
of successes

94%
85%

. 78%

Success rate is only one aspect of the usefulness of a coding method.
Another aspect is time needed to find a code. Figure 3.2 contains a bar
chart with the average time used for coding one article with one of the
different methods.

Figure 3.2. Average time needed for coding one article

All cases Successes Failures
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The first three bars, labeled 'All cases', relate to all cases (successes and
failures). The second-set of three bars, labeled.'Successes', relate to suc-
cessful coding attempts only, and the last set of three bars, labeled 'Fail-
ures', denote the cases where no final code was determined.

Clearly, hierarchical coding is the fastest coding method. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that no text has to be entered, and moreover this method
'is used'for the easy cases. Trigrarri coding" takes more time, and alphabetical
coding is very time-consuming. However, in case of failure the time spent
is approximately the same for trigram coding and alphabetical coding.

From this general overview we can draw the. conclusion ..that hierarchical
coding is the prefered method for coding expenditures. In case hierarchical
coding fails, one should turn to trigram coding, and not to alphabetical
coding. Indeed, trigram coding is a valuable improvememt in the Blaise
coding module. •

In the next sections the data about the three coding methods are analyzed
in more detail.

4. Hierarchical coding

Coders prefer hierarchical coding, because they do not need to enter de-
scriptions. In more than 65% of the cases (95,439 cases) they determine the
final codes this .way. These cases relate to 1126 different articles. When a
coder does not know a code by heart and still wants to use only hierarchi-
cal coding, he .has to make three choices from a list with at most 9 items
and one choice from a list,with at most 90. (but usually-about 15) items.

Figure 4.1 contains a graph of the frequency distribution of. the codes. The
frequency distribution of the codes is divided into a number of classes, and
for each class the length of the bar denotes the number of different codes
in that category. On the average each article appears 85 times in the file,
but the frequency distribution is very skew. For example, brown bread appears
2767 times (3% of the cases).
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Figure 4.1. Frequency distribution of the codes
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Coders learn from experience. The higher the frequency of appearance of an
article, the faster they code it. This is illustrated in figure 4.2. Here the
length of the bar denotes the average time needed to code items in that
category. - . , .

Figure 4.2 shows a clear correlation: the higher the frequency of an-item,
the less time it takes to code it hierarchically. On average, it takes a little
more than 10 seconds to code an item hierarchically. Items with a frequency
under 5 require on the average approximately 15 seconds, whereas items
with a frequency of more than 1000 need less than 3 seconds. Brown bread
is coded in the shortest time: on the average in 2 seconds. This code is also
rather easy to type: 111.01.

To reduce errors, most codes are checked by. a second coder. This check is
carried out much faster than assigment of the code by the first coder. The
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Figure 42. The average time needed for hierarchical coding

6 8 10
Time in seconds

reason is that the assigned code and the corresponding description are al-
ready displayed on the screen. In 98% of the cases the second coder agrees
with the result, and simply presses the enter key to confirm this. This
requires on average 3 seconds. In cases where only the final level is wrong,
it takes 8 seconds to make, the change. All other cases relate to more
serious problems, and there the mean time was 15 seconds.

In 8% of the hierarchical coding cases a text is also entered. It is not clear
why the coders do that. Maybe they think they will not find the code
hierarchically and will eventually have to change to trigram or alphabetical
coding. This theory is not very likely, because the average coding time (7
seconds) is shorter than in the cases without description text. Perhaps some

•coders always enter text. •. • . • -• •
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In 4% of the cases the coders try to find a code by hierarchical coding, but
do not succeed in obtaining a final code. In approximately 78% of these
failures there is no code at all, and in 22% there is only a partial code.

The quality of hierarchical coding is quite high: 94% of the cases result in
a final code in a mean time of 10 seconds. The cases in which the coder
starts with hierarchical coding and switches to trigram or alphabetical cod-
ing are handled in the next sections.

5. Alphabetical coding

Alphabetical coding is the least used coding method. In table 3.1 it was
already mentioned that this type of coding was used in only 2% of the
cases. Moreover, the success rate of alphabetical coding is relatively low
(78%).

Table 5.1 presents a further subdivision of the cases in which alphabetical
coding was used in the final stage.

Table 5.1. Use of alphabetical coding

Direct alphabetical coding 55 %
First hierarchical, then alphabetical 10 %
First hierarchical, then alphabetical, and then hierarchical 12 %
First hierarchical, then alphabetical, no text entered 9 %
No code 12 %
Other 2 %

Total 100 %

In the majority of the alphabetically coded cases (55%), the direct approach
is followed: first the coder enters a text and then he tries to locate it in the
alphabetically ordered list. In 31% of the cases the coders try hierarchical
coding first, and only change to alphabetical coding if they do not succeed.
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In 9% of the cases the coder starts coding hierarchically and changes to
alphabetical coding without entering text. This is not a very efficient method,
because the coder has to page through a long list to find the right code. In
the worst case this list contains 3,252 articles and on the average more than
1,000 articles (100 screens). . . .

Table 5.2 contains the mean number of seconds required to code items in
the various categories of alphabetical coding.

Table 5.2. Mean time required for alphabetical coding (in seconds)

Direct alphabetical coding 22
First hierarchical, then alphabetical 49
First hierarchical, then alphabetical, and then hierarchical 51
First hierarchical, then alphabetical, no text entered 70
No final code 12

Total 42

Direct alphabetical coding requires twice as much time as hierarchical cod-
ing. Starting with hierarchical coding and then switching to alphabetical
coding at least doubles the time spent on coding an item. It also becomes
clear that alphabetical coding without entering text is very inefficient.

6. Coding with trigrams

In 18% of the cases the coder uses trigram coding to obtain a final code.
The success rate of trigram coding is .85%. Trigram coding can only be
activated after the descriptive text of the article has been entered. In our' test
the lengths of the larger part of these texts varies between 3 and 20 char-
acters. The modal length is 10 characters.

The time needed to code these descriptions varies between 9 and 15 sec-
onds. The mean time is 11 seconds, making it slightly longer than hierar-
chical .coding (10 seconds). Very short texts (3 characters) >and very.long
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texts (15 characters or more) require most time (14 seconds or more). Texts
of 6, 7 or 8 characters require the least amount of time (less than 10
seconds).

In 2% of the cases, the coder first attempts hierarchical coding and switches
to trigram coding if he does not succeed in finding a code. Table 6.1 gives
an overview of these cases.

Table 6.1. Trigram coding after a hierarchical coding attempt

After coding 1 level
After coding 2 levels
After coding 3 levels
After coding 4 levels
Total

Percentage
of cases

12 %
26 %
57 %

5 %
100 %

Average time
in seconds

36
27
26
29
29

The trigram search is also used after a partial hierarchical search (2,546
cases, 1.7% of the total). In total the coding takes then about half a minute.
These must be some of the more difficult cases. Probably the coder thinks
he can do it hierarchically, but at a certain point he cannot continue so he
switches to trigrams. On the average this type of trigram coding takes about
half a minute.

In 1% of the cases the coder uses trigrams, but does not succeed in finding
the right code. In a small part of these cases the length of the descriptive
text is less than three characters, in which case the trigram method does not
work.

The trigram algorithm works in such a way that only candidate descriptions
and codes are displayed on the screen which have a high matching percent-
age compared with the entered description. Furthermore the candidates are
ordered in decreasing order of matching percentage. To see how well this
works we recorded two quantities for items that were successfully coded
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Figure 6.1. Frequency distribution of the matching. percentages
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with trigrams: the matching percentage for the selected description and the
line number .of the proper code. Figure 6.1 contains the frequency distribu-
tion of the matching percentages.

It turns out that thei matching percentages are rather high. For more than
70% of the cases tne matching percentage lies between 80% and 100%.
Figure 6.2 gives the distribution- of the line numbers on which the correct
item appeared.

In almost 97% of the cases the correct item was on one of the first ten
lines, and in 75% of the cases it appeared on the first line. This is an
indication that trigram coding works well, and is also very simple to use.
In more than 75% of the cases, the coder only has to read the first line and
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Figure 6.2. Frequency distribution of the line numbers
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press enter to select the right code. Still, it takes on the average 13 seconds
to make this selection on the first line. Of course, thisi include^ typing in
the text. ^

7. Conclusions

Blaise version 2.5 offers three ways of coding open questions: hierarchical
coding, trigram coding and alphabetical coding. In our test with coding
articles for the expenditure survey, hierarchical coding turned out to be the
best method: it is easy to carry out and also requires relatively little time.
However, one should observe that the coders are very experienced. They
even know a lot of codes by heart. So this result is not very surprising. One
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should also take into account that hierarchical coding can only be successful
if a workable classification of items is available. It will often happen that
a coder gets stuck in the middle of the process and therefore has to switch
to a different coding method.

Alphabetical coding is not much used in this experiment. It has the disad-
vantage that the descriptive text has to be entered, making it more time
consuming. Also there is no guarantee that this text will be encountered in
the alphabetically ordered list. To make this method useful, the list has to
contain alternative spellings, permutations of words and synonyms. This will
make the list very long, and thus difficult to maintain. It is also possible to
use alphabetical coding without entering the text. This faces the coder with
the difficult task of paging through a very long list, which takes a lot of
time, and moreover reduces the chance of locating the required item.

Trigram coding turns out to be a very attractive compromise. Although text
also has to be entered, the method seems to lead to results in an amount
of time that is not much longer than that of hierarchical coding. Of course,
the succes of trigram coding also depends of the quality of the list with
descriptions. Fortunately, this list need not be as long as the alphabetically
ordered list, and therefore makes maintenance a lot easierr-A final point in
favour of trigram coding is that it clearly turned out be useful although the
coders had no experience at all with 'it.

•• ' i '

We may conclude ,that trigram coding can be a valuable tool for coding
open questions. However, more research may be necessary to see how this
method works in other situations.
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STANDARD MULTI-SURVEY SHELLS IN NASS

Roger Schou and Mark Pierzchala
National Agricultural Statistics Service, USA

1. Background

A "shell" refers to standard Blaise programs containing beginning and end-
ing administrative modules that surround survey-specific questions. Three
related shells will be used in almost all surveys conducted in Blaise in the
National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS). These are the List Frame
Shell, the Area Frame Shell, and the Multiple Frame Shell. The List Frame
Shell and the Multiple Frame Shell are now complete. The Area Frame
Shell will be adapted from the Multiple Frame Shell by early 1994. In order
to understand why these shells are important to NASS and why they are so
complex, it is necessary to know a few things about the sampling schemes
of NASS and the basic survey operations including interactive survey process-
ing on NASS's many Local Area Networks (LANs).

NASS has 45 state offices, headquarters in Washington, DC, and a research
facility in Fairfax, Virginia. This means that there are potentially 47 pro-
gramming sites and 45 end-user sites for various national-level and state-
level Blaise applications. Regardless of site, NASS employs standard sampling
frames, sampling schemes, and survey procedures. This ensures that data
collected in each state can be aggregated to national-level estimates. The
shells embody standard NASS methodology for almost all surveys. By
developing and distributing the shells throughout the agency, programmers
can concentrate on just the survey-specific questions thus avoiding much
duplication of effort. The shells ensure that surveys are conducted in ap-
proved ways without unduly limiting flexibility in each state office.

The complexity of the shells derives in part from the use of two concep-
tually different sample frames, the List Frame and the Area Frame. The
sampling schemes based on the two frames require that sample weights take
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into consideration not only sampling rates within strata but also the degree
of overlap between the list and area frames and of the duplication of po-
tential respondents in the list frame. These considerations require many
detailed and related questions about each individual associated with the farm
or piece of land in order to determine who operates it. Farming operations
can have many different types of ownership and operating arrangements
including individual ownership, partnership, and corporate management.

Another major contribution to the complexity of the shells stems from the
many tasks the Blaise system is being asked to do from one source code
including interactive editing, Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing
(CATI), Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI), survey manage-
ment including call scheduling, and some data entry from paper forms. The
fact that Blaise will handle multiple tasks is further complicated by the
multi-mode nature of data collection in NASS. For most of the main agri-
cultural surveys, data are collected both on paper and by computer assisted
methods, primarily CATI. However, NASS will soon start a pilot program
where data are also collected on laptop either in person (CAPI) or by phone
from field enumerators' phones (decentralized CATI).When data are entered
from paper forms, NASS presently uses a high-speed data entry package
called Key Entry 3 employing item code data entry. This means that only
data 'with item codes are keyed. In NASS questionnaires, many of the
administrative and screening questions do not have item codes, yet they are
essential to the flow of both the paper and the computer assisted interview.
However, they are not needed for summarization and not keyed when the
data arrive on paper. Since these questions are not keyed, much of the data
from paper forms would be off the route if directly entered into an instru-
ment that is constructed solely for interviewing. Therefore, the shells must
take into account the source of the data and adjust the route accordingly.

• i •

There are other major differences between computer assisted interviewing
and interactive editing in NASS. For example, an interviewer may be al-
lowed to enter a DontKnow or Refusal for an item during an interview, but
this is something that must be called to the attention of the data editor in
order to personally impute a plausible value. Some edits may be soft in the
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interview but hard in editing. It is NASS policy to require each appropriate
question to be asked in computer assisted interviewing requiring an answer
of at least zero for many questions. On the other hand, during high-speed
item code data entry, zeroes are not entered. Thus, a way must be provided
to allow empty answers in editing while requiring at least zero answers in
interviewing.

NASS makes maximum use of Blaise's processing modes, CADI for edit-
ing, CATI and CAPI for interviewing, and the ability to condition routes
and edits on these modes. NASS also needs to condition routes and edits
on survey task, for example data entry or verification.

Table 1. Processing scenarios

Processing scenario Remarks

KE3 - IE Data questions only on the route. Update call scheduler
and NASS survey management system.

BDE - IE Data questions only on the route. Update call scheduler
and NASS survey management system.

CAI - IE Keep all modules on route but invoke IE-specific tasks
when appropriate. Update call scheduler and NASS sur-
vey management system.

CAI - CAI - IE Update call scheduler and NASS survey management
system when an interview is interrupted.

CAI - IE - CAI - IE Keep all modules on route but don't undo any IE-specific
work when going back to CAI. Update call scheduler and
NASS survey management system.

IE - CAI - IE Put all CAI modules on route when necessary. Update
call scheduler and NASS survey management system.

CATI - CAPI - IE Update call scheduler, NASS survey management sys-
tem, and CAPI management system.
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The shells provide hooks into NASS's other major data processing systems,
for example with the sampling frames and a survey management system. In
order to allow maximum flexibility for each state office, the shells must be
able to handle each form individually in each of the scenarios in table 1.
In the table, CAI = Computer Assisted Interviewing, IE = Interactive Edit,
KE3 = Data Entry in Key Entry 3, and BDE = Blaise Data Entry.

2. Design of the Multiple Frame Shell

The shells have been developed to accommodate the specifications that have
been generally explained above. They have been built in modules. The
modular approach was adopted in the Multiple Frame Shell in order to
facilitate maintenance, modification to other shells, and as a basis for the
subfile layout. The Multiple Frame Shell and the List Frame Shell are
related in that they both are built of many of the same modules. Generally,
the List Frame Shell.uses a subset of the Multiple Frame Shell's modules
and altered versions of some of the others. Thus if a common module must
be modified, it has to be modified in only one place. The modules are
stored in a formal library of Blaise Code-that is being built up to facilitate
the production of instruments. Figure 1 presents the general structure of the
Multiple Frame Shell, when each module is invoked for a few of the process-
ing scenarios above, and where data are stored.

Extensive use is made of the Blaise subfile facility in order to ease pre- and
post-survey processing of administrative data. For example, name and ad-
dress updates appear in subfile 07 and do not have to be separated later
from the data to be summarized. In addition, each subfile can be processed
on its own schedule because Blaise keeps status information for each subfile
separately. For example if data are read out from several subfiles but then
data are changed in one subfile only, then it is possible to read out only
the data that have been changed, by subfile. The use of subfiles also keeps
data from being inadvertently overwritten. During initialization, certain con-
trol data are stored in subfile 03. When survey data are then read into the
main data file, the control data will not be overwritten with blank values as
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Figure 1: Schematic of Multiple Frame Shell
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they would be if they were also stored in the main data file. Finally, the
use of subfiles saves a great deal of disk space. For example, the partner-
ship information involves numerous questions. Since these are stored in a
subfile, no storage space is taken up for farms that do not have partners.
Only a small percentage of farms do have partners. In table 2 below, is a
listing of each major module in the Multiple Frame Shell and its function.

Table 2. Function of each module

Module

Id

Nonresponse

Appointment

Control Fields

Switches

Management

Current Operator

CAPI Info Screen

Function

Identification and administrative questions as well as questions
used to flag forms for special handling.

Survey-specific module containing global questions asked as a
last resort in the event of a refusal. Automatically codes some
administrative questions.

Standard Blaise appointment block plus NASS additions that al-
low CATI/CAPI compatibility and hooks into MASS'S other survey
administrative systems such as the Name and Address file and
the operator comment file.

Holding place for up to 10 sample control variables as might be
required in a particular survey.

Processing switches (and selectors) for KE3 data entry, forms
check in, and the Blaise utility Forms Manager.

NASS-specific survey management questions are set here in order
to define survey management reports once that apply to all sur-
veys. A Pascal sub-routine reads DOS environment variables for
the user of the system.

Name and address of the person currently considered to be the
operator. Master OperatorName and address of the person thought
to be the operator at the time of initialization.

Displays comments about the operator/operation if the CAPI mode
is used (and hence the CATI call scheduler is not used).
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Introduction

Verification

Screen Operator

Screen for Survey

Change in Operator

Screen Operation

Partnerships

Another Operation

Operator Numbers

Office Use

Introductory questions for interviewers, determines respondent, his/
her relationship to the operator, and follow-up questions for out-
of-business operations.

Name and address verification and updates for the operator and
operation. .

Checks to see if any operators of an operation have been added
or dropped.

Survey-specific screening for commodities of interest.

Invoked when an operator is out of business. Tries to find the
new operator and decides whether a new form is needed for
substitution based on screening. . . .

Determines type of operation (individual, partnership, managed),
and asks follow-up questions if necessary.

Name and address verification of up to 6 partners, determines
which partner is the operator. Allows addition and deletion. of
partners.

Determines if the operator is responsible for another operation.

Gathers sensitive operator/operation numbers such as Social Se-
curity Number and Employer Identification Number.

Administrative data entered only in the clerical or statistician edit.

3. Other aspects of the Multiple Frame Shell

The complexity of the Multiple Frame Shell is very difficult to convey in
this short article; however, one indication of this is its size. When compiled
without any additional survey-specific questions the shell contains-428
uniquely defined and 745 overall used questions in addition to several hundred
computations.and edits. For many of. NASS's surveys, the number of ques-
tions in the shell will outnumber the number of survey-specific questions.
Many of the modules are intricately interconnected. For example, when a
change in operator-is discovered appropriate changes-have to be reflected in
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several different subfiles. This way the question fills for the interviewer will
always be up-to-date and the call scheduler will bring the corrected names
and addresses onto the screen in the case of an interrupted interview. The
shell is also designed to be very robust. This means that considerable change
can be made during or between surveys without disrupting calling or
editing.

In addition to the Blaise code, a "protocol" around each shell has also been
developed, which is part of any NASS instrument. In NASS, the term pro-
tocol refers to the subsidiary programs which surround survey processing.
These include programs which transfer names and addresses from the frames
into Blaise and back again if there are changes, electronic movement of
forms from one Blaise data set to another, generation of survey manage-
ment reports, the formatting of external files holding historic data, etc. Almost
all of the protocol has been developed in Blaise utilities, especially Manipula
(file manipulation and reports), Abacus (tabulation), and Forms Manager
(movement between Blaise data sets).

4. Development experience and improvements in Blaise

The development of the shells has proved to be an iterative experience as
NASS works to polish. procedures for interactive processing with multiple
modes of data collection using one source code and the same data sets. One
of the most difficult aspects of development has been to find out exactly
what needs to be programmed. NASS is just moving to a new screening
algorithm which while simpler than the old one, still requires quite detailed
programming of many different rules while accounting for many exceptions
to the rules. In order to learn all of the procedures, many people were
interviewed and the shells have passed through many reviews.

An early version of the List Frame Shell has been in operation for two
quarters in the Catfish survey. The 15 state offices that conduct this survey
have provided valuable feedback on the performance of the shell. This shell
has performed adequately in this survey with one major omission being that
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when data were read in from Key Entry 3 the call scheduler was not.
updated, properly. Thus sometimes a call would be placed to someone :who •
had already sent in a questionnaire. This omission has.been :taken care- of
in the current versions of the shells. . • • . • . . - , . - . ,

The Multiple Frame Shell was modified in a few days to serve as an ad
hoc Area Frame Shell for the 1993 June Area Frame Survey research project.
Some code was commented out and a few modules were added, but yet it
was far easier to modify the already existing shell than to start from scratch.
The changes that were made took into account the conceptual differences
between the List and Area Frame sampling as done in NASS; however, the
majority of the code that was kept ensured that the mechanics of screening
(i.e., partnership verification) was done the same way between the two
types of surveys. The Area Frame Shell will be formalized and more rig-
orously tested in early 1994 based on the experience gained in 1993.A few
of the difficulties in programming the shells can be traced to the Blaise
language and the Blaise way of doing things. As a result of the June Area
Frame project, NASS identified 7 specific language enhancements that would
ease multi-mode and multi-task instrument development. These suggestions
have been forwarded to the Netherlands CBS and it appears that most or all
of the suggestions will be implemented in Blaise, version III.

5. September Quarterly Agricultural Survey

The first operational test of the Multiple Frame Shell will have been con-
ducted in September 1993 in three state offices. A companion paper by Asa
Manning describes the planning that has gone into this trial. NASS fully
expects to revise both the Multiple Frame Shell and the office procedures
as a result of the September trial and then to test the revisions in December
in the same state offices. The development of a processing flow in the
multi-mode and multi-task environment has been itself iterative. Four differ-
ent flows have been devised, each of which would work, but each having
strengths and weaknesses. The fourth is a combination of two earlier flows.
One of the biggest concerns has been the potential for interruption of some
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processes in order to perform other tasks. For example, if interviewers and
editors are working off of the same data set, then the CATI would, have to
stop in order to perform a batch edit. In consultation with the Netherlands
CBS, NASS has devised a scenario that should much reduce or eliminate
tasks interfering with each other.
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AN ARCHITECTURE FOR EDI IN BUSINESS SURVEYS BASED ON
THE USE OF BLAISE

Hans R. Stol ' .
Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics; The Netherlands

1. Introduction

There are external as well as internal reasons for the Netherlands Central
Bureau of Statistics (NCBS) to stimulate the use of electronic data inter-
change (EDI) in business surveys as one of the most important issues for
the coming years.

The most important external reasons are:

Businesses use more and more automated information systems to carry
out their administrations.2

Often similar or the same questions are asked in different question-
• naires. The questions do not always harmonize with the 'automated

administrations of the businesses.

Some internal reasons are:

Collecting and processing data can be made faster. The.elapsed time
between the moment of collection and the moment of publication will
be considerably reduced.

The statistical integration will be improved by using the same data as
sources for different statistical figures.

This paper consists of four sections. The first section describes the desired
situation in the year 2000 concerning the business surveys in the view of
the NCBS. Especially the data traffic between the respondents and the NCBS
i s mentioned. . . • • • .
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The second section emphasizes the use of Blaise III in the process of data
gathering by EDI.

The third section is about the construction of the database that will be
needed to receive the electronic transferred data correctly.

In the last section the experiences of the NCBS with EDI in collecting
foreign trade statistics are described in short, as well as some organizational
issues concerning the change to the desired EDI concept.

The term EDI used in this paper means: directly transmission of data from
the automated administrations of a respondent to the NCBS computer sys-
tem. The transmission can be done by floppy disk or — more efficient —
by data transmission.

The change to EDI as described in this paper is in a technical, and even
more in an organizational sense, a difficult one. It is nevertheless also a
challenge and a must to survive in an environment that is heavily auto-
mated. The effectiveness and the efficiency of the statistical process as well
as the effort for diminishing the administrative burden of information suppliers
and the demand of the users for timely statistics will profit from the intro-
duction of EDI.

2. An architecture for EDI in business surveys

Figure 1 shows how data collection in business surveys can be structured
using EDI.

Businesses or accounting firms send their data, extracted from their ad-
ministrations, to the statistical office. Most of the businesses use automated
information systems to carry out those administrations. They developed and
implemented those information systems dedicated to their own specific needs
or purchased them from suppliers of standard software.3
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Figure 1. The future of EDI in business surveys
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Accounting firms carry out the (financial) administration of many of the
smaller businesses. Those firms also use dedicated information systems or
information systems based on the software purchased from suppliers of
standard software.

As the meaning of the data, even inside the businesses, can differ, depend-
ing on the use of the data, an interface will be needed to translate the data
in a suitable way. for the statistical processes.

The basic functions needed for an interface between the administrations of
the businesses .and the statistical process, are provided in Blaise III (see also
section 3). It is not always necessary to have a interface like EDI-Blaise.
If the data are well structured and have the same meaning as or can be

.translated to the data needed for the statistics, an interface from the re-
spondent itself or made by the software supplier involved will be sufficient.

When the automated administrations do not contain the data needed for the
desired statistics, the respondent must have the opportunity to fill in the
data and/or manipulate the data by data entry.

The data arrive at the statistical office at first in a computer installed in an
"external network". In the external network the incoming data are checked
for executables and viruses. The second function of the intermediate exter-
nal network is to secure the data stored in the internal network from unau-
thorized use.

Inside the NCBS an input database takes care of the storage and dissemi-
nation of the data of the businesses to the subject matter departments.

The main functions and the data structure of the input database are sum-
^marized in section 3.

3. The functions of EDI-Blaise

Figure 2 shows EDI-Blaise related to the business administration. Note that
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the business administration can be at the business itself or at an accounting
firm.

The main functions of EDI-Blaise are:

Of course, there is the electronic questionnaire. In this case the ques-
tionnaire is not dedicated to one survey but programmed to extract
the data from the administrations. There will be different question-
naires for different branches as the meaning of the data can vary by
branch (e.g. turnover).

A data entry function is available to add data that are not stored in
the administration and can not be derived from it.

Data are imported from the business administration by an import
function that is controlled by the questionnaire. The respondent has
to put the data in the given order and format beforehand. The com-
munication file contains data in an appropriate way for EDI-Blaise:
flexible but nevertheless standardized.

Figure 2. Some important functions of EDI-Blaise
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There are several ways to manipulate the data. In the first place, the
data and the metadata can be manipulated (checking and interactive
correction) to export them properly to the NCBS. Also the respond-
ent can make its own figures based on the' stored (meta) data. ::

. The selected data are transferred by an integrated data communica-
tion function. '

EDI-Blaise offers standard nomenclatures that are used to validate the se-
lected data. The data are stored with the corresponding metadata.

4. The input database • .

Once the, data have arrived at the internal network they have to 'be stored
in an'input database. A simplified structure of the input database is shown
in figure 3'. -The input database consists of three parts:

A registration of the businesses and their mutual relations.

A registration of the metadata. The meaning of the metadata (includ-
ing standard nomenclatures), their .format, period of validity, etc. are

- stored. The metadata are related to the corresponding branches. -

The registration of the transferred data itself, related to the corre-
sponding metadata. ' • •

A rectangle in the figure represents a data type.4r An example of a data type
concerning metadata is "TURNOVER". Attributes of the data type are: branch
id., period, definition. An arrow represents a l:n relationship between the
data types. For example, for one BUSINESS 'there are more "TURNO-
VERS" (one f o r each period). . . .

The structure of the input database will be far more complex than is showri
in figure 3. The database has to be structured in a way that the "users"
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Figure 3 A simplified data model as a base for the " input database"
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(statisticians) can'select the desired data for-their surveys.. Therefore it is
not only necessary to know the meaning of the data but also the number.
of businesses involved related to the population in the survey.

Note that in the simplified data .model only one data type "BUSINESS" is
mentioned. The current business register of the NCBS (ABR) consists of 8
data types and 12 relationships to represent the "players" in the economy.

As stated earlier, the input database will be very complex. Some people will
say that the design and implementation is an ideal instead of a realizable

; target. The advantages (in terms, of statistical coordination and integration)
i of getting a database as shown are nevertheless unmistakable.

; A careful'strategy has to be used for the design and implementation of the
input database and the functions to fill and use it. Starting with a relative

. simple structure, prototyping and.little by little enlarging it will be keywords
in the mentioned strategy. Relational databases like Oracle offer the possibility

; to realize the concept as described in this section.

;It is interesting to notice that the foreign trade can be pictured, by four
related data types: COUNTRY, NUMBER OF GOODS (by period),
BUSINESS and CATEGORY OF GOODS. There are of course two rela-

;tionships from COUNTRY to NUMBER OF GOODS: one for the import
land one for the export of the goods.

;5. Experiences with the foreign trade statistics and organizational prob-
lems to solve

,The first EDI-application of the NCBS — based on the concept as described
Jin section 2 — was realized in the field of foreign trade statistics.
t

•In the end of 1992 the NCBS started with the distribution of a software
package called IRIS (Interactive Registration for International trade Statis-
tics) for the data collection at the suppliers of the data. IRIS can be seen
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as a program for computer assisted self interviewing. It is built as a Blaise
application and consists of the most important functions as described in
section 3.

At present, foreign trade data of almost 14000 businesses are transferred to
the NCBS every month by floppy disk. A data communication function is
built in and has been activated at 100 businesses for testing purposes.

One of the problems to solve was the diversity of computers in the field
(IRIS had to work on all IBM-compatible PCs). There were not only tech-
nical problems to solve by introducing IRIS. The help desk capacity needed
to support the users was underestimated at first. Also the statistical data
processing was re-designed because of the automated checking and correc-
tion of the data in IRIS.

Although we know the solution created by IRIS and the mentioned produc-
tion system is only serving the foreign trade statistic, we have identified a
lot of technical and organizational problems that we will have to overcome
before we have "edify-ed" our economical statistics.

Some organizational issues to discuss in connection with EDI are the fol-
lowing:

Until now we design paper and pen questionnaires to collect data for
one or more surveys. The perception of reality of the statisticians,
who are responsible for the survey(s), determines the content of the
questionnaire. The respondent has to translate the questions to his
figures, often registered in automated information systems. In the EDI-
era the statisticians have to accept that the administrative data are the
starting-point for the statistics. This means an important "change of
mind" with enormous organizational impact.

New organizational structures have to be designed and implemented
to cope with the new way of collecting the data. Examples are help
desks and account management on behalf of the respondents (busi-
nesses and accounting firms) and suppliers of standard software.
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Design of appropriate statistical methods to make statistics out of the
administrative .data.

Define and fulfil the necessary change management: on the one hand
continuity in the statistics, on the other hand changing the organiza-
tion in the above mentioned way. A complication is the n:m relation-
ship between the respondents (and the suppliers of the standard
software) and the individual statistics. There will inevitably be a
mixture of data collected by conventional questionnaires and data
collected by EDI in the transition period.

Apart from the organizational issues, a number of technical problems have
to be solved to realize the aimed situation. The right concepts to solve these
technical problems are given in sections 2, 3 and 4 of this paper. Summa-
rized, the following actions are needed in this field:

Harmonize Blaise with the requirements of EDI-Blaise.

Implement the (concept of) EDI-Blaise in the software packages of
the suppliers of standard software.

Implement the (concept of) EDI-Blaise in the software that account-
ing firms use for the financial administration of their clients.

- . Design, develop and implement the appropriate meta information sys-
tem (to recognize and interpret the data) in accordance with a man-
agement system (to control the logistics of the data) and related to
the Business Register.

Notes

'• The .views .in this paper are those of the author and do not- necessarily
reflect the policies of the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics.
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2 In 1991 the following percentage of businesses in the Netherlands were
automated (a organization is defined as "automated" when it had a com-
puter of at least Dfl 2000 and/or specialized automation personal).

Number of employees

automation degree

5 -
10

67%

10 -
20

76%

20 -
50

88%

50 -
100

96%

100 -
200

96%

200 -
500

98%

500
and
more

99%

Source: NCBS, Automation Statistics private sector, 1991

3 In 1991 the following percentage of businesses in the Netherlands used
standard software packages for different applications.

applications

number of employees

50 - 100

100 - 200

200 and more

financial

96%

94%

89%

sale

51%

45%

44%

production

42%

47%

47%

other

25%

28%

45%

Source: NBC, Automation Statistics, software 1990-1992

This representation of data structures was first published by: Bachman,
C.W., 'Data structure diagrams' in Data Base, Summer 1969.
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Trigram coding in the Family Expenditure Survey of the CBS
Martje Roessingh and Jelke Bethlehem

Errata

Figure 3.2 f:̂ \€.

Figure 3.2. Average time needed for
coding one article

Table 5.1 Use of aphabetical coding (_ p<X

Success cases 78 %
Direct alphabetical coding 38 %
First hierarchical, then alphabetical V «
Hierarchical, alphabetical and again hierarchical 8 4
Firsr h1*r<irrhlcal , then alphabetical without text 6 *
First with trigrams, then alphabetical 15 %
Other 4 %

Failure cases 22 %
Alphabetical, no final code 8 «
First trigram, then alphabetical, then text edited 8 %
First trigram, then alphabetical, no final code 4 %
Other 2 %

Table 5.2 Mean time required for alphabetical coding (in seconds)

Success cases 37
Direct alphabetical coding 22
First hierarchical, then alphabetical 49
Hierarchical, alphabetical and again hierarchical 51
First hierarchical, then alphabetical without text 70
First with trigrams, then alphabetical 43

Failure cases 57
Alphabetical, no final code 72
First trigram, then alphabetical, then text edited 42
First trigram, then alphabetical, no final code 11

Paragraph 6, last sentence has to be:
This does not include typing in the text.


